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ABSTRACT

Vermeer, Pamela Jean. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 1994. Medial Axis Transform

to Boundary Representation Conversion. Major Professor: Christoph M. Ho�mann.

The medial axis transform (MAT) has potential as a powerful representation for

a conceptual design tool for objects with inherent symmetry or near-symmetry. The

medial axis of two-dimensional objects or medial surface of three-dimensional ob-

jects provides a conceptual design base, with transition to a detailed design occuring

when the radius function is added to the medial axis or surface, since this additional

information completely speci�es a particular object. To make such a design tool

practicable, however, it is essential to be able to convert from an MAT format to a

boundary representation of an object.

In this thesis, we provide the details for the conversion of the MAT of a set of

two- and three-dimensional objects to a boundary representation. We demonstrate

certain smoothness properties of the MAT and show the relationship between the

tangent to the MAT at a point and the boundary points related to that MAT point.

We classify the MAT points based on the tangency conditions at the point, and for

each type of point, we detail the method for obtaining the boundary points related

to it. We discuss requirements for an MAT to be locally valid in the sense that the

given curves could actually be the MAT of an allowable object. We also provide a

theoretical error bound on the computation for the two-dimensional case. Finally, we

discuss an implementation of our algorithm both for piecewise linear two-dimensional

MATs and for piecewise planar and linear three-dimensional MATs, and demonstrate

some results we have obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental issues in geometric modeling is how to represent geo-

metric objects in a way which most intuitively, most e�ciently, and most accurately

allows one to perform the operations necessary to create, maintain, and understand

the objects. Examples of geometric operations which the ideal representation needs

to support include �nding the union or intersection of two objects, visualizing the

object, and determining whether a given point is inside of the object, outside of the

object, or on the boundary of the object. Also, it is important that the creation or

design of objects be facilitated by the representation. Unfortunately, no single rep-

resentation has yet been developed which allows all of these fundamental geometric

operations to be performed in an intuitive, e�cient, and accurate manner. In fact,

it appears that achieving all the imperative geometric operations and satisfying all

three goals of intuitiveness, e�ciency, and accuracy in a single representation might

be unachievable. Thus a variety of object representation schemes have been devel-

oped over the years, each of which supports a subset of geometric operations well,

and others less well or not at all.

In this chapter we �rst present an overview of two methods commonly used to

represent geometric objects. We then discuss in greater detail a third representation,

the medial axis transform(MAT), which is the focus of this thesis. We give de�ni-

tions for the MAT of two- and three-dimensional objects, and delve into the existing

literature on the MAT. We then compare the three representations, discussing the

advantages and disadvantages of each. Finally, we set forth the goal of this thesis and

the outline for achieving that goal.
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Figure 1.1 Several CSG primitives: cylinder(2,4), box(3,4,2), torus(2,3)

1.1 Two Standard Representations for Geometric Objects

There are many computer representations for three-dimensional objects, but two

general schemes have been used very often in geometric modeling. These are the

methods of constructive solid geometry and boundary representation. We give a brief

overview of each of these representations below but leave detailed information to the

references.

1.1.1 Constructive Solid Geometry

In constructive solid geometry (CSG), an object is represented by giving an explicit

way to construct it as a combination of a set of base objects, called primitives. The

primitives are usually restricted to rectangular blocks, spheres, cylinders, cones, and

tori, although the other natural quadrics may also be included without too much

additional complexity. The primitives are represented in a parametric form, with

an instance of a primitive being speci�ed by the type of primitive and values for its

parameters. For example, a cylinder might be represented by cylinder(r,h), where r

is the radius of the cylinder and h is its height. The initial location of each primitive

in space is relative to a local coordinate system. In the cylinder example, the default

might be that the base of the cylinder lies on the xy-plane and the cylinder axis

coincides with the z-axis. Figure 1.1 shows several CSG primitives in their possible

initial locations in local coordinate systems.
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cylinder(2.5,4)

y-rotate(90)

y-translate(7.5)

box(15,4,8)

*

z-translate(8)

y-rotate(90)

torus(3,5)

*\

U

Figure 1.2 A CSG object and its internal representation

CSG objects are constructed by combining primitives or other CSG objects using

regularized boolean operations: regularized union ([�), regularized intersection (\�),

and regularized di�erence (n�). Regularized operations can be conceptualized as a

three-step process: �rst, compute the set-theoretic result of performing the ordinary

boolean operation on the two objects; second, determine the interior of the set ob-

tained in step one; third, �nd the closure of the set obtained in step two. The set

so constructed is the result of the regularized boolean operation. The advantage of

using regularized operations over ordinary boolean operations is that it ensures the

result is a solid. Otherwise, lower-dimensional components could result, which would

be inconsistent in a solid representation scheme.

Since each primitive has its own local coordinate system, but the entire solid is

embedded in a single world-coordinate system, two other necessary operations are

rotation and translation. With these additional operations, primitives can be placed

in any position relative to each other, and complex objects can be constructed. The

object is stored as a tree, with internal nodes storing the operations and the leaves

storing the primitives. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a CSG solid and a tree which

could represent it. Although the tree is rarely a balanced tree, divide-and-conquer

algorithms are frequently used to process queries about the object. A response is

determined for each primitive, and these responses are then combined appropriately

at the internal operational nodes. Queries such as whether a point lies in, on, or

outside of the solid are handled in this way. Also, curve-solid intersection problems
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can be done in this manner, providing a way to display the object through ray-

tracing. More details on CSG operations and their implementation, can be found

in [Hof89, HV92, Man88, Mor85, RV77].

1.1.2 Boundary Representation

An alternative to representing a three-dimensional object as a combination of

solid primitives is to represent the faces, edges and vertices that comprise the ob-

ject's boundary. Geometric information which locates the components in space is

necessary, as well as topological information regarding the adjacencies of these com-

ponents. This combination is referred to as a boundary representation (B-rep), and is

used extensively in geometric modeling systems, for example, [Kar88, Van89, Gur91].

Objects so represented originally were restricted to manifolds, and operations per-

formed on manifold B-rep objects were also required to result in manifold objects.

This restriction to manifold objects is unnecessarily strict, however, and more recently

nonmanifold objects have been allowed both as input and output. The modelers cited

above allow representation and manipulation of nonmanifold objects.

The geometric information necessary for a B-rep is the collection of surfaces and

curves on which the faces, edges, and vertices lie. In some systems the bounding

surfaces are limited to planes and the curves to lines. However, curved faces and edges

can be implemented by allowing implicit equations or parametric patches. Usually

such equations are restricted to being low-degree polynomials, or rational polynomials

in the case of parametric patches.

A face of the solid is a connected patch of a bounding surface with �nite area.

Some convention is needed to indicate on which side of the face the interior of the

solid lies, such as requiring that the exterior of the solid lies in the direction of the

normal. This might require having a bounding surface listed twice, once for each

possible direction of the solid, since a surface may contain more than one face, and

the solid could be on both sides of the bounding surface. The boundary of a face

f is a circuit of edges lying on curves on the surface underlying f . The curves are
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determined by the intersection of the surfaces underlying faces adjacent to f and the

surface on which f lies. The edges are oriented so that the interior of the face lies to

one side of all the edges on the circuit. Each edge is terminated by two vertices, and

vertices are adjacent to multiple edges.

For a complete description of an object, the topological relationships between the

geometric entities must also be maintained. For example, all of the faces adjacent to a

particular edge need to be accessible through the edge, and all of the edges adjacent

to a particular vertex need to be accessible through the vertex. One of the early

methods for storing this topological information was the winged-edge data structure.

Variants of it are still used today, and are described in some detail in [Hof89, HV92,

Man88, Mor85], along with methods for operating on B-rep objects so represented.

1.2 The Medial Axis Transform

While CSG represents a solid as a combination of solid primitives and B-rep rep-

resents a solid by giving a complete description of the boundary of the object, the

medial axis transform (MAT) represents a solid in terms of points in the interior of

the object. Blum �rst suggested the use of the MAT (which he calls the symmetric

axis transform) as a means of determining shape properties of two-dimensional ob-

jects [Blu64]. Subsequently, the MAT was used in a variety of other contexts, leading

to a variety of de�nitions of the MAT. We briey present some of these de�nitions

here, and give references to the original works for the interested reader.

1.2.1 MAT of Two-Dimensional Objects

Unless otherwise stated, in this section we will restrict our attention to objects

which are closed subsets of <2 with �nite area, bounded by a �nite set of connected,

simple curves. The boundary should also be di�erentiable at all but a �nite number

of points. The MAT of such two-dimensional objects can be conceptualized in various

ways, and di�erent de�nitions are useful in di�erent contexts.
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Figure 1.3 Some maximal inscribed circles and the MAT of a simple object

One de�nition is in terms of maximal inscribed discs, discs which are completely

contained inside the object and which are contained in no other such disc [Blu73].

The medial axis (MA) of an object, also referred to in the literature as the skeleton, is

the closure of the locus of the centers of all maximal inscribed discs. The medial axis

transform (MAT) is the medial axis and, for each point on the medial axis, the radius

of the maximal inscribed disc centered there. Thus for two-dimensional objects, the

MAT is actually a three-dimensional representation: x; y-coordinates for the location

of the center of the disc, and an r-coordinate for the radius of the disc. On the left

in Figure 1.3 is a boundary and its MA, along with some of the maximal discs. On

the right, the MAT corresponding to the �gure is shown.

This de�nition provides a natural way to distinguish between types of MA points.

The distinction is based on the number of contiguous touchings the disc centered at

the point has with the boundary. A disc can touch with point contact, that is, a single

boundary point touches a single point on the disc boundary, or with �nite contact, in

which a contiguous arc of points on the disc touches a segment of the boundary. Either

type is considered a single touching. The order of a point is the number of touchings

that the disc related to an MA point has with the boundary. An MA point of order

one is an end point. Normal points are MA points of order two, and branch points

are points with three or more boundary touchings. In Figure 1.3, p1 is an endpoint,

p2 is a branch point, and p3 is a normal point. The term \�nite contact" seems a bit
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incongruous, since this type of contact actually is the only contact involving a non-

�nite number of points. Historically, Blum introduced this term as shorthand for \the

disc contacts the boundary in a �nite length of arc", and we follow his terminology

here.

An alternative de�nition of the MAT is based on nearest neighbors [Pre77, Boo79,

Lee82]. The MA is the closure of the set of points interior to the object boundary B

which have exactly two nearest neighbors on B. Clearly, the points with exactly two

nearest neighbors on B will be point contact normal points. The closure points are

the end points, branch points, and normal points with �nite contact. The equivalence

of these �rst two de�nitions has been shown by Wolter [Wol92].

Another de�nition of the MAT is given in terms of a grass�re analogy [Blu64,

CH68b]. Here, each point of the boundary is considered to be a point �re, all burning

with the same intensity. The �re spreads in a circle from the boundary point at

which it started, and burns with a constant rate of one unit distance per unit time,

so that at time t the outer extent of the burned area is the curve parallel to the

boundary but o�set by distance t. The medial axis consists of the closure of the

quench points of the �re, that is, the points where �re which began at two or more

di�erent boundary points meet and douse one another. The time at which the �res

meet is the third coordinate of the MAT. Figure 1.4 shows the same boundary as

in Figure 1.3, with several of the boundary parallels generated by the �re. The

equivalence of this de�nition with the nearest neighbors de�nition follows easily.

This same analogy can be described in terms of o�set curves. Given a base curve

C, the d-o�set is the curve consisting of all points distance d from the base curve,

where the distance is measured along the normal to the base curve. Each base-curve

point is associated with two points on the o�set curve, one in either direction of the

normal from the base curve. For closed boundaries such as we are interested in, there

is an interior and an exterior o�set. A cusp or corner is introduced in the o�set if the

curvature � at a point on the base curve satis�es � = �1=d [FN89b]. Now, consider

the set of all (interior) o�sets as d increases, beginning with d = 0. The MA is a
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Figure 1.4 The MA points are corners in the parallel o�sets to the boundary.

subset of the set of all of the cusps of the o�sets, and the third coordinate of the MAT

is given by the distance d of the o�set at which the cusp is introduced. Some of those

corners of the o�sets are highlighted in Figure 1.4. For further general information

on o�set curves and their computation, see [FN89a, FN89b, EC91].

Yet another formulation of this analogy is from the theory of nonlinear conserva-

tion laws and shock waves [Goo64, Lax72, Lax73, Str86]. Here the o�sets are curves

obtained by propagating the base curve along its normals. The direction of the nor-

mal to follow is predetermined, so a one-sided o�set is generated. The front at any

time t is given by t = S(x; y), where S must satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

S
2
x + S

2
y = 1. The slice of the surface S in the plane t = 0 is exactly the original

curve, and the d-o�set is the cross-section of S in the t = d plane. The slope of

the curve as the front moves satis�es a nonlinear conservation law, and the shock

waves arising from that equation comprise the MA of the object. In this context, the

third coordinate is the value of t of the shock points. Methods to solve the partial

di�erential equation arising from this formulation are given by [Set85, OS88].

The surface under consideration in the shock formulation can also be obtained in

a conceptually di�erent way, from the theory of cyclographic maps [MK29, HV92,

Hof92]. Starting with an oriented curve C in the xy-plane, a ruled surface is formed

by the set of all lines through the curve which make a 45� angle with the xy-plane

and whose projection onto the xy-plane is normal to the curve at the intersection

point. The line should increase towards the interior of C. For a given point (x; y) in
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Figure 1.5 The MAT is the closure of the singular curves of the cyclographic map of

the boundary curve.

the plane, there might be multiple values of z such that (x; y; z) lies on the surface.

If (x; y) is in the interior of C, take the point with positive z value nearest to the

xy-plane, and if it is exterior to C, take the point with negative z-value nearest to the

xy-plane. The surface so generated is single-valued and de�ned over the xy-plane.

Each point (x; y; z) on this surface gives the distance from (x; y) to C, hence it is

referred to as the distance surface of C. The distance surface has singularities at

the points where two or more of the generating lines meet. The curves given by the

closure of these singularities comprise the MAT. Figure 1.5 shows this surface for the

boundary of the previous examples, with the boundary curves and the MAT curves

highlighted.

From the multiple de�nitions, it is evident that the MAT has been known in a

variety of contexts for many years. These various de�nitions shed light on di�erent

properties of the medial axis. In Chapter 2, we will go into greater detail on the

cyclographic map de�nition, for this de�nition provides insights into properties of

the MAT which are fundamental for solving the problem under consideration in this

thesis. We will also discuss in Chapter 2 some of the global and local properties of

the medial axis transform which are relevant to the problem.
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Figure 1.6 A rectangular box and its medial axis

1.2.2 MAT of Three-Dimensional Objects

While the MAT of two-dimensional objects has been studied fairly extensively,

much less has been done with the MAT of three-dimensional objects. As mentioned

in the literature review in the next section, Blum suggested the extension to three-

dimensions, and Nackman studied the idea further, but little else has been done with

three-dimensional objects.

To de�ne the MAT of three-dimensional objects, any of the de�nitions in 1.2.1

can be extended. Perhaps the easiest to conceptualize is that of maximal discs. For

the three-dimensional case, the medial axis is now the closure of the locus of centers

of maximally inscribed spheres. The MAT is the set of quadruples (x; y; z; r), where

(x; y; z) is an MA point and r is the radius of the related sphere. Except in special

circumstances, the MAT is a two-dimensional surface in four-space. Degeneracies

occur for objects such as spheres and circular cylinders, which may have a single

point or a curve as MA, rather than a surface.

As before, the MA points can be subdivided into end points, normal points, and

branch points, using a similar criteria of number of contiguous touchings of the the

sphere with the boundary as in the two-dimensional case. Now, however, �nite contact

can mean a curve of the sphere contacts the boundary or a surface patch on the

sphere contacts the boundary. Also, branch points and normal points are no longer

separated in the way they were in the two-dimensional case. Instead, branch points

and endpoints can be contiguous along a curve. Figure 1.6 shows a simple rectangular
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box on the left and its MA on the right. The branch curves occur where the planar

sections intersect, and the end point curves run along corners of the box.

In Chapter 3, we will develop the cyclographic map de�nition for the three-

dimensional case. Using this de�nition, we can construct a �ner classi�cation of

types of points for the 3D MAT. We also defer discussion of the properties of the

MAT of three-dimensional objects to Chapter 3.

1.2.3 Literature on the MAT

The literature on the MAT begins with the introductory paper by Blum published

in 1964 [Blu79] in which he de�ned the medial axis and described its potential as a

shape description tool. In later papers, Blum returned to the two-dimensional MAT

as a tool for shape description, speci�cally for biological applications [Blu73, Blu74].

Further analysis of the properties of the MAT were contributed by Calabi and others

during the late 1960's [CR67, CH68b, CH68a, Cal69a, Cal69b]. Computation of the

MAT in these early days was achieved by line thinning of digitized images, with the

�rst apparent algorithm being contributed by Pfaltz and Rosenfeld [RP66, PR67].

Their �rst algorithm measures distance using the taxi cab metric, that is, distance

measurements are done only in the horizontal and vertical directions, so that the

distance to a diagonal neighbor is two units. In their second algorithm, they use an

eight-neighbors metric, so that all eight neighbors surrounding a point are distance

one from the center point. At about the same time, Philbrick suggested the use of the

MAT in image processing, and contributed another algorithm for generating the MAT

of a digitized picture [Phi68]. His algorithm attempts to use a better approximation

to a maximal circle for distance measurements by using an octogonal neighborhood

for the distance measure. This is achieved by using a neighborhood two units thick

from the point of interest, and deleting the four corner vertices. Other algorithms for

digitized pictures were given by Montanari, who �rst used a quasi-Euclidean distance

measure [Mon68], and later proposed an analytic method for computing the medial

axis of objects whose boundaries are straight lines and circular arcs [Mon69]. A further
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algorithm was developed by Hilditch, whose interest in the MAT was as a tool for

pattern matching of chromosomes [Hil68, Hil69]. Duda and Hart also included the

MAT in their study of pattern classi�cation techniques [DH73].

Interest in the MAT revived in the late 1970's, as various researchers began propos-

ing algorithms for the computation of theMAT of objects de�ned by continuous curves

in the plane, rather than as digitized images. Preparata gave an O(n2) algorithm for

simple polygons, where n is the number of edges in the polygon [Pre77]. Lee improved

on this operation count by providing an O(n log n) algorithm. Bookstein developed

a specialized algorithm for polygons with small exterior angles in order to approxi-

mate what happens with smooth curved boundaries [Boo79]. Other implementations

were suggested at about the same time by deSouze and Houghton [dSH77] and by

Kirkpatrick [Kir79].

A continually recurring theme in the literature on the MAT is not only how to

compute it, but also how to apply the MAT to shape analysis. Blum and Nagel [BN78]

gave a detailed exposition of the relationship between an object and its MAT, and

Pavlidis [Pav78] included the MAT in his survey of methods of shape analysis. Rosen-

feld also discussed theMAT as one of a collection of axial shape representations [Ros86].

Montanvert implemented an algorithm to decompose an object into separate compo-

nents based on a discrete MAT [Mon86], and Pizer et al. used the MAT to do a

hierarchical decomposition of shapes [POB87]. G�ursoy proposed an automated shape

analysis routine based on the MAT with applications in �nite element methods and

mesh generation [Gur89, PG90].

Other recent works on the two-dimensional MAT have included further attempts

to compute the MAT by Tam et al. [TPAM91] and by Brandt [Bra91], and re-

newed e�orts to give mathematically sound veri�cation of the properties of the MAT

which have been largely assumed throughout the years, c.f. Wolter [Wol92] and Chi-

ang [Chi92]. In terms of applications, Nackman and Srinivasan have focussed on mesh
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generation for polygonal domains based on the MAT [SNTM90, NS91b, NS91a]. An-

other application proposal by Turkiyyah and Ghattas is as an analysis tool for shape

design [TG92].

The three-dimensional MAT has been much less thoroughly investigated. Blum

suggested that the MAT extends naturally to three-dimensional objects [Blu79], and

Nackman wrote his dissertation and several papers on the geometric properties of

the MAT of three-dimensional objects [Nac82a, Nac82b, Nac84, NP85]. The earliest

implementation for determining the MAT of a three-dimensional object appeared as

a corollary to work by O'Rourke and Badler on decomposing a three-dimensional

object into spheres [OB79]. Interest in the problem of computing the MAT of a

three-dimensional object is still high. Proposals for computing a continuous me-

dial axis from a discrete object have recently been developed by Brandt [Bra91]

and Sudhalkar [Sud92]. Ho�mann and Dutta have explored the problem for CSG

objects [Hof90b, HD90], and Chiang developed an algorithm for objects with con-

tinuous boundaries [Chi92]. Armstrong et al. also have been developing such an

algorithm, in the context of mesh generation for three-dimensional objects based on

the MAT [ATR+91, ARM91]. This latter algorithm appears to be close to supporting

quite general three-dimensional objects at this time.

1.3 Comparison of Representations

The three di�erent representations presented in this chapter each have advantages

and disadvantages for various geometric modeling operations. Constructive solid ge-

ometry provides an extremely intuitive way to design objects, since it is conceptually

similar to the way one might actually mentally and physically develop objects. In gen-

eral, the primitives used in CSG modelers consist only of quite simple objects. This

is both a disadvantage and an advantage. The disadvantage is that having simple

primitives limits drastically the types of objects which can be successfully modeled

with it. For example, free-form surfaces with complex smoothness criteria cannot
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be modeled using the basic CSG models. However, the simplicity of the underly-

ing primitives is also an advantage of CSG, since that is what makes possible the

execution of operations such as the intersection or union of objects, or determining

the position of a arbitrary point relative to the solid. These operations can be done

on the primitives and can be �ltered up the tree. Furthermore, because the solids

are comprised of simple base objects, visualization techniques are straightforward. If

CSG were extended to include a larger class of primitives, and thereby a larger class

of solids, these latter operations would become more di�cult and time consuming,

detracting from the appeal of the method.

Boundary representation provides a way to represent free-form surfaces through

the use of implicit or parametric surfaces and curves. This vastly extends the class of

objects that can be generated, and allows general smoothness criteria to be imposed

on the objects. It also is a representation that is conducive to analysis of properties

of the surfaces of the objects being modeled. For example, having an equational

representation of a surface of an object makes it possible to analyze the ow of

water over the surface, or the conductance of heat through the surface. On the

other hand, operations such as surface/surface intersection, or deciding the position

of a point relative to an object are very di�cult for free-form surfaces. And if non-

parametric equations are used to represent the surfaces, visualization can also be

quite challenging.

Like CSG, the medial axis transform has properties that make it an intuitive tool

for object design. The MAT is always lower in dimension than the object itself,

but it has the same basic structure as the original object, that is, it has the same

connectivity and genus as the original object [Wol92]. Because the MAT also abstracts

symmetry from a shape, it can be used to design symmetric objects in a parametric

fashion. For example, a planar object could be designed by giving the basic shape

of the object as planar curves, and then using the distance or radius function along

the curves as a parameter to de�ne the thickness of the object. The MAT also allows

free-form representation for objects, that is, objects with smooth, curved boundaries
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can be represented by it. In addition, the MAT is considered to be a valuable tool

for shape analysis and mesh generation for objects. On the negative side, the MAT

does not provide an intuitive way to visualize the object it represents. There also

is not a simple, well-understood relationship between, say, the union of two objects

and the union of their MATs, thus boolean operations are also non-trivial for objects

represented by their MATs. And again, decisions regarding the position of a point

relative to the object do not appear to be easy with the MAT representation, although

this question has not been studied intensively.

The ideal situation would be if all three of these representations were easily ob-

tainable, one from the other. Converting from CSG to B-rep is straightforward since

the primitives can be easily represented as surfaces. The details of this process are

found in [RV85]. Also, as was pointed out in Section 1.2.3, a great deal of e�ort

has been put into the problem of converting from a CSG or B-rep to the MAT,

with some degree of success. Converting from B-rep to CSG when free-form sur-

faces are allowed for the B-rep is much more challenging because of the fundamental

di�erence in the basic components of each representation. However, recently some

inroads have been made into the problem when the goal is to represent the ob-

ject as regularized unions, intersections, and di�erences of polyhedral half-spaces,

see [SV89a, SV89b, Sha91, SV91, SV93, Hof93c]. Converting from an MAT repre-

sentation to a CSG representation again is not feasible because of the fundamental

di�erence in the types of objects represented by the MAT and by CSG. If a subclass

of MATs of CSG objects were used, then this problem would become reasonable, but

could also then be done by converting from the MAT to a B-rep, and then from a

B-rep to CSG.

Our goal in this thesis is to �ll in the gap of converting from the MAT to a B-

rep. This problem has been discussed in one other recent paper [GD94], but that

paper consists simply of a discussion of a program implementing the conversion of an

MAT given by a single tangent continuous parametric curve or surface. Furthermore,

there is no theoretical foundation supplied for the program. In this thesis, we give
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the theoretical details underlying the conversion process both for two- and three-

dimensional objects, and work out both the straightforward case of tangent continuous

MATs as well as the interesting case of conversion when the MAT has singuliarities

in it.

1.4 Thesis Organization

In the remainder of the thesis, we solve the problem of conversion from a me-

dial axis transform representation to a boundary representation for certain classes

of two- and three-dimensional objects. In Chapter 2, we give complete details for

the two-dimensional problem. This includes the theoretical basis for the conversion,

issues of local validity of the MAT, an error bound on the conversion process, and an

implementation of the conversion for piecewise linear MATs. The solution for three-

dimensional objects is covered in the subsequent three chapters. Chapter 3 handles

the theoretical aspect of the problem, while Chapter 4 covers the issue of local va-

lidity for three-dimensional objects, and Chapter 5 provides details and examples of

an implementation of the procedure for piecewise planar and linear MATs. The �nal

chapter of the thesis suggests some further directions for exploration.
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2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MAT TO BOUNDARY CONVERSION

In this chapter, we explore the components of converting a valid two-dimensional

MAT representation of an object to a topologically and geometrically correct bound-

ary representation of the object. We begin by precisely de�ning the types of objects

to which the subsequent work applies, and by detailing two of the MAT de�nitions

which were discussed briey in Chapter 1. Next we detail the properties of the MAT

which are essential to the conversion process, and we show a smoothness property

of the MAT which gives a classi�cation of types of MAT points. We then demon-

strate the fundamental relationships between the MAT tangent at a point and the

tangent to the boundary at the points related to that point which forms the basis

of the conversion. Having established the basic relationships, we apply them to the

types of MAT points determined from the smoothness condition, and for each type

of point, we demonstrate how to reconstruct the boundary related to it. Next we

discuss criteria necessary for the MAT to be locally valid, as de�ned below. We also

provide an error bound which shows how errors in a computed MAT relate to errors

in the generated boundary. Finally, we discuss our implementation of the conversion

algorithm and show some examples.

2.1 Restrictions on Objects

In our theoretical development, we require that objects under consideration satisfy

some reasonable topological and geometric constraints.

De�nition 2.1.1 A 2D object O is simple if the following are satis�ed:

1. O has an interior with �nite area.

2. The interior of O is path-connected.
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3. O has a �nite number of boundary loops, all of which are simply connected

closed curves of bounded variation with continuous tangent and curvature at

all but a �nite number of points. At points where the tangent or curvature does

not exist, sided tangents and curvatures must exist.

The requirement of bounded variation means simply that any line in the plane in-

tersects the curve in �nitely many points, or �nitely many segments in case the line

should coincide with the curve in a region [Hof89]. This eliminates boundary curves

which uctuate in�nitely often.

This de�nition is not overly restrictive, since most objects of interest in design

situations satisfy these requirements inherently. Simple objects may have a �nite

number of interior voids, so that although the MAT will be connected, it need not be

simply connected. Further, since each boundary loop is piecewise curvature continu-

ous, the boundary curves are all locally parameterizable except possibly at points of

connection between segments.

2.2 Medial Axis De�nitions and Properties

As was seen in Chapter 1, there are many de�nitions of the MAT, with di�er-

ent de�nitions being more appropriate than others depending on the problem under

consideration. For the problem of determining the boundary from the MAT, two are

particularly useful. In this section, we give further details about these two de�ni-

tions, and then detail some of the properties of the MAT which are relevant to the

conversion problem.

2.2.1 De�nitions of the MAT

The �rst of the two de�nitions is the maximal inscribed disc formulation of Blum,

see 1.2.1. A useful feature of this de�nition is that it allows us classify the types

of MA points into the categories discussed previously, namely normal points, branch

points, and end points. Furthermore, because the maximal inscribed discs in general
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have tangential contact with the boundary, this de�nition is used to establish the

fundamental relationship between the MA tangent and the related boundary points'

tangents.

The second de�nition, which provides further insight into the geometric relation-

ships between an object and its MAT, is the cyclographic map de�nition. A brief

introduction to this de�nition was given in Chapter 1, but because this de�nition is

central to all of the subsequent theory in the thesis, we review that de�nition and

provide further details and examples here.

Recall that for the cyclographic map de�nition, we start with an oriented curve

C in the xy-plane and form a ruled surface by the set of all lines through the curve

which make a 45� angle with the xy-planes, increasing towards the interior of C, and

whose projection onto the xy-plane is the normal to the curve at the intersection

point of the curve and the line. Equationally this surface can be written

f(s; t) = c(s) + tn(s)

where c(s) = (c1(s); c2(s); 0) and n(s) = (n1(s); n2(s); 1) with (n1(s); n2(s)) the unit

normal to c(s). Spivak [Spi79] shows that for a space curve c, any ruled surface

f(s; t) = c(s) + t�(s)

is at or developable, that is, has Gaussian curvature identically zero throughout, if

and only if c, c0, and �
0 are linearly dependent. Since by the Frenet equations

n
0 = ��vc0

where v = jjc0jj is the velocity of the curve and � is the curvature of the curve, the

cyclographic surface is always at. This signi�cantly reduces the types of surfaces

which can arise from the cyclographic formulation of the MAT.

Spivak gives the classical development of at surfaces, demonstrating that they are

comprised of planes, generalized cylinders, generalized cones, and tangent developable

surfaces. Because the ruling for the cyclographic map makes a 45� angle with the
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Figure 2.1 The cyclographic surface of a parabola and its edge of regression

xy-plane, no generalized cylinders occur as cyclographic surfaces. Furthermore, this

angle restriction also means that the only cone which can arise is a right circular cone

with apical angle 45�. This means that the only interesting surfaces generated from

the cyclographic map are the tangent developables.

For any (space) curve c�, the tangent developable surface of c� is the ruled surface

g(s; t) = c
�(s) + tc

�0(s)

This surface is singular along c�, which is known as the edge of regression of g. For any

curve c in the plane other than the line or the circular arc, the cyclographic surface

of c is a portion of the tangent developable surface of a space curve c�. Following the

computation of Spivak, the related edge of regression is found to be

c
�(s) = c(s) +

1

�

n(s)

and the portion of the tangent developable of c� which is identical to f is

f(s; t) = c
�(s) +

��2t+ �

�
0

c
�0(s)

Speci�cally, consider as an example c(s) = (s; s2; 0), a parabola in the xy-plane.

The cyclographic surface of c is given by

f(s; t) = (s+ t

�2s
p
1 + 4s2

; s
2 + t

1
p
1 + 4s2

; 1)
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A portion of this surface is shown in Figure 2.1 in two di�erent views. In the view

on the left, the surface has been truncated so that the MAT curve can be seen as

the highlighted intersection curve of the two sheets. The view shown on the right

side of the �gure has the edge of regression highlighted. The equation for the edge of

regression is

c
�(s) = (s� s(1 + 4s2); 3s2 +

1

2
;

1

2
(4s2 + 1)3=2)

In the next section when we develop some properties of the MAT, we show that points

on the edge of regression cannot be part of the MAT unless they are limit points of

other MAT points. In our example, this occurs for the point (0; 1=2; 1=2), where the

MAT has an end point. For further discussion of the cyclographic map and its use in

de�ning the MAT, see [HV92, Hof92].

2.2.2 MAT Properties

In the literature on the MAT and its applications, many properties have been

suggested which are intuitively sensible, but formal proofs of these properties are

generally lacking. Interestingly, most of the properties which have been taken for

granted were established by a group led by Calabi in the late 1960's [CR67, Cal69a,

Cal69b]. However, these results were not published in the mainstream literature, and

we have only encountered one other person in our literature search of the medial axis

who references this work [Bra91]. All of the properties in this section are contained in

various of the Calabi papers, but have also been reestablished more recently in works

by Chiang [Chi92] and Wolter [Wol92]. Furthermore, although Calabi established the

existence of half-tangents to the medial axis using sequences of points on the medial

axis, we have independently and in a fundamentally di�erent way extended the result

to show that the MAT in fact has a continuous tangent at all but �nitely many points.

One important property of the MAT is its uniqueness. That is, given any bound-

ary there is exactly one MAT related to it, and given any MAT, there is exactly one

boundary from which it could have been derived [Chi92]. Duda and Hart show in-

formally and Wolter has shown rigorously that the boundary and interior of a simple
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object can be retrieved from the MAT by taking the union of all the maximal discs

de�ned by the MAT [DH73, Wol92].

In the same paper, Wolter shows that the MA of a planar object whose boundary

is a piecewise C2 manifold has the same homotopy type as the boundary. Thus for

simple objects as de�ned by De�nition 2.1.1, the MA will be connected and have the

same number of loops as the object has interior voids.

A �nal result from Wolter's work is that the MA is nowhere dense in <2, which

means that the MA of a planar object is a planar graph. These results have also been

noted elsewhere, for example, [BN78, Gur89, PG90], but with no proofs provided.

Another property asserted by Blum and Nagel [BN78] but not proved is that the

MAT of a simple object is di�erentiable at all but a �nite number of points. In the

following theorem we show that in fact the tangent is continuous everywhere but at

a �nite number of points.

Theorem 2.2.1 The MAT of a simple object has a continuous tangent everywhere

except at end points, branch points, and normal points of �nite contact. At the

exceptional points, a one-sided tangent exists from each approach to the point along

the MAT.

Proof:

Let O be a simple object with boundary B, and let S be the positive portion of

the cyclographic map of B. Since O is simple, for each boundary curve comprising

B the surface element of S generated by that curve has a continuous tangent plane

everywhere but at self-intersections. Thus S in its entirety has a continuous tangent

plane everywhere but at self-intersections. Note that the self-intersections in S can

occur either because a single surface element has self-intersections or because two or

more surface elements intersect. The curves in the self-intersections of S arise from

two surface sheets meeting tangentially, such as along an edge of regression, or from

two surface sheets meeting transversally.

By de�nition, the MAT M corresponding to O consists of a subset of the self-

intersection points of S along with the limit points of that subset. Because O is
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simple, M is connected, therefore there are no isolated MAT points. That is, the

MAT is either a single point in the case of O being a disc, or it is a connected

collection of curves. We claim that the only candidates for points on the MAT are

the curves which come from a transverse intersection of two surface sheets and their

limit points.

Consider a point p = (x0; y0; z0) on S with tangent plane Tp. Because Tp makes a

45� degree angle with the xy-plane, there is exactly one point b on the line obtained by

intersecting Tp with the xy-plane which is distance z0 from the projection of p to the

xy-plane. Since the z-coordinate of a point on the cyclographic map must measure

precisely this distance, the line
!

bp is the only generating line to lie in Tp. Thus the

number of tangent planes to S at p is exactly the same as the number of boundary

points of O related to p. Therefore curves generated by two surface sheets meeting

tangentially consist of points with only one related boundary point. By de�nition,

such a point can be on the MAT if and only if it is a limit point of a set of points

with two or more generating lines. Since O is simple, the MAT consists of only a

�nite number of curves, thus such limit points must be isolated. For if there were a

curve segment of limit points, each point on it must be the limit point of a di�erent

transversal intersection curve, so there would be in�nitely many such intersections.

Thus our claim holds. For the remaining curves, because the surface sheets which

meet transversally have a continuous tangent plane, the intersection curves must

also be tangent continuous. From the previous paragraph, these points are exactly

normal points with two related boundary points, since they have two tangent planes

associated with them on S. The limit points of these curves are either end points or

connections between tangent continuous components. The connection points could be

�nite contact normal points, where in�nitely many tangent planes exist at the vertex

of a conical surface element, or branch points, where three or more surface elements

come together, including possibly branch points with �nite contact. Since the curves

are tangent continuous, a one-sided tangent exists from each approach to an end or

connection point.
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Two important results are immediately obvious from the theorem.

Corollary 2.2.1 Any point at which the MAT has a continuous tangent has exactly

two related boundary points.

Corollary 2.2.2 End points, branch points, and normal points of �nite contact are

isolated on the MAT. That is, given an end point, branch point, or normal point of

�nite contact p, there is some " such that all MAT points expect p in an "-neighbohood

of p are normal points with point contact with the boundary.

The exceptional points, that is, the end points, branch points, and normal points

of �nite contact are hereafter referred to collectively as juncture points.

2.3 Conversion Theory

The technique used for converting from the MAT to the boundary relies on insights

about the MAT derived from the cyclographic map de�nition. The MAT tangent

is the essential component of the method, and understanding how it is related to

the boundary is the basis for the actual conversion. We begin by detailing this

relationship. Subsequently, we demonstrate how to locate all of the related boundary

points for each type of MAT point using the MAT tangent.

Throughout this section we rely on the assumption that each curve of the MAT is

parameterized with respect to arclength. We will also without further notice use the

notation that p = (x; y; r) is a point on the MAT M of a simple object O and that

p is its projection to the MA M . The MAT tangent at p is referred to as TM while

the tangent to S at p is given by TM . Note that TM is the projection of TM to the

xy-plane.

2.3.1 Fundamental Underpinnings

The three lemmas in this section demonstrate the basic relationship between the

MAT tangent and the related boundary.
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Lemma 2.3.1 Let p be an MAT point with a continuous tangent and whose related

boundary points each have a unique normal. Let q1 and q2 be the points on the

boundary related to p. Then TM bisects the angle between the normals to q1 and q2.

Proof:

The proof is based on Figure 2.2, from Blum [Blu73]. Here p is a point of the MA

M (shown as a dotted line) distance r from the boundaries. B1 is one side of the

boundary, and PB1
is the parallel curve to B1 o�set a distance r. Let � be the angle

between the tangent T1 to the boundary parallel and the MA tangent TM , while � is

the angle between the boundary normal and TM . Consider the derivative dr=ds:

dr

ds

= lim
�s!0

r(s +�s)� r(s)

�s

= lim
�s!0

�r

�s

= sin�

since in the limit, the arc indicated by �s is the tangent to the MA, and the arc

along the boundary parallel is the tangent to the boundary parallel at p. By a simple

transformation,

cos� =
dr

ds

Since the boundary side was chosen arbitrarily, this angle is the same for both bound-

aries, and hence the MA tangent bisects the angle between the two normals.
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In the next lemma, we show the relationship between the tangent to the MAT, the

MA tangent, and the boundary tangents at the related boundary points. M�uller pro-

vides a di�erent proof of this relationship in the context of cyclographic maps [MK29].

Lemma 2.3.2 Let p = (x(s0); y(s0); r(s0)) be a point at which M has a continuous

tangent and whose related boundary points q1 and q2 each have a unique normal. Then

T1, T2, and TM are concurrent along TM , where Ti is the tangent to the boundary at

qi.

Proof:

By Lemma 2.3.1, if T1 and T2 intersect TM they do so at a single point w1, as

shown in Figure 2.3. Also, since TM is the projection of TM into the xy-plane, TM

must intersect TM at the point w2 on TM with r-coordinate 0. We show that w1 and

w2 are equal distance from p.

Consider the two triangles in the xy-plane in Figure 2.3. Let l1 be the length

of the segment from p to w1. The angle 6 p q1w1 is a right angle since p q1 is the

boundary normal at p1 and q1w1 is the boundary tangent at q1. Thus

l1 =
r

cos�

where r = r(s0).
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Now consider the triangle p pw2. For ease of notation, we will assume that all

derivatives are evaluated at s0. Without loss of generality, assume that p = (0; 0; r)

and that y0 = 0, and consider the problem in the xr-plane. Let l2 be the length of the

segment from p to w2, so that w2 has coordinates (l2; 0). Then the direction vector

along the hypotenuse of the triangle is

(x0; r0)=L

where

L =

q
x
02 + r

02

Since the direction vector of the leg with length r is (0, 1),

cos  =
rq

(l22 + r
2)

= (0; 1) � (x0; r0) =
r
0

L

where  = 6 p w2 p. Solving for l2, we obtain

l2 =
r

r
0
x
0

But since the segment has an arc length parameterization and y
0 = 0, x0 = 1. Also,

we know from the proof of Lemma 2.3.1 that r0 = cos�. Thus

l2 =
r

cos�

which is the same as l1. Thus if T1 and T2 intersect, then w1 � w2.

If T1 and T2 do not intersect, then � = �=2, so that cos  = 0 and TM must

be parallel to the xy-plane. In this case, all four lines are parallel and thus have in

common a point at in�nity, so the lemma holds.

Both Lemma 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 depend on the existence of a unique normal at each

boundary point related to p. However, these results hold even when there is no unique

boundary normal, such as when two boundary components meet in a concave corner.

Lemma 2.3.3 Let p be a point at which M has a continuous tangent. Let q1 and q2

be the two boundary points related to p. Then Lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 hold if the

normals to the boundary B at q1 and q2 are replaced with the connecting lines p q1

and p q2, respectively.
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Proof:

Let l1 and l2 be the line segments connecting q1 and q2 to p, respectively, and let

T1 and T2 be perpendicular to these line segments. Notice that if B has a unique

tangent at q1, then l1 is the normal to B at q1, and T1 the tangent there, and similarly

for q2.

Referring to Figure 2.2, the calculation of dr=ds in the proof of Lemma 2.3.1

followed because in the limit, a right triangle was determined by the boundary parallel

tangent, the boundary normal, and the MA tangent. Since we have chosen T1 to be

normal to l1, as we move along the MA towards p, we have the same relationship in

the limit, namely,
dr

ds

= sin �

As before, since the radial line chosen was arbitrary, this relationship must hold for

either the angle between TM and l1 or between TM and l2, thus the angles must be

identical.

Lemma 2.3.2 depends on the existence of the boundary normals only to apply

Lemma 2.3.1, and thus the proof of this follows immediately.

From Theorem 2.2.1, when there is a discontinuity in the MAT tangent there are

no longer exactly two related boundary points. We will discuss the various possibilities

for the boundary in the following sections where we give the details of locating the

related boundary points for each type of MAT point.

2.3.2 MAT to Boundary Conversion

Using Theorem 2.2.1 and Lemmas 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3, we can classify the

boundary points related to the various types of MA points. We start by considering

normal points, which can be further subdivided into two categories. First we locate

boundary points for normal points which have a continuous tangent, whether or not

the related boundary points also have a continuous tangent. Then we consider the

situation where the tangent to the MA at a normal point has a discontinuity. Next
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we demonstrate how to �nd the boundary points related to end points, and �nally,

we show how to determine those related to branch points.

2.3.2.1 Smooth Normal Points

The basic technique for �nding boundary points related to an MAT point p is to

�nd the angle which the radial line connecting p to a related boundary point makes

with the MA tangent at p. Related boundary points then must lie along those lines,

distance r from p. For normal points at which the MAT tangent is continuous, the

two related boundary points can be found by directly applying Lemma 2.3.3. For

completeness sake, we demonstrate how to do this here; the method is also described

in [HV92]. For other types of MAT points, this technique can be applied in a modi�ed

form to �nd all related boundary points.

Theorem 2.3.1 Let p be a normal point with a continuous tangent on M . Then the

boundary points q1 and q2 associated with p can be determined exactly from the

tangent TM to M at p.

Proof:

In Figure 2.4, let l1 and l2 be the line segments connecting p to q1 and q2, respec-

tively, and let T1 be perpendicular to l1 at q1, and T2 be perpendicular to l2 at q2.
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Then from the proof of Lemma 2.3.3 the angles �1 and �2 between the MA tangent

and the lines T1 and T2 are well-de�ned and equal. Thus the angle � between TM

and either radial line l1 or l2 is well-de�ned.

From Lemma 2.3.2, the angle can be computed as

� = arccos
r

l

where l is the length of the line segment from p to w, the intersection of the tangent

with the xy-plane. This computation of � forces the restriction that 0 � � � �=2.

This simply means that in the xy-plane, the angle � must be measured from the ray

of TM rooted at p and pointing in the direction of decreasing r. The boundary points

q1 and q2 can then be found by a rotation about p of a line segment with length r.

2.3.2.2 Finite Contact Normal Points

As long as a normal point has continuous derivatives, there are exactly two bound-

ary points related to it. However, when a discontinuity occurs in either the MA or

the radius function at a normal point, �nite contact occurs on at least one of the

boundary touchings. By extending Theorem 2.3.1 to points on the MAT with a one-

sided tangent, we can determine all of the boundary points related to such a point,

whether the contact is �nite or discrete.

Lemma 2.3.4 Suppose p0 = (x(s0); y(s0); r(s0)) is an MAT point at which the tangent

has a discontinuity. Let Mi be a tangent-continuous approach to p0 along M , and let

Ti = (x0(si); y
0(si); r

0(si)) be the tangent at the point (x(si); y(si); z(si)) on Mi. Let

T0 = lim
si!s0

Ti

and

�0 = lim
si!s0

�i

where �i is the angle between Ti and either radial line to the boundary points related

to pi = (x(si); y(si); r(si)), computed as in Theorem 2.3.1. Then two boundary points
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q1 and q2 related to p0 can be found as the points distance r(s0) from p0 along the

line segments emanating from p0 at an angle �0 to T0, measured in the direction of

decreasing r.

Proof:

This follows directly from the continuity of the angle �i along Mi and the conti-

nuity of the boundary.

Based on this lemma, we can immediately �nd the boundary points related to a

normal point with a tangent discontinuity.

Theorem 2.3.2 Let p be a normal point of the MAT M which has a discontinuity in

the derivative of one of its component functions. Let M1 and M2 be the the two

MAT segments adjacent to p. Then the boundary points related to p can be found

from the two one-sided tangents TM1
and TM2

to the MAT at p.

Proof:

From Lemma 2.3.4, two points q11 and q12 on the boundary related to p can be

found using the one-sided tangent TM1
approaching p along M1, and two more points

q21 and q22 can be found using TM2
. If a direction for the MA is chosen arbitrarily at

p, each pair of points can be split into one point which lies on the left and one which

lies on the right of the MA at p. Suppose that qi1 lies on the left for i = 1; 2, and qi2

lies on the right. Consider the points on the left. Either they are identical, and so

the disc related to p makes discrete contact with the boundary, or they are distinct.

Since p is a normal point, it must have exactly one touching with the boundary on

either side of the MAT, thus if the two points on the left side are distinct, they must

delimit the arc of the disc which touches the boundary. This holds similarly on the

right side of the MAT.

While this theorem asserts that the boundary points can be found and demon-

strates a way to �nd them, it gives no indication how to predetermine whether the

touchings on one or both sides will be �nite contact or discrete contact. As pointed

out in [BN78], any combination is possible, see Figure 2.5, but no criteria are given
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Figure 2.5 Finite contact can occur on one or both sides. (Adapted from [BN78])

for which situation holds. The situations which arise can be classi�ed, however, based

on the type of discontinuity in the MAT tangent. This classi�cation is discussed in

Section 2.4, in the context of locally valid connections of MAT segments.

2.3.2.3 End Points

There are three situations possible for end points, but all of them can be handled

identically, by applying Lemma 2.3.4. Examples of the three situations are shown in

Figure 2.6, where the end points and the boundary points related to each end point

are highlighted. One possibility is that the end point is related to a convex corner in

the boundary. This can be immediately discerned, since it is the only time that an

MAT point can have its radius function equal to zero. A second possibility is that

the end point is related to a single point, but r 6= 0. This occurs when the maximally

inscribed circle is the same as the circle of curvature, as is the case with the end point

of the MA of a parabola. The �nal possible situation is that the disc makes �nite

contact with the boundary. The following theorem demonstrates the computation of

the boundary element for an end point.

Theorem 2.3.3 Let M be the MAT of a simple object and let p be an end point of M .

Then the boundary points associated with p can be determined from the one-sided

tangent TM at p.
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Proof:

Let M1 be the segment of M adjacent to p and let TM1
be the one-sided tangent

to M at p approaching along M1. Let r be the radius at p and l be the length of

TM1
between the projection p of p to the xy-plane and the intersection of TM1

with

the xy-plane. By Lemma 2.3.4, two boundary points related to p can be found by

computing the angle

� = lim
s!si

�i = lim
s!si

arccos
ri

li

= arccos
r

l

where si is the parameter value of a point pi on M1, ri is the radius component

of pi, and li is the length of the tangent projection line between pi and wi, as in

Theorem 2.3.1.

If � = 0 then no rotation occurs, so a single point is related to p. Otherwise, two

points q1 and q2 are found which are the points adjacent to the boundary components

related to S. Since p is an end point, it can have only one touching with the boundary,

and so the circular arc of radius r bounded by q1 and q2 and not intersecting S must

be the boundary related to p.

2.3.2.4 Branch Points

The only points of the MAT yet to be considered are branch points. The boundary

points related to a branch point can be found by applying Lemma 2.3.4.

Theorem 2.3.4 Let M be an MAT of a planar object and let p be a branch point

of order n. Let the branches of the MAT at p be given by M i, i = 0 : : n � 1, with
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M 0 being chosen arbitrarily, and the subsequent Mi being listed in counterclockwise

order about p. Then the boundary points related to p can be found from the one-sided

tangents TMi
, i = 0 : : n � 1 to the MAT at p.

Proof:

Throughout this proof, we assume mod n arithmetic for the subscripts, so that

M 0 is the same as Mn. Consider any branch M i and the one-sided tangent TMi

obtained by approaching p along M i. By Lemma 2.3.4, two boundary points qi1 and

qi2 related to p can be found from TMi
. Suppose that we have computed the related

boundary points for i = 0 : : n � 1. Then between the projection of any two MAT

branches M i and M i+1 there are two such points. Order the points such that these

two points are qi2 and q(i+1)1. Since the order of the branch point is n, there must

be exactly n touchings of the disc of radius r centered at p with the boundary, one

touching between any two branches. Hence, either qi2 is identical to q(i+1)1, or qi2 and

q(i+1)1 delimit a circular arc of the disc between the two branches.

Another way to conceptualize what occurs at a branch point is to consider it to

be a multiple normal point. That is, for any two adjacent MAT branches compute

the two related boundary components as though the branch point were a normal

point. The boundary component between the MA branches is kept, while the other is

discarded. By repeating this operation for each pair of adjacent branches, the related

boundary points in each region are found.

2.4 Locally Valid MATs

Based on the theory in Section 2.3, for any MAT of a simple object, we are able

to determine the boundary related to it. However, for this to be useful, we need to be

able to tell when a graph in three-space is the MAT of a valid object. It is clear that

any planar graph has the potential to be the MA of some object. However, problems

can arise when the radius dimension is included. Globally, the radius function might

be too large at points, causing self-intersections of the boundary, as shown in the
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left in Figure 2.7. This is di�cult to detect without computing the boundary and

checking it for self-intersections. However, at a particular MA point p, constraints

can be placed on the radius function in a neighborhood around p such that no self-

intersections of the boundary occur from MA points in that neighborhood. Such a

point is a locally valid point of the MAT. On the right in Figure 2.7 an example of

a locally invalid point is shown. In this section, we give a precise meaning of local

validity, and then show a discrete method for determining if an MAT is locally valid

at a particular point.

Let M be a connected MA comprised of piecewise curvature continuous segments

none of which is space-�lling, and such that at the juncture points of the segments,

a one-sided tangent exists from each direction along M . To de�ne local validity

precisely, at each normal or branch point p on M we consider a ball of radius " about

p, B(p; "), such that B is divided into the same number of separate components as

the order of p, and such that B nfpg contains no end points, branch points, or normal

points of �nite contact of M , see Figure 2.8. Since we are working with a planar MA,

the balls here are actually discs in the plane. Because of the constraints on M and

because the juncture points of an MA are isolated, such a ball can always be found for

su�ciently small ". Any " for which B(p; ") satis�es this criterion is a sector-creating

" for p, and for any "i with "i < ", "i is also sector-creating for p. If " is sector-creating

for p, a sector at p is the closure of a connected region in B(p; "), where the regions
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Figure 2.8 The dashed ball at q does not generate sectors because it includes an

end point of the MA. At p, any sector-creating " produces a ball with three sectors.

are delimited by the boundary of B and the intersection of M with B. Again, refer to

Figure 2.8 for an example of sectors at p. Note that sectors include the MA segments

which bound the sectors. This de�nition ensures that the MA points in B(p; ") will

all be normal points with a continuous tangent, except possibly p itself.

The other basic term used to de�ne local validity is a boundary direction vector, or

direction vector for short. This is a vector rooted at an MA point and proceeding in

the direction of the boundary normal for a boundary point related to the MA point.

The vector has length r, where r is the radius of the maximal inscribed disc at the

MA point. Thus one end point of the direction vector is the MA point and the other

is a related boundary point. With this notion of sectors related to p and direction

vectors, we can now specify the requirements for an MAT to be locally valid in a

sector at p.

De�nition 2.4.1 Let M be an MAT and let p be a normal or branch point on M . Let

M be the MA of M , and p be the projection of p to M . If " is sector-creating for p,

then M is locally valid in a sector S at p if in B(p; ") the following hold:

� At every point q 2M

T
S, the direction vectors for exactly one boundary touch-

ing related to q have a non-empty intersection with S.

� At every pair of points q1; q2 2 M

T
S, q1 6= q2, if d1 is a direction vector from

q1 which intersects S, and d2 a direction vector from q2 which intersects S, then
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d1 and d2 have their intersection outside of B(p; r)
T
S, where r is the radius of

the maximal inscribed disc at p and S is the segment of B(p; r) containing S.

In essence, the de�nition reduces the ball to having two regions at p: the sector of

interest, and everything else. The MA points which inuence local validity lie on

the boundary of the sector S in B. The �rst criterion ensures that for an MA point

in a neighborhood of p, at most one boundary touching lies in the extension of the

sector of interest to the entire plane. The second criterion ensures that locally, no

self-intersections occur in the boundary. Note that for end points, this notion of local

validity is irrelevant, since an end point does not divide space into sectors. However,

since an end point is the limit of a sequence of normal points, a local invalidity at an

end point will be evidenced by a normal point nearby which is locally invalid. This

de�nition forms the basis for the de�nition of a locally valid MAT:

De�nition 2.4.2 Let M be an MAT and let p be a normal or branch point on M Let

M be the MA of M , and p be the projection of p to M . M is locally valid at p if for

every sector Si of p, M is locally valid in Si at p. M is locally valid if it is locally

valid at every point p 2M .

One necessary criteria for local validity is that the direction vectors at an MAT

point exist. For this to hold, each tangent to M at p must be such that the angle 

between TM and the xy-plane is less than �=4. This restriction is necessary because

tan  = cos� =
r

l

where l is the length of the line segment between the projection of p to the xy-plane

and the point at which the tangent intersects the xy-plane. This relationship can be

seen easily by considering Figure 2.4, where  is the angle 6 p w p. With respect to

the tangent (x0(s); y0(s); r0(s)), satisfying this requires that

jr0(s)jq
(x0(s))2 + (y0(s))2

< 1
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We now restrict our attention to piecewise linear MATs, for which we have imple-

mented the conversion process. These MATs are connected line segments in <3. The

vertices at which the line segments are joined are normal points of �nite contact, at

which two di�erent line segments meet, or branch points, at which three or more line

segments meet. In the algorithm outlined in Section 2.6, a check is made for local

validity at each vertex of the MAT. This check is implemented in two parts, based

on the following two theorems.

Theorem 2.4.1 Let M be a piecewise linear MAT in <3, and let l be a line segment

in M . M is locally valid at any point p in the interior of l if and only if direction

vectors exist at p.

Proof:

()) If M is locally valid at p, then by de�nition, direction vectors must exist at

p.

(() Suppose that direction vectors exist at p. Let M be the MA of M , p be the

projection of p to M , and l the projection of l to the xy-plane. Since p is in the

interior of l, M has a smooth tangent at p, speci�cally l itself, so there are exactly

two direction vectors associated with p. By construction these two direction vectors

lie on opposite sides of the tangent to M at p. But because M is linear, this tangent

is l itself. Furthermore, for any sector-creating ", l is also the boundary between the

two sectors in B(p; ") at p, so the direction vectors lie in opposite sectors about p.

Thus the �rst criterion is satis�ed.

Since p lies in the interior of l, there exists an " such that all points on the MA

in B(p; ") lie on l. Clearly " is sector-creating. Since the tangent vector to M at all

points on M in B is the same, the direction vectors on a given side of l in B(p; ") are

parallel, and therefore do not intersect in B(p; r). Thus the second criterion is also

satis�ed, and M is locally valid at p.

Thus local validity in the interior of a line segment of the MAT can be veri�ed

solely using the slope of the MAT in the r-direction at any point on the line segment.
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Figure 2.9 The top three situations are valid, while the bottom three are invalid.

Recall from Theorem 2.2.1 that juncture points are either end points, branch points,

or places where the maximal inscribed disc has �nite contact with the boundary. At

juncture points of the MAT, where there are one or more one-sided tangents, the

existence criteria must hold, and in addition, only certain transitions are allowable

between adjacent one-sided tangents. The related boundary points are found by com-

puting the boundary points using each tangent independently, and then connecting

them by a circular arc if multiple points are found on any one side of the MA. This

process is only valid, however, if the boundary points lie in proper positions relative

to the given tangents. Theorem 2.4.2 explains the order required for local validity for

piecewise linear MATs.

Theorem 2.4.2 Let p be a juncture point of order n of a piecewise linear MAT M .

Let the projection to the xy-plane of the line segments of M containing p be given by

li, i = 0; : : : ; n � 1, ordered so that li and li+1 (mod n) are adjacent to each other in a

radial sort about p, the projection of p to the xy-plane. Let qi be the other delimiter

of li, di1 and di2 the direction vectors related to li, and bi1 and bi2 the boundary points

related to p along di1 and di2, respectively. Then, if for any sector-creating " Si is the
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sector at p bounded by li and li+1 (mod n), M is locally valid in Si at p if and only

if a radial sort of the points qi, bi j, i = 0; : : : ; n � 1, j = 1; 2 about p has the order

qi bi k bi+1m qi+1

in the extension of Si to the xy-plane, where k = 1 or 2 and m = 1 or 2.

Proof:

Figure 2.9 shows a visual interpretation of this theorem for a normal juncture

point, where the upper �gures are valid while the lower �gures are invalid. The

dashed lines in the �gures are the direction vectors related to l0 and the dotted ones

are related to l1. Since the MAT is comprised of line segments, any particular sector

is bounded by two line segments. By the extension of Si to the xy-plane, we mean

that the two line segments should be extended to half-lines rooted at p such that they

divide the xy-plane into two segments which have in common only the two half-lines,

and such that Si is completely contained in one of the two segments.

()) Choose " such that " is sector-creating for p. Without loss of generality,

assume the sector of interest is S0, bounded by l0 and l1. We will show that the given

ordering is necessary for local validity by showing that if a boundary point from l0

is radially nearer to q1 than a boundary point from l1, then a generating line from

a nearby point along l0 intersects the generating line from p related to l1 in B(p; r),

thereby contradicting the assumption that M is locally valid in S0 at p.

To simplify notation, let S refer to the extended sector determined by l0, l1, and

p, as discussed above, and ~
S the complementary extended sector. Let q 6= p be any

point inM
T
S, suppose q is on l0. Since " is sector-creating, all MA points in B(p; "),

except possibly p, are normal points with a continuous tangent, hence have exactly

two boundary points related to them. If neither direction vector from q intersects S

or if both intersect S, then by de�nitionM is not valid in S0 at p. So suppose exactly

one direction vector d0 from q intersects S. Then we can assume that the boundary

point related to q from d0 lies in S as well. For if not, then the direction vector lies

partly in S and partly in ~
S, and hence intersects the half line l1. Because the two
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Figure 2.10 If a direction vector at q intersects both S and ~
S, then at p the parallel

direction vector lies entirely in ~
S.

direction vectors at q are bisected by l0, this can only occur if the angle between l0

and l1 in S is less than �. See Figure 2.10. If v is the intersection of l1 and d0, a

triangle is formed on l0, l1, and d0 by p, q, and v. Since the MA segments are lines,

all direction vectors along any segment are parallel. Thus as points qi on l0 closer

to p than q are selected, a triangle similar to 4pqv is formed by p, qi, and vi, the

intersection of the parallel direction vector with l1. However, all the sides of this

triangle have length less than the length of their corresponding sides in the original

triangle. Thus in the limit as qi approaches p, the length of the sides goes to zero.

Speci�cally, the side obtained from the direction vector from l0 which intersects S0

has length zero. Therefore at p, both direction vectors from l0 lie in ~
S. But this

again contradicts the assumption of local validity at p. Therefore the boundary point

related to q along d0 must be contained in S.

So let b0 be the boundary point related to p from l0 lying in S and b1 the analogous

point for l1 such that the sorted order in S is

q0 b1 b0 q1

Let d0 and d1 be the direction vectors connecting b0 to p and b1 to p, respectively.

Without loss of generality, assume that p = (0; 0; r0) and q0 lies on the x-axis, in

the negative direction. Let �0 be the angle between d0 and the horizontal and let �1

be the angle between d1 and the horizontal, measured from the positive horizontal
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Figure 2.11 An illegal intersection occurs when the radial lines have invalid order.

direction. Let �1 = � � �1 and let � = �1 � �0. The con�guration so described is

shown in Figure 2.11.

Now, choose a point p� = (��; 0; r�) along l0 such that

� < min(";
sin �

sin�0
")

and let s� be the radial line emanating from p�. If v is the intersection point of s�

and d1, then 4p p� v has interior angles �0, �1, and �, so the distance between p and

v is

d(p; v) =
sin�0

sin �
� < "

Thus the intersection of the two direction vectors lies in B(p; r0) and in S0, so M is

not locally valid in S0 at p. Since this contradicts the assumption, the ordering of

points must be incorrect.

(() Using the same notation as above, suppose that at p the boundary points

and line segment end points are sorted such that in S, the extended segment of S0,

the order is

q0 b0 b1 q1

Now suppose that at some point q 2 B(p; ")
T
l0 both direction vectors related to q

have a non-empty intersection with S0. Then because l0 bisects the direction vectors

from q, one of the direction vectors must intersect l1. Using the same limit of similar
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Figure 2.12 If the direction vectors from p0 and p1 intersect, �1 < �0.

triangles argument as above, at p, both direction vectors are entirely contained in

S. But the ordering assumption means also that there is exactly one boundary point

related to p from l0 in S, so this is a contradiction. Therefore our supposition that

at some point q 2 B(p; ")
T
l0 both direction vectors related to q have a non-empty

intersection with S0 is incorrect. Thus the sorted order is su�cient to satisfy the �rst

requirement of local validity.

Furthermore, the sorted order implies that for any two points p0 and p1 in M
T
S,

the direction vectors do not intersect in S. In fact, we prove a stronger statement,

that the lines on which the direction vectors lie do not intersect in S. For suppose that

p0 2 l0 and p1 2 l1 have direction vectors d0 and d1, respectively, whose underlying

lines intersect at v in S. Let �0 be the angle between l0 and d0 in S, and let �1 be the

angle between l0 and d1, as shown in Figure 2.12. For the lines underlying d0 and d1 to

have their intersection in S, it must be that �1 < �0. But since the MA is comprised

of line segments, the direction vectors at p from l0 and l1 are parallel, respectively, to

d0 and d1. Thus the same angle relationship holds at p, and the boundary points are

in reverse sorted order in S, a contradiction.

There are several important inferences from this theorem. First, we are now able

to tell whether a normal point of �nite contact generates �nite contact on both sides,

or only on one side, as mentioned in the discussion following Theorem 2.3.2. For

a piecewise linear MAT, if a juncture point is a normal point where the tangent
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discontinuity occurs only in the r-component, then �nite contact will occur in both

boundary touchings. This is because the angle between the two line segments in the

MA is �, so symmetry ensures that �nite contact on one side implies �nite contact on

the other. Clearly �nite contact must occur in such a case, because if it did not, then

the boundary points would match up on both sides, which means there are exactly

two boundary points related to the MAT point, which contradicts the fact that the

MAT had a tangent discontinuity at the point. An example of this is seen in the top

left corner of Figure 2.9.

If the smaller angle between the two line segments in the MA is , then in the

region with angle 2� � , �nite contact must occur, while in the region with angle

, �nite contact or point contact can occur. The type of contact in the region of the

smaller angle can be determined by checking whether the sum of the angles �i and �j

is less than or equal to . If the sum is equal, then the direction vectors emanating

from p coincide, and a single boundary point is generated, as shown in the top center

of Figure 2.9. If the sum is less then , two points are generated and �nite contact

occurs, see the top right corner of Figure 2.9. Note that if the sum is greater than

, the sorted order is violated and the point is locally invalid, as seen in the bottom

right of Figure 2.9.

The other important implication of the theorem is that the MAT radius function

must be increasing in one direction at a point of tangent discontinuity. For if the

radius function is decreasing in both directions, or is decreasing in one direction and

constant in the other direction, the direction vectors will be out of order on at least

one side of the MAT. In the lower left corner of Figure 2.9 is an example where

r is constant along l0 and decreasing along l1, causing an overlap in the direction

vectors at the point of tangent discontinuity, p. In the lower center �gure, the MA

has a tangent discontinuity as does the radius function, and the radius function is

decreasing along both line segments adjacent to p. Again, the MAT is locally invalid.

This point is also demonstrated by Calabi [Cal69b], although he ascertains it in a

completely di�erent fashion.
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2.5 An Error Bound

Suppose one is given a boundary B which has MAT M . If a computational

method is used to generate M , the result is actually some perturbed MAT ~
M . For

a point on M , the technique presented in Section 2.3 will produce the exact related

boundary points b1 and b2 on B. However, if instead a point on ~
M is used, the

computed boundary points will contain error propogated from the error in the medial

axis computation and points ~b1 and ~
b2 will be obtained instead of b1 and b2. In this

section we give a bound for the error between the computed and the actual boundary

points.

The error can be divided into two components, one linear and one radial. Referring

to Figure 2.13, the linear component l1 stems from the distance between the actual

MA point p = (x; y) and the computed point ~p = (~x; ~y). The radial component

arises from the di�erence in the directions of the radial lines emanating from the

MA point. If the points p and ~p are identical but the tangents T = (x0; y0; r0) and

~
T = (~x0; ~y0; ~r0) di�er, then the angles � and ~� will di�er. Further, since in the

boundary point computation this angle is measured in the xy-plane relative to the

projection of the tangent from which it was computed, the angle between the two

tangents also contributes to the radial component of the error. Final contributions

to the radial component come from the maximum size of r and ~r and the relative

di�erence in r and ~r. The size is a factor since the distance between two points on
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opposite rays comprising an angle increases as the points move further out along the

rays. In Figure 2.13 the radial component is shown as the distance l2 between b1 and

~
b, where ~b is the location of ~b1 without the linear translation due to di�erences in p

and ~p.

In this analysis we will focus on only one boundary point b1 on an arbitrary side

of T , and the corresponding boundary point ~b1 on the same side of ~T . Without loss of

generality, we assume that T = (1; 0; r0) and that the angle � between T and ~
T in the

xy-plane satis�es 0 � � << �=2, that is, � is a small angle measured counterclockwise

from T . Then the angle between the radial line containing b1 and that containing ~b is

�+ j�� ~�j, as seen in Figure 2.14. With this arrangement, we now have the following

error measure:

Theorem 2.5.1 Using the notation above, and letting R = max(r; ~r), suppose that

jjp� ~pjj < "1 (2.1)

jr � ~rj
R

< "2 (2.2)

� + j~�� �j < "3 (2.3)

Then

jjb1 � ~
b1jj < "1 +R

q
"2

2 + 2(1 � cos "3) (2:4)
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Proof:

Figure 2.13 shows the most extreme possible situation for the distance between b1

and ~
b1, that is, the case where it is the length of the hypotenuse of the triangle with

legs l1 and l2. By the triangle inequality,

jjb1 � ~
b1jj = l � l1 + l2 (2:5)

By (2.1),

l1 < "1 (2:6)

From the Law of Cosines,

l2 =
q
r
2 + ~r2 � 2 cos(� + j~�� �j)

=
q
(r � ~r)2 + 2r~r(1 � cos(� + j~�� �j))

Without loss of generality, suppose that r � ~r. Then

l2 �
q
(r � ~r)2 + 2r2(1� cos(� + j~�� �j))

= r

s
(
r � ~r

r

)2 + 2(1� cos(� + j~� � �j))

By (2.2),

(
r � ~r

r

)2 < "2
2

and from (2.3),

cos(� + j~�� �j) > cos "3

so that

1 � cos(� + j~�� �j) < 1 � cos "3

Hence

l2 < R

q
"2

2 + 2(1 � cos "3) (2:7)

Combining (2.5) with (2.6) and (2.7), we arrive at the asserted relationship (2.4).

This relationship makes clear the three separate components of the error, speci�-

cally, the di�erence in location of the MA points in the plane, the relative di�erence
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in distance to the boundary, and the angular di�erence in the radial lines. Although

two of these are subsumed in the radial component, the entire expression approaches

zero if and only if all three of these di�erences approach zero independently.

2.6 Algorithm and Results

Applying the theory of the previous sections, we have implemented an algorithm

which given an MAT generates the related boundary. The algorithm assumes that

the MAT M is a connected set of line segments in <3, given as sequences of vertices,

but allows the MAT to have loops. The input can either be read from a �le or input

graphically. With either type of input, the output is an ordered set of two-dimensional

points and circular arcs which when connected in order approximate the boundary

related to M . The output is automatically displayed in the output window unless

an invalid MAT has been entered. Optionally, the output can be sent to a �le. The

user-interface allows graphical modi�cation of the MAT which results in immediate

update of the boundary, or an indication that the change has caused the MAT to

become invalid. The user can also interactively add, delete, or subdivide edges at

any time. These features make it possible to obtain a better understanding of the

relationship between changes in the radius function and the resulting changes in the

boundary. Figure 2.15 shows an example of the program in operation, where the top

left is the output window, and the other three windows are planar input windows.

The top right window is the XY -input plane, and contains the MA of the object.

Our basic strategy for the conversion is to generate for each vertex in the MAT the

appropriate related boundary elements. These boundary elements are then connected

using linear interpolation. Although we restrict the MAT to consist of line segments,

we wish to consider it as a piecewise linear approximation to an MAT comprised

of a �nite number of piecewise tangent continuous segments connected at tangent

discontinuous points. Therefore one issue in the implementation is how to decide

if the vertex between two edges in the linear MAT is to be construed as a tangent

continuous juncture or as a tangent discontinuous juncture. If it is tangent continuous,
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Figure 2.15 User-interface for MAT conversion program
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v

Figure 2.16 An approximation is needed to generate a single point for this MAT

vertex.

then the vertex has exactly two boundary points related to it, while if it is tangent

discontinuous, then at least one of the contacts must be a circular arc. However,

since the MAT is only an approximation to a smooth MAT, when the maximal disc

of a vertex is determined to have a point contact with the boundary, there will in

general be more than one point on a particular side which is a candidate to use as the

related boundary point. For example, consider Figure 2.16. Here the r-component of

the MAT is constant, but a tangent discontinuity occurs in the MA component. The

direction vectors for the two vertices delimiting the leftmost MAT segment are shown

in dashed lines, while those for the rightmost MAT segment are shown in dotted

lines. In the sector of the smaller angle of the MA at v, the direction vectors overlap,

consequently the related boundary overlaps.

We choose a single point to approximate what is occuring in the boundary at the

vertex in question by adhering to the following rule in our boundary reconstruction:

The boundary edges related to an edge in the approximate MAT must be

a subset of the boundary edges which would be related to the MAT edge

were the MAT edge an exact edge.

Looking again at Figure 2.16, it is clear that the only point which can be selected to

use as the single point related to v in the sector of interest which will allow this rule

to be followed is the intersection point of the two line segments.
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With this basic strategy in mind, we now discuss the details of the implementation.

The �rst step of boundary generation involves computing the angle between an edge

and the radial lines connecting any point on the edge to its related boundary points.

Since we are dealing with line segments, this angle is the same for all points on the

edge, and can be computed by

�i = arccos
jr1 � r2jq

(x1 � x2)2 + (y1 � y2)2

where v1 = (x1; y1; r1) and v2 = (x2; y2; r2) are the vertices delimiting edge ei. This

incurs the restriction 0 � �i � �=2, which must be taken into account when the

rotation to �nd the boundary points is done. When these angles are computed, the

local validity criterion of existence of the radial lines is checked, since this criterion is

simply that the quantity on the right-hand side of the inequality, before taking the

arccos, is less than 1 for each edge ei. To simplify later computation, the angle is

adjusted by the angle the edge makes with the x-direction. Thus at the completion

of this step of the algorithm, each edge has two angles associated with it, �i 1 and

�i 2, each angle measured between 0 and 2�. Since the direction of each edge is well-

de�ned by considering the direction of traversal to be from v1 to v2, one angle is on

the left side of the edge, and the other on the right side.

Having computed the edge angles for each edge, the second step of the conversion

process is to generate for each vertex the same number of related boundary elements

as the vertex has adjacent edges. For a particular vertex v, the boundary element

between any two edges meeting at v is computed as it is encountered on a depth �rst

walk of the MAT. In order to compute the appropriate boundary element, a decision

must be made as to whether the MAT is \smooth" at v, that is, whether the MAT

is to be considered tangent continuous or not at v. This decision is made in two

stages: �rst the MA is checked for an angle between the two adjacent edges in the

xy-plane which di�ers from 180� by less than some predetermined "angle. If the MA

is determined to be smooth in this way, the MAT could still be non-smooth in the

r-direction, hence the variation in the r-direction is checked for a di�erence less than
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"angle. If the MAT fails either test, it is considered to be an MAT point of tangent

discontinuity.

When a vertex is determined to be tangent discontinuous, a further decision must

be made as to whether the particular boundary element being generated is a �nite

contact element, and hence a circular arc, or a single point. This decision is made by

checking the sorted order criterion of Theorem 2.4.2 for local validity in the sector

of the vertex delimited by the two edges under consideration. If the sorted order

comes out correctly, then the boundary element is generated as a circular arc. If the

sorted order comes out incorrectly, one of two situations could have occurred. First,

it could be that both direction vectors lie in the correct sector between the MAT

edges, but in the reverse order expected for local validity. If this happens when the

angle between the MA edges in the sector is less than 180�, as in Figure 2.16, then

the MAT is still considered valid and a single point is generated, as described below.

If, however, this occurs when the sector angle is larger than or equal to 180�, then the

MAT is declared invalid, an error message is given, and no boundary is generated.

Furthermore, if the sorted order is invalid because only one of the direction vectors

lies in the given sector, then again the MAT is declared invalid and no boundary is

generated.

When a vertex v is determined to be tangent continuous, a single point is computed

as the boundary element between the two edges currently under consideration at the

vertex. As discussed above, unless the two direction vectors match up exactly at v,

the single point which must be computed to adhere to the basic reconstruction rule is

the intersection of the two lines on which the related edges lie. Since the information

available at the time of computing the boundary point are the two angles associated

with sides of the two edges delimiting the sector in which the boundary point lies

and the r value at v, we wish to �nd a way to determine the polar coordinates of the

boundary point relative to v in terms of this data.

Suppose that v is the origin, r = 1, one edge angle is 0, and the other edge angle

is �, see Figure 2.17. Then the actual boundary points related to v are (1; 0) and
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Figure 2.17 Computing the intersection point of the two related edges

(cos �; sin�) and the vectors [1; 0] and [cos�; sin�] are perpendicular to the boundary

edges. Thus the two lines which must be intersected are

x = 1 (2.8)

y � sin� =
� cos�

sin�
(x� cos �) (2.9)

We solve the second equation for y:

y =
� cos �

sin�
(1 � cos�) + sin�

=
1 � cos�

sin�

= tan
�

2

Thus the intersection point is (1; tan �

2
). This immediately gives the angle of rotation

for the polar coordinates to be the angle midway between the two direction vectors

in the sector. The distance from v to p is now computed as

r =

s
1 + tan2

�

2

=
1

j cos �

2
j

Note that r is unde�ned if � = �. However, this can never happen, since the two

direction vectors must be closer than � radians to each other in the sector for a single

point to be computed.
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Extending this computation to the general situation, where the angle related to

one edge is �1 and the other is �2, and v = (x; y; r), the related boundary point is

found by �rst computing the angles � = j�1 � �2j and � = (�1 + �2)=2. Note that

if � > �, then � must be adjusted by � so that it falls in the correct sector about v.

Using �, we compute r� = r

j cos
�

2
j
. Then the boundary point is

(x+ r
� cos �; y + r

� sin �)

Once all the boundary elements are computed, it is a simple matter to generate

the related boundary. The elements are computed during a depth �rst walk of the

MAT, which produces a set of ordered lists of boundary elements. Each list corre-

sponds to a single loop in the MAT. By outputing the circular arcs and line segments

between adjacent points in each list as they are encountered, a linear and circular arc

approximation to the boundary is determined.

Figures 2.18 and 2.19 show example computations with our algorithm. Fig-

ures 2.18 shows two boundaries, and on the following page, Figure 2.19 shows the

projection of the MATs computed from these objects, along with the new boundaries

computed from those MATs. The MAT for the top �gure was computed by hand,

while that for the bottom object was computed using Chiang's two-dimensional MAT

computation program [Chi92]. By lining up the two pages and holding them up to a

light, the accuracy of the reconstruction from the MAT can be judged.
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Figure 2.18 Original boundaries
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Figure 2.19 The MAs and boundaries computed from them
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3. THEORY OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAT TO BOUNDARY CONVERSION

In Chapter 2, we handled the problem of MAT to boundary conversion for a class

of two-dimensional objects. In that chapter we covered the theory for the conversion

process, discussed the issue of local validity, and presented an implementation of the

algorithm for piecewise linear MATs.

For three-dimensional objects, the problem becomes considerably more challeng-

ing, thus we consider each of the three issues of theory, local validity, and implemen-

tation in separate chapters. In this chapter we develop the theory for the MAT to

boundary conversion for a class of piecewise smooth MATs. We �rst extend the de�-

nitions from the two-dimensional problem and then discuss the properties of the MAT

of a class of three-dimensional objects. We use these properties to obtain a reasonably

large class of MATs for which we can theoretically determine the related boundary,

and to classify the types of points of these MATs based on their tangency properties.

We then show how the boundary related to each type of point can be computed from

the tangency information of the MAT. In Chapter 4 we discuss the issues of local

validity for three-dimensional MATs, which, for piecewise planar and linear MATs,

can be reduced to a �nite number of two-dimensional local validity problems. Then in

Chapter 5, we present an implementation of the three-dimensional MAT to boundary

conversion process, and discuss some of the di�culties and challenges presented by

the problem.

3.1 De�nitions of the MAT

Conceptually, any of the many de�nitions for the MAT of a two-dimensional ob-

ject can be extended in dimension to provide a de�nition of the MAT for a three-

dimensional object. However, just as in the two-dimensional problem, two de�nitions
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are particularly useful for our current problem. The �rst is the extension of the maxi-

mal inscribed disc de�nition to one relying on maximal inscribed spheres, i.e., spheres

which are completely contained inside an object and which are contained in no other

such sphere. The medial axis (MA) or skeleton of an object is the closure of the locus

of the centers of all maximal inscribed spheres. For three-dimensional objects, the

medial axis transform (MAT) is a set of surfaces and curves embedded in four-space

comprised of points (x; y; z; r) where (x; y; z) is an MA point specifying the location

of the center of a maximal inscribed sphere and r is the sphere's radius.

Recall that for the two-dimensional case, the maximal inscribed disc de�nition

led to a simple decomposition of the MAT points into three groups: end points,

whose discs had a single touching with the boundary; normal points, whose discs had

two touchings with the boundary; and branch points whose discs had three or more

distinct touchings with the boundary. Since the boundary and the disc could only

touch in one of two ways (point contact or �nite contact), this scheme was attractive

in its simplicity. In the three-dimensional case, this distinction is not so clear. In

principle, the same classi�cation scheme can be used, however now touchings of the

sphere with the boundary can occur in patches of the sphere's surface, in one or more

connected curves along the sphere, or in single points. Furthermore, when the MAT

is a curve segment, points which in the two-dimensional case would have been normal

points now make contact with the sphere in a complete circular arc, as we shall show

below. Thus instead of using this terminology, we will develop an understanding of

the types of points on the MAT based on the tangent planes and vectors to the MAT,

and will classify the MAT points using that information.

The second de�nition which we extend to three-dimensional objects is the cyclo-

graphic map de�nition, because using it we can gain some insight into the tangency

properties of the MAT. This extension requires us to move into hyperspace, speci�-

cally, a space of dimension four. In four-space, regions of dimension two are surfaces,

while regions of dimension three are hypersurfaces. To de�ne the cyclographic map

of a surface, consider an oriented surface S in xyz-space. A ruled hypersurface is
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formed by the set of all lines through the boundary surfaces which make a 45� angle

with the xyz-hyperplane, increasing towards the interior of S, and whose projection

onto the xyz-hyperplane is the normal to the boundary surface at the intersection

point of the surface and the line. Note that in general, ruled hypersurfaces in <4 need

not have rulings which make a �xed angle with xyz-space. In fact, because of this

�xed angle, the cyclographic hypersurfaces are at, that is, their Gaussian curvature

is everywhere zero, just as in <3 the cyclographic surfaces were at. As with surfaces

in 3-space, the Gaussian curvature of a hypersurface in 4-space is invariant under

change of coordinates. The Gaussian curvature of a hypersurface h(s; t; r) in <4 is

given in terms of the partials of h and the normal N to h by

K =

�����������

hN;hssi hN;hsti hN;hsri

hN;htsi hN;htti hN;htri

hN;hrsi hN;hrti hN;hrri

����������������������

hhs; hsi hhs; hti hhs; hri

hht; hsi hht; hti hht; hri

hhr; hsi hhr; hti hhr; hri

�����������
where h� ; �i is the inner product.

Cyclographic hypersurfaces can be used to de�ne the MAT as follows: consider all

the points on the cyclographic hypersurfaces of the boundary surfaces of the object

O. For a given point (x; y; z) in that set, there might be multiple values of w such

that (x; y; z; w) lies on the cyclographic hypersurface of some boundary surface of

O. If (x; y; z) is in the interior of O, take the point with positive w-value nearest to

the xyz-hyperplane, and if it is exterior to O, take the point with negative w-value

nearest to the xyz-hyperplane. The hypersurface H so generated is single-valued and

de�ned over the entire xyz-hyperplane, and the absolute value of the w-coordinate

of each point on this hypersurface gives the distance from (x; y; z) to the boundary

of O. The MAT is de�ned to be the closure of the set of points where two or more

generating lines meet, that is, the MAT is the closure of the singular surfaces, curves,

and points of H.
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The general form for a cyclographic hypersurface in<4 generated from base surface

f(s; t) is

h(s; t; r) = f(s; t) + rn(s; t) (3:1)

where the �rst three components of n(s; t) are the components of the unit normal to

f in <3 and the fourth component is 1. So that there will be a unit normal to f , we

assume in what follows that f is an immersion, that is, that both its partial derivatives

exist and that they are nowhere linearly dependent. We now explore a few examples of

the cyclographic hypersurfaces related to some particular base surfaces. Throughout

this discussion, the boundary surface in <3 is given by f(s; t) = (x(s; t); y(s; t); z(s; t)),

but we abuse notation by also allowing f(s; t) to refer to a surface embedded in <4

which has fourth component zero. We do the same with the normal to the surface,

using n to stand for both the unit normal vector in <3 and for the same vector in <4

except with a one as the fourth component.

Hyperplanes

If the base surface f is a plane, it can be written

f(s; t) = (a0s+ b0t; a1s+ b1t; a2s+ b2t)

Then fs and ft are both independent of s and t, hence the unit surface normal

n =
fs � ft

jjfs � ftjj

is independent of s and t, so n = (n0; n1; n2), where each ni is constant. Substituting

this f and n into Equation 3.1, we get the cyclographic hypersurface h generated

from f :

h(s; t; r) = (a0s+ b0t+ n0r; a1s+ b1t+ n1r; a2s+ b2t+ n2r; r)

This is a hyperplane in <4, and has no self-intersections and no singularities. Clearly

such a cyclographic hypersurface will contribute points to the MAT only when it

intersects another cyclographic hypersurface.
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Generalized Hypercones

If the base surface f is a sphere of radius R centered at (cx; cy; cz), then an equation

for f is

f(s; t) = (R cos s cos t+ cx; R cos s sin t+ cy; R sin s + cz)

The inward unit normal to the sphere at a point is

n(s; t) = (� cos s cos t; � cos s sin t; � sin s)

hence the cyclographic hypersurface is

h(s; t; r) =

2
666666664

R cos s cos t+ cx

R cos s sin t+ cy

R sin s+ cz

0

3
777777775
+ r

2
666666664

� cos s cos t

� cos s sin t

� sin s

1

3
777777775

(3.2)

= f + rn (3.3)

Let V = (cx; cy; cz; R). Then we can rewrite Equation 3.3 as

h(s; t; r) = V + f � V �
r

R

(�Rn) �
r

R

V +
r

R

V

= V + f � V �
r

R

(�Rn + V ) +
r

R

V

= V + f � V �
r

R

f +
r

R

V

= V + (1�
r

R

)(f � V )

Now, a generalized hypercone consists of all lines through a �xed vertex V in <4 and

through an immersed surface f(s; t) in <4. Such a surface can be parameterized as

g(s; t; w) = V + w(f(s; t)� V )

Comparing this with our �nal representation of the cyclographic hypersurface for a

sphere, we see that the cyclographic hypersurface is part of a hypercone whose base

surface is the sphere and whose vertex has �rst three coordinates the center of the

sphere and fourth coordinate the radius of the sphere. Since the vertex of a hypercone

is a point where in�nitely many generating lines intersect, it is a singularity of the
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cyclographic hypersurface. In fact, for a sphere the MAT is simply the center of the

sphere and its radius, hence the vertex of the hypercone is exactly the MAT. Notice

that the sphere is the only base surface which will have a hypercone as its cyclographic

hypersurface, since it is the only surface in <3 which has all of its normals having

a point in common. Clearly if the projections of the generating lines to <3 do not

intersect, then neither can the lines from which they were projected in <4.

Tangent Developables

To generate a cyclographic hypersurface which is the analogue of the tangent

developable surface from Chapter 2, consider a base surface f(s; t) which is a cylinder

in <3 with base curve c(s) = (x(s); y(s)), given by

f(s; t) = (x(s); y(s); t)

where c(s) is parameterized by arclength. Then n(s; t) = (�y0; x0; 0), and

h(s; t; r) = f(s; t) + rn(s; t)

Let

f
�(s; t) = f(s; t) +

1

�(s)
n(s; t)

where �(s) is the curvature of the base curve c(s) of the cylinder. Notice that �(s)

is also one of the principal curvatures of f ; the other is identically zero. Taking the

partial of f� with respect to s yields

f
�

s = fs �
�
0

�
2
n+

1

�

ns

= �
�
0

�
2
n

The second line follows since from the Frenet equations for planar curves, N 0 =

��c0(s), where N is the curve normal. In this situation, N 0 = ns, and c
0(s) = fs.

If �0 = 0 everywhere, then the base curve is a circle. We consider this situation

below. In regions of the surface where �0 6= 0 for all s,

n = �
�
2

�
0
f
�

s
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so

h(s; t; r) = f
�(s; t)�

1

�(s)
n(s; t) + rn(s; t)

= f
�(s; t) +

��2r + �

�
0

f
�

s (s; t)

This hypersurface is a portion of the hypersurface

g(s; t; r) = f
�(s; t) + rf

�

s (s; t)

which is analogous to the tangent developable surface of Chapter 2.

Recall the example tangent developable surface from Chapter 2 was a parabola.

The analogous example here would be a parabolic cylinder. The surface of regression

f
� is the cylinder in <4 formed by sweeping the edge of regression in <3 of the two-

dimensional parabola into the fourth dimension of <4, orthogonally to xyz-space.

Then the tangent developable hypersurface is comprised of all the points along the

tangent vectors f�s of f
�. Note that along the surface of regression there is exactly one

tangent hyperplane, which is spanned by the single tangent plane of the <3 example

and the vector of the sweep direction. Just as for the two-dimensional problem, this

means that the points on this surface are part of the MAT if and only if they are

limit points of MAT points obtained from two or more generating lines intersecting.

Collections of Cones

In the analysis of the tangent developable hypersurfaces we put o� the case of

�
0 = 0. We now look into this case. If �0 = 0 for all s, then the base curve has

constant curvature and so is a circle, thus f is just a cylinder. If the base circle is

centered at (cx; cy; 0) and has radius R, then f can be written

f(s; t) = (R cos t+ cx; R sin t+ cy; s)

and its inward unit normal is

n(s; t) = (� cos t; � sin t; 0)
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Using a similar technique to that of the cyclographic hypercones above, if we let

�(s) = (cx; cy; s; R), then we can write

h(s; t; r) = �+ f � ��
r

R

(�Rn) �
r

R

� +
r

R

�

= �+ f � ��
r

R

(�Rn + �) +
r

R

�

= �+ f � ��
r

R

� +
r

R

�

= �+ (1 �
r

R

)(f � �)

This is a part of the type of hypersurface we call a collection of cones. For each �xed

value s0 of s, h(s0; t; r) is a cone in <4 with apex �(s0) (note that this portion is a

surface, not a hypersurface), and the apices of the cones form a smooth curve in <4.

This curve is exactly the MAT of the base surface. We follow Blum [Blu79] and call

the base surfaces in <3 which generate a collection of cones cyclographic hypersurface

with a tangent, curvature, and torsion continuous apical curve tubes. For example, a

torus yields a singular curve which is a circle, and thus would be classi�ed as a tube.

In the two-dimensional case, the individual cyclographic surfaces generated from

a single boundary element were at, ruled surfaces, and thus were either planes,

cones, or tangent developables. The �rst three examples given above are analogous

to these three types of surfaces. The fourth example is unique to the three-dimensional

problem, having no analogue in the two-dimensional problem. However, it is clear

that there are many classes of base surfaces which we have not considered in our

examples, for instance an ellipsoid �ts none of the categories above. Although it is

the case that the cyclographic hypersurfaces are at in <4, there does not appear to

be a well-understood general theory available for at ruled hypersurfaces in four-space

as there was for their analogue in three-space.

3.2 Restrictions on Objects

In our theoretical development, just as for the two-dimensional case, we again

require that objects under consideration satisfy some reasonable topological and ge-

ometric constraints.
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De�nition 3.2.1 A 3D object O is simple if the following are satis�ed:

1. O is a connected manifold with compact boundary.

2. O has an interior with �nite volume.

3. O is bounded by a �nite number of surface segments, each of which is of bounded

variation, has �nite area, is simply connected, has a continuous tangent plane

and continuous curvatures throughout its interior, and is bounded by a simply

connected closed curve with continuous tangent and curvature at all but a �nite

number of points. At surface segment boundary points where the tangent or

curvature does not exist, sided tangents and curvatures must exist.

In the three-dimensional case, bounded variation of a surface means that every line

in <3 intersects it in �nitely many points and that every plane intersects it in �nitely

many curves, or in �nitely many segments of the line or plane if the line or plane

coincides with the surface in a region [Hof89].

This de�nition is not overly restrictive, since most objects of interest in design

situations satisfy these requirements inherently. Simple objects may have a �nite

number of interior voids, so that although the MAT will be connected, it need not

be simply connected. Further, the smoothness requirements for each surface segment

ensure that the boundary is locally parameterizable except possibly at curves of con-

nection between surface segments. Finally, the requirement that O is manifold means

the r-value of the MAT points will be zero only along exterior edges or points of the

MAT.

3.3 MAT Properties

Properties of the three-dimensional MAT are even less well known than those

for the two-dimensional MAT. Since very little work has been done using the three-

dimensional MAT, few properties have been conjectured. However, recent works by

Chiang [Chi92] and Wolter [Wol92] have provided some insights into the nature of the

MAT of simple three-dimensional objects. We discuss these in the following section.
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3.3.1 General Properties

One important property of the MAT is its uniqueness. That is, given any boundary

there is exactly one MAT related to it, and given any MAT, there is exactly one

boundary from which it could have been derived [Chi92]. Wolter has shown that the

boundary and interior of a simple object can be retrieved from the MAT by taking the

union of all the maximal spheres de�ned by the MAT [Wol92]. Note that this implies

that for a given MAT, the boundary related to it must be closed. Furthermore, from

this we immediately have the following two properties:

Property 3.3.1 The Envelope Property

The boundary of an object de�ned by an MAT which has a continuous tangent is

the envelope of the family of maximal spheres de�ned by the MAT.

Property 3.3.2 The Union Property

Suppose that O1 and O2 are simple three-dimensional objects, and that M 1 and

M 2 are their respective MATs. Then if M 1

S
M2 is the MAT of a simple object O,

then O = O1

S
O2.

In the same paper, Wolter shows that the MA of an object whose boundary is

a C
2 submanifold of <n has the same homotopy type as the boundary. Note that

this result only holds for a more restrictive set of boundaries than those in which

we are interested. Intuitively, it seems that this property also holds for piecewise C2

objects. For simple objects as de�ned by De�nition 3.2.1, we will assume that the

MA is connected and has the same number of loops as the object has interior voids.

A �nal result from Wolter's work is that the MA is nowhere dense in <3, which

means that the MA of a three-dimensional object consists of only surfaces, curves, and

points. Again, he restricts the set of objects to which this result applies to those with

a C2-smooth compact boundary. These results have also been noted by Blum [Blu79],

but with no proofs provided.

Another interesting property stems from the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.3.1 Let p = (x0; y0; z0; w0) be a point on the positive cyclographic hyper-

surface H generated from boundary B, and let T p be a tangent hyperplane to H at

p. Then T p contains exactly one generating line of H through p.

Proof:

Suppose B can be approximated locally by g(s; t). Then

h(s; t; u) = g(s; t) + uN(s; t)

is the cyclographic hypersurface related to B, where the w-component of g(s; t) = 0,

N(s; t) = (nx; ny; nz; 1), and (nx; ny; nz) is the unit normal to g at (s; t). Since

hu = (nx; ny; nz; 1), the tangent hyperplane to any point p = h(s0; t0; u0) on h contains

the generating line of the boundary point g(s0; t0).

Now, suppose there are two generating lines through p contained in Tp, so that

there are two boundary points b1 and b2 in the intersection plane of Tp and xyz-space

which are distance w0 from the projection p of p to xyz-space. The projection of p

to xyz-space is an orthogonal one, so the angle between the line segments b1 p and

pp is a right angle, and because the two segments have equal length, the remaining

two angles in the triangle 4b1 p p must be 45�. Speci�cally, this means that the line

b1 p makes a 45� angle with xyz-space in the direction b1 p, and similarly for b2 p.

By construction, however, the only direction in which lines in the plane Tp make 45�

angles with xyz-space is in the direction (nx(s0; t0); ny(s0; t0); nz(s0; t0)). Thus if b1

and b2 are di�erent points, the lines b1 p and b2 p must be parallel, which is clearly a

contradiction, since they share the point p. Therefore there can be only one related

boundary point and thus only one generating line through p in the tangent hyperplane

Tp.

Because of this one-to-one relationship between distinct tangent hyperplanes and

related boundary points, we have the following property:
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Property 3.3.3 The Counting Property

If p is a point on the MAT M , then p has exactly the same number of related

boundary points as the cyclographic hypersurfaces containing p have tangent hyper-

planes.

For example, if p is the apex of a hypercone with boundary surface a sphere, then

there are in�nitely many hyperplanes tangent to the hypercone at p, each of them

containing exactly one generating line of H. This is analogous to the apex of a cone

being related to a segment of �nite contact of an object in <2, and the apex having

a plane tangent to the cone for each generating line contained in the conical segment

generated from the �nite contact.

3.3.2 Tangency Properties of the MAT

In the two-dimensional case, since we were able to classify exactly the types of

cyclographic surfaces and their singularities, we were able to prove that the MAT

had a continuous tangent at all but �nitely many points, and that it had one-sided

tangents at the exceptional points. For the three-dimensional problem, we do not

have a complete classi�cation of the cyclographic hypersurfaces and their singularities,

thus this section is an informal discussion of the tangency properties of the MAT for

three-dimensional objects rather than a rigorous analysis of all possible situations.

We have already seen above in the examples of cyclographic hypersurfaces that

curve MATs arise when the base surface is tubular. By assumption, tubular surfaces

generate a tangent continuous apical curve, which is the MAT of the surface. A

surface which is made up of a �nite collection of piecewise tubular surfaces therefore

must yield an MAT curve which is tangent continuous at all but a �nite number of

points, and which has a continuous one-sided tangent vector from each direction of

approach at those singular points.

For surface MATs, the interior of a surface patch is generated from the intersection

of two cyclographic hypersurfaces. If each of the two hypersurfaces has a continuous

tangent hyperplane at every point of intersection, then the surface generated by the
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intersection has a well-de�ned and continuous tangent plane, which is the intersection

of the two tangent hyperplanes. If either of the two hypersurfaces has a singularity,

then the MATwill also have a singularity. For example, if one of the boundary surfaces

contains part of a sphere and the other has a nonsingular cyclographic hypersurface,

then if the apex of the hypercone related to the sphere patch is part of the MAT, the

MAT will not have a well-de�ned tangent plane at that point. However, it will have

directional tangent planes in much the same sense that the two-dimensional MAT

had one-sided tangent vectors. A directional tangent plane to a point p of the MAT

is de�ned by taking any curve c(s) in any face of the MAT containing p such that

lim
s!s0

c(s) = p

and such that in a neighborhood of p, there is a continuous tangent plane at every

point c(s). Then the directional tangent plane Tc at p is the limit of the tangent

planes to c as s ! s0. Note that if the tangent plane to M is continuous at p, then

the directional tangent planes must be the same for every approach to p. In the

current example, however, M is singular at p, and the directional tangent planes to

the MAT at the singularity are the intersection of the tangent hyperplanes to the cone

at the apex with the tangent hyperplane to the nonsingular hypersurface from the

other boundary surface. For another example, if one boundary surface has a patch

in it which is section of a tube and the apical curve of the tube intersects another

nonsingular cyclographic hypersurface, then the MAT surface could have a curve

along which it is singular in its interior. Since the tubular curve has a continuous

tangent vector at all but �nitely many points, this curve will have two tangent planes,

one on either side of the curve, at all but those �nitely many points at which the curve

was singular. At the points at which the curve is singular, there will be more than

two directional tangent planes.

The curves bounding the surfaces in the MAT generally arise from the inter-

section of three cyclographic hypersurfaces, so similar considerations imply that for

su�ciently smooth cyclographic hypersurfaces, these bounding curves have a contin-

uous tangent vector at all but �nitely many points. Every point on these curves also
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has directional tangent planes, which are exactly the directional tangent planes to

the points from each MAT face containing the point.

The MAT curves are generally delimited by points at which four cyclographic

hypersurfaces intersect. These are points where the curves generated by various

combinations of the four hypersurfaces taken three at a time intersect. Clearly such

points do not have a continuous tangent vector as part of any curve or tangent plane

as part of any MAT surface. However, they again have one-sided tangent vectors

along the curves as well as a set of directional tangent planes from each of the faces

of the MAT to which they belong.

3.4 Restrictions on MATs

Based on the properties for simple objects and the tangency considerations in the

previous section, we now make the following assumptions about the MATs M we

consider for the conversion theory.

1. M is a connected collection of a �nite number of surface patches and curve

segments, or else is an isolated point.

2. A surface patch S in M is a bounded surface which has a well-de�ned tangent

plane at every point in its interior, except possibly at a �nite number of isolated

points, is not self-intersecting, and is not space-�lling. The boundary of S is a

�nite number of simple closed curves, each of which has a well-de�ned tangent

vector, except possibly at a �nite number of points.

3. If p is an isolated singularity in a surface patch S, the directional tangent

planes associated with p by approaching p from all possible directions in S can

be parameterized by some variable !, with 0 � ! < 2�, so that they vary

continuously and so that the tangent planes at ! = 0 and ! = 2� are identical.
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4. A curve segment c inM is a simple curve which is tangent continuous everywhere

but at its two endpoints, and at the endpoints, a one-sided tangent vector to

M exists.

5. Only a single curve segment c inM can meet a surface patch ofM at a particular

point p, and p must be an endpoint of c.

These assumptions allow us to sort the MAT points into groups, each of which is

handled di�erently in the conversion process, since the conversion will be based on

the tangent planes and vectors at a point.

Point Classi�cation

Any point p of M falls into one of the following categories:

P I p is an isolated point.

CI p lies on a space curve of M and there is a continuous tangent vector at p.

CII p lies on a space curve of M and there are a �nite number of one-sided tangent

vectors at p, but no well-de�ned tangent vector.

SI p lies on a surface of M and M has a continuous tangent plane at p.

SII p lies on a surface of M and is an isolated singularity of M which satis�es the

criteria of 3. above.

SIII p lies on a curve c, where c has a continuous tangent vector at all but a �nite

number of points, and c lies on a �nite number of surface segments of M , but

there is no well-de�ned tangent plane on any of these segments at p.

P II p lies on both a surface of M and on a space curve of M , and there does not

exist a well-de�ned tangent plane for M at p.

The various types of points are displayed in Figure 3.1. The �gure on the left

shows the three types of surface points, where the points in the interior of the planes

and between the points on the cone between the circle in the plane and the apex are
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SI
SI

SI

SI

C I

IICIIP

SIII

SII
SIII

SIII

Figure 3.1 Classi�cation of MAT points

all of type SI. The apex of the cone is of type SII, and the points on the 7 straight

line edges and the circular edge bounding the surfaces are of type SIII. On the right

the two types of curve points and a point of type P II are shown. Of course, this

�gure also shows more points of type SI and SIII, since the cone surface is also part

of this MAT.

3.5 Conversion Theory

The technique used to establish the theory for converting from the 3D MAT to

the boundary is similar to that for 2D. That is, for each MAT point p, we wish to

�nd all boundary points related to p based solely on p itself and complete tangent

information of the MAT at p. Using the classi�cation of MAT points laid out in the

previous section, for each type of MAT point, we demonstrate how to locate all of the

related boundary points using the MAT tangent plane(s) or vector(s) at the point.

First we will consider the trivial case of a single isolated point. Then we will look

into the possible situations for space curve MATs. Next we detail the relationship

between the boundary tangent planes and the MAT tangent planes for surface MATs,

and determine the boundary points related to MAT surface points with continuous

tangent planes. We will then consider the boundary curves of the MAT surfaces,

where there might be one or more tangent planes, none of which is well-de�ned.
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Finally, we will investigate the situation when a space curve MAT meets a surface

MAT in a single point.

Throughout this section we assume that each surface patch of the MAT has a

parameterization (x(s; t); y(s; t); z(s; t); r(s; t)), and each curve segment a parame-

terization (x(s); y(s); z(s); r(s)). We will also commonly use the notation that p =

(x; y; z; r) is a point on the MAT M and that p is its projection to the MA M . The

MAT tangent plane at p is referred to as TM while the tangent plane to M at p is

given by TM . Note that TM is the projection of TM to xyz-space.

3.5.1 The Single Point MAT

The trivial MAT to boundary conversion case is when the MAT is comprised of a

single point p = (x; y; z; r). In this case, the boundary is simply the sphere of radius

r centered at (x; y; z). This follows immediately from the Envelope Property. Having

taken care of the trivial case, we now move into the more interesting arena of MATs

comprised of curve and/or surface segments.

3.5.2 Space Curve MATs

In this section we consider how to obtain the boundary related to MAT points of

type CI and CII as de�ned by the Point Classi�cation, that is, MAT curve points

with a continuous tangent and MAT curve points with a tangent discontinuity. The

conversion process for curves in space is extremely similar in spirit to that of planar

two-dimensional MATs. That is, the points can be further divided into four types:

1.) Points with a continuous tangent; 2.) Points with exactly one one-sided tan-

gent; 3.) Points with exactly two one-sided tangents; and 4.) Points with three or

more one-sided tangents. In the two-dimensional case, this is analogous to the break-

down into normal points with a continuous tangent, end points, normal points with

a discontinuous tangent, and branch points. In what follows, we combine cases three

and four, and develop the theory for the three resulting situations seriatim. Note
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Figure 3.2 Although two circles satisfy the angle and length criteria, one is

eliminated based on the sign of r0.

that throughout this entire section, since we are considering only curves, \tangent"

unambiguously means \tangent vector".

3.5.2.1 Tangent Continuous Curve Points

As in the two-dimensional case, we begin by establishing the boundary points

related to a tangent continuous MAT point. For this we rely on the Envelope Property,

c.f. Section 3.3.

Theorem 3.5.1 Let p = (x; y; z; r) be an MAT point of type CI on M . Then the

boundary related to p is a circle and can be determined from the tangent vector TM

to M at p.

Proof:

Assume that the MAT curve on which p lies is given by (x(s); y(s); z(s); r(s)) and

that the projection of the curve to xyz-space is parameterized by arclength. By the

Envelope Property, the boundary related to this curve is the envelope of the family

of spheres with center at (x(s); y(s); z(s)), and radius r(s). Thus the points (x; y; z)

on the boundary can be given by [Bol64]:

(x� x(s))2 + (y � y(s))2 + (z � z(s))2 = r(s)2 (3.4)

x
0(s)(x� x(s)) + y

0(s)(y � y(s)) + z
0(s)(z � z(s)) = r

0(s)r(s) (3.5)

Now the tangent to the MA M at any point (x(s); y(s); z(s)) is

TM = (x0(s); y0(s); z0(s))
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and because the curve is parameterized by arclength, TM has unit length. Let

d = (x� x(s); y � y(s); z � z(s))

be the direction vector connecting any boundary point (x; y; z) to its related MA

point (x(s); y(s); z(s)). Then equations 3.4 and 3.5 can be rewritten

jjdjj2 = r(s)2

TM � d = r
0(s)r(s)

Combining these we obtain

TM �
d

jjdjj
= r

0(s)

For the particular point p, TM 6= 0, and r
0(s) is �xed. Thus the boundary points

related to p are those points distance r from p and along a vector making a constant

angle with the tangent to M at p. If r0 = 0, then the angle is �
2
and the boundary is

a single circle in the plane perpendicular to TM at p. Otherwise, there are two circles

which satisfy these angle and length requirements. These two circles lie on the cone

with axis TM , apex p, and apical angle � = arccos r0(s), see the �gure on the left

in Figure 3.2. However, the sign of r0 is determined by whether the radius function

is increasing, decreasing, or remaining constant as the MA curve (x(s); y(s); z(s)) is

traversed in direction of increasing s. Using the convention that 0 � � < �, the sign

of r0 picks out exactly one of the two circles: if r0 > 0 then r is increasing in the

direction of traversal and 0 � � <
�
2
, like �0 in the �gure on the right in Figure 3.2.

If r0 < 0 then r is decreasing in the direction of traversal and �
2
< � < �, like �1 in

the �gure.

Thus there is exactly one circle related to p, and it can be determined by the

cone having TM as axis and apical angle � = arccos r0(s), information completely

contained in the tangent to M at p.

Having established this base situation for CI points, we now consider the related

boundary for MAT points of type CII, that is, those with no well-de�ned tangent,

but with one or more one-sided tangents.
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3.5.2.2 Curve Points with a Single One-Sided Tangent

There are three situations possible for the delimiters of MAT curves with a single

one-sided tangent vector, but all of them can be handled identically by using a limit

argument extension of Theorem 3.5.1. Examples of the three situations are shown

in Figure 3.3, where the end points and the boundary points related to each end

point are highlighted. One possibility is that the end point is related to an apex of a

cone-like region in the boundary. This can be immediately discerned, since it is the

only time that an MAT point can have its radius function equal to zero. A second

possibility is that the end point is related to a single point, but r 6= 0. This occurs

when the radius of the maximally inscribed sphere is identical to the principal radii

of curvature of the boundary surface, such as in the case of the end point of the MA

of a circular paraboloid. The �nal possible situation is that a patch of the maximal

sphere makes contact with the boundary. The following theorem demonstrates the

computation of the boundary element for such a point.

Theorem 3.5.2 Let p = (x; y; z; r) be an MAT point of type CII on M with exactly

one one-sided tangent. Then the boundary related to p is either a spherical patch

delimited by a circle which can be determined from the one-sided tangent vector TM

to M at p, or it is a single point.

Proof:

First, if r = 0, then clearly the only boundary point related to p is p itself. This

is the situation when the boundary has a conical apex.
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Since points of type CII are isolated on MAT curves, there must be a neighborhood

of p in which M contains only points of type CI. Let S be such a segment of M

adjacent to p. Let si be the parameter value of pi along S, and let TMi
be the tangent

vector to S at pi. Suppose the parameter value at p is s0. Then by de�nition of a

one-sided tangent, and since the TMi
are continuous along S,

TM(p) = lim
si!s0

TMi

Thus the angle

� = lim
si!s0

�i

related to p can be computed, and since the boundary is connected and continuous,

the boundary points determined in the limit by � must be related to p. Now, if � 6= 0,

this set of boundary points is a circle on the maximal sphere, as shown in the proof of

Theorem 3.5.1. But since the boundary is closed, the points on the maximal sphere

bounded by the circle but not intersecting S must also be part of the boundary, and

therefore related to p, see Figure 3.4. If � = 0, the cone of Theorem 3.5.1 degenerates

to a single line, and the circle degenerates to a single point. .

3.5.2.3 Curve Points with Two or More One-sided Tangents

When a curve point has two or more one-sided tangents, the boundary related to

the point must be a spherical patch, delimited by n circles on the maximal sphere,
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where n is the number of one-sided tangents at the point, i.e., the number of curve

segments adjacent to the point.

Theorem 3.5.3 Let p = (x; y; z; r) be an MAT point of type CII on M with n one-

sided tangents. Then the boundary related to p is a spherical patch delimited by n

circles on the maximal sphere, which can be determined from the one-sided tangent

vectors TMi
, i = 1; :::; n to M at p.

Proof:

Since p has n one-sided tangents, p is adjacent to n curve segments of the MAT.

Consider the n curve segments one at a time. Since the curve segments taken together

are part of an MAT M , each one individually must be the MAT of some boundary.

Thus by the proof of Theorem 3.5.2, in p's role as an endpoint of curve segment ci,

the boundary related to p is a spherical patch delimited by a circle obtained from

TMi
; call the patch Si. But then by the Union Property, it follows that the boundary

related to p must be exactly the set of points

\
Si

For if ~
Si is the di�erence of the maximal sphere at p and Si, and if q 2 ~

Si, for

some i, then q cannot be on the boundary related to p because it is is in the interior

of the boundary related to p when p is considered to lie on ci. On the other hand, if

q 2 Si for all i = 1; :::; n, then q must be in the union of all the boundaries related to

the ci adjacent to p.

An important issue that arises in the context of CII points with two or more one-

sided tangents is that of validity. Speci�cally, if the MAT is valid, then the circular

delimiters will intersect one another in at most one point, and every pair of regions

Si and Sj will have a non-empty intersection. The converse of these two situations is

shown in Figure 3.5. On the left is a point with two related tangent vectors whose

circles intersect in two points. On the right the two delimiting circles do not intersect,

however, the regions of related boundary points also do not intersect. Further details
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Figure 3.5 Invalid situations for MAT points with multiple one-sided tangents

of the problem of local validity for MAT curves are postponed until Chapter 4, where

issues of local validity for piecewise planar and linear MATs are considered in detail.

3.5.3 MAT Surface Patches

We now consider how to �nd the boundary points related to surface patches in

the MAT. We begin by determining the related boundary points for points in the

interior of an MAT surface, and then consider the cases of points bounding the surface

patches. Finally, we look into the boundary related to an isolated singularity in an

MAT surface patch.

3.5.3.1 Fundamental Underpinnings

The three lemmas in this section demonstrate the basic relationship between the

MAT tangent plane and the related boundary tangent planes for MAT surfaces. A

proof of the �rst lemma below follows directly from work by Nackman [Nac82a], but

we establish the result using the same technique we employed in the analysis of the

two-dimensional problem because this allows the lemma to be extended to situations

in which a tangent discontinuity occurs in the boundary of the object represented by

the MAT.

Lemma 3.5.1 Let p be an MAT point with a well-de�ned tangent plane and whose

related boundary points each have a unique normal. Let q1 and q2 be the points on
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the boundary related to p. Then for any direction TC in TM , TC bisects the angle

between the normals to q1 and q2.

Proof:

As shown in Figure 3.6, let C be any arclength parameterized curve onM through

p and let TC be the tangent to C at p. Let C1 and C2 be the curves on boundary

surfaces B1 and B2, respectively, which are related to C. Let PC1
be the parallel

curve to C1 o�set distance r along the normal to B1. Let � be the angle between

the parallel curve tangent TC1
and the MA curve tangent TC, while � is the angle

between the boundary normal and the MA curve tangent. Consider the derivative

dr=ds:

dr

ds

= lim
�s!0

r(s +�s)� r(s)

�s

= lim
�s!0

�r

�s

= sin�

since in the limit, the arc indicated by �s is the tangent to the MA curve C, and the

arc along the boundary parallel curve is the tangent to the boundary parallel curve

at p. By a simple transformation,

cos� =
dr

ds
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Since the boundary side was chosen arbitrarily, this angle is the same for both bound-

aries, and hence TC bisects the angle between the two normals.

Since Lemma 3.5.1 holds for all unit tangent vectors in the tangent plane, we in

fact have that the tangent plane to the MA must bisect the tangent planes to the

boundaries at q1 and q2. In the next lemma, we show that in four-space, the tangent

plane to the MAT intersects these three planes along the same line.

Lemma 3.5.2 Let p = (x(s0; t0); y(s0; t0); z(s0; t0); r(s0; t0)) be a point at which M

has a well-de�ned tangent plane and whose related boundary points q1 and q2 each

have a unique normal. Then T1, T2, and TM are concurrent along TM , where Ti is the

tangent plane to the boundary at qi.

Proof:

By Lemma 3.5.1, if T1 and T2 intersect TM they do so along a single line l1. Also,

since TM is the projection of TM into the xy-plane, TM must intersect TM along

the line l2 on TM with r-coordinate 0. We show the result by showing that for any

particular direction vector from p in TM , the intersection point of the vector with l1

and l2 is the same.

Let C be an arclength parameterized curve in M through p, and let C1 and C2

be the related curves on B1 and B2, respectively. Let TC be the tangent vector to C
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at p, TC be the tangent vector in TM which projects to TC, TC1
the tangent vector to

C1 at q1, and TC2
the tangent vector to C2 at q2. Now, let w1 be the intersection of

TC with l1, and w2 the intersection of TC with l2.

Without loss of generality, the entire con�guration has been rotated and translated

in space such that p = (0; 0; 0; r), y0 = 0, and z
0 = 0, where all partials are assumed

to be evaluated at p. By this repositioning, the situation can be visualized as shown

in Figure 3.7, where TC now coincides with the x-axis.

Let d1 be the length of the segment from p to w1. The angle 6 p q1w1 is a right

angle since p q1 is the boundary normal at p1 and q1w1 is in the boundary tangent

plane at q1. Thus

d1 =
r

cos�

where r = r(s0; t0) and � is the angle 6 q1 pw1.

Now consider the triangle p pw2. Let d2 be the length of the segment from p to w2,

so that w2 has coordinates (d2; 0). Then the direction vector along the hypotenuse of

the triangle is

(x0; r0)=L

where

L =

q
x
02 + r

02

Since the direction vector of the leg with length r is (0, 1),

cos  =
rq

(d22 + r
2)

= (0; 1) � (x0; r0) =
r
0

L

where  = 6 p w2 p. Solving for d2, we obtain

d2 =
r

r
0
x
0

But since C has an arclength parameterization and y
0 = 0 and z

0 = 0, x0 = 1. Also,

we know from the proof of Lemma 3.5.1 that r0 = cos�. Thus

d2 =
r

cos�
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which is the same as d1. Thus if T1 and T2 intersect, then w1 � w2 for any direction

we choose in TM , therefore the two lines must be identical.

If T1 and T2 do not intersect, then � = �=2, so that cos  = 0 and TM must be

parallel to the xyz-hyperplane. In this case, all four planes are parallel and thus have

in common a line at in�nity, so the lemma holds.

Both Lemma 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 depend on the existence of a unique normal at each

boundary point related to p. However, these results hold even when there is no unique

boundary normal, such as when two boundary components meet in a concave corner.

Lemma 3.5.3 Let p be a point at which M has a well-de�ned tangent plane. Let q1

and q2 be the two boundary points related to p. Then Lemmas 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 hold

if the normals to the boundary B at q1 and q2 are replaced with the connecting lines

p q1 and p q2, respectively.

Proof:

Let l1 and l2 be the line segments connecting q1 and q2 to p, respectively, and let

T1 and T2 be the plane to which these line segments are normal. Notice that if B has

a unique tangent at q1, then l1 is the normal to B at q1, and T1 the tangent plane

there, and similarly for q2.

Referring to Figure 3.6, the calculation of dr=ds in the proof of Lemma 3.5.1

followed because in the limit, a right triangle was determined by the boundary parallel

tangent, the boundary normal, and the MA tangent. Since we have chosen T1 to be

normal to l1, as we move along the MA towards p, we have the same relationship in

the limit, namely,
dr

ds

= sin �

As before, since the radial line was chosen arbitrarily, this relationship must hold for

either the angle between TM and l1 or between TM and l2, thus the angles must be

identical.

Lemma 3.5.2 depends on the existence of the boundary normals only to apply

Lemma 3.5.1, and thus the proof of this follows immediately.
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Lemmas 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 relied on the existence of well-de�ned boundary and MAT

tangent planes for the MAT point and its related boundary points. As we have just

shown, they also hold when the boundary does not have a unique tangent plane.

The situations which can occur when the MAT surface does not have a well-de�ned

tangent plane will be discussed below, when we determine the boundary points related

to MAT points of type SII and SIII. First, however, we show how to �nd the boundary

points related to an MAT point with a continuous tangent plane.

3.5.3.2 Smooth Interior Surface MAT Points

Using Lemmas 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3, we can determine the boundary points

related to the MAT points of type SI, that is, MAT surface points which have a

continuous tangent plane. Since such a point must be the intersection of exactly two

cyclopgraphic hypersurfaces, neither of which is singular at p, the Counting Property

ensures that there are exactly two boundary points related to p. Theorem 3.5.4

demonstrates how these two points can be found from the tangent plane.

Theorem 3.5.4 Let p = (x; y; z; r) be an MAT point of type SI on M . Then the

two boundary points q1 and q2 associated with p can be determined exactly from the

tangent plane TM to M at p.

Proof:

From p pick two tangent directions TC1
= (x1; y1; z1; r1) and TC2

= (x2; y2; z2; r2)

in TM , such that jj(x1; y1; z1)jj = jj(x2; y2; z2)jj = 1 and (x1; y1; z1) and (x2; y2; z2)

are linearly independent. Let n = (x; y; z) be the unit direction vector from p to

either related boundary point. Then by Lemma 3.5.3, r1 = cos�1, where �1 is the

angle between n and (x1; y1; z1) and r2 = cos�2, where �2 is the angle between n

and (x2; y2; z2). Thus the two directions which connect p to the two related boundary

points can be found as the solution to the system

(x1; y1; z1) � (x; y; z) = r1 (3.6)

(x2; y2; z2) � (x; y; z) = r2 (3.7)
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x
2 + y

2 + z
2 = 1 (3.8)

Since (3.6) and (3.7) are linearly independent equations, this system of equations

always has exactly two solutions n1 and n2. Thus

q1 = p� rn1

q2 = p� rn2

are the boundary points related to p.

Note that the choice of + of � in each equation above depends for each direction

vector found on whether the inward or outward direction from the boundary was

found. In practice, this is easily determined by making the additional requirement

that the two tangent directions TC1
and TC2

be taken in directions in which r is non-

increasing. Since the vectors are rooted at p, as either tangent vector is traversed

towards p, r will be increasing or constant, thus the derivatives r1 and r2 at p will

both be non-negative. Therefore the cosine of the angle between TC1
and n must

be positive for n to be the desired outward normal, as should that between TC2
and

n. This condition can be easily checked by performing a dot product. If the vector

is pointing inward, the � option should be used while an outward pointing vector

entails using the + option.

Another important point regarding this theorem is that it applies to any points

at which the MAT has a well-de�ned tangent, regardless of the tangent continuity of

the boundary. For example, if the MAT is given as the set of surface patches

(s; �3; t; 3) �7 < s < 0 �4 < t < 4

(3 cos t; 3 sin t; t; 3) �� < s < 0 �4 < t < 4

(3; s; t; 3) 3 < s < 8 �4 < t < 4

then the boundary on one side of the circular cylindrical patch de�ning the midsection

of the MAT is a concentric circular cylinder, and is smoothly joined to the two planar

patches generated from the adjacent MAT segments. On the other side, the entire
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Figure 3.8 Theorem 3.5.4 applies even when the boundary does not have a

well-de�ned tangent.

midsection of the MAT is related to a single line segment, and the boundary does not

have a well-de�ned tangent plane along that line segment. However, Theorem 3.5.4

still applies along the middle patch of the MAT. A cross-section of this MAT and its

related boundary is shown in Figure 3.8, along with some of the pseudo-normal lines

between the boundary corner point and the related MAT points. On the side with

the boundary tangent discontinuity, the entire circular MAT section is related to a

single boundary point.

3.5.3.3 Isolated Surface Singularities

An isolated surface singularity p in the MAT, or point of type SII, is a point

on a surface component of the MAT such that no curve in the surface component

through the point has a well-de�ned tangent vector there. In order to analyze this

case, we need all of the directional tangent planes at p. From our earlier assumptions

on the MAT, the collection of tangent planes to M at p is smoothly parameterizable

by !, with 0 � ! < 2�, and such that T (0) = T (2�). For notation, suppose that

the tangent plane T (!) is spanned by the orthogonal tangent vectors T 1 and T 2,

where T 1(!) = (x1(!); y1(!); z1(!); r1(!)) and (x1(!); y1(!); z1(!)) has unit length,

and similarly for T 2. Then the unit direction vectors related to p based on these

directional tangent planes satisfy the system of equations
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(x1(!); y1(!); z1(!)) � (x; y; z) = r1(!)

(x2(!); y2(!); z2(!)) � (x; y; z) = r2(!)

x
2 + y

2 + z
2 = 1

This system of equations has two distinct solutions, n1(!) and n2(!), and the related

boundary points are

q1(!) = p� rn1(!)

q2(!) = p� rn2(!)

Since this system has three equations in four unknowns, and T1(!) and T2(!)

are linearly independent for all !, the boundary point solutions q1(!) and q2(!) are

curves, or, in the case that ni(!) is constant for i = 1 or 2, a single point. If either

solution is a curve, the curve is closed, since the requirement T (0) = T (2�) means

that the direction vectors coincide as well when ! = 0 and ! = 2�. It is also

continuous, because of the continuity of the tangent planes about p. It need not be

simple, however, since although the ruling lines make each tangent plane unique, the

direction vectors from two di�erent tangent planes can still coincide. Furthermore, if

a solution to the given system is a curve which divides the sphere into two segments,

then all the points in one of the two segments are also related to p, since the boundary

must be closed. For complicated situations, where �nding a closed form solution is

not feasible, the system of equations above can be solved numerically using techniques

described in [Chu90, Hof90a, HV91].

From this discussion, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3.5.5 Let p = (x; y; z; r) be an MAT point of type SII on M , with the prop-

erty that the collection of planes tangent toM at p can be parameterized continuously

by some ! with 0 � ! < 2�. Then there are two isolated regions of boundary points

related to p, each of which is either a single point or a spherical patch bounded by a
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Figure 3.9 The apex of the cone MAT is a point of type SII.

closed curved. These boundary points can be determined exactly from the collection

of tangent planes TM(! to M at p.

Proof: Immediate from discussion above.

As a simple example, consider the following MAT which has a half-cone as its

MA, and has a linearly increasing radius function:

x(s; t) = s cos t

y(s; t) = s sin t

z(s; t) = 1� s

r(s; t) = s

This MA is shown on the left in Figure 3.9. The MAT is a ruled surface, with base

curve the circle of radius one in the (z = 0)
T
(r = 0) plane. Along the bottom circle,

r = 0, and r increases linearly to 1 at the apex of the cone. The tangent planes to

this surface at (0; 0; 1; 1), the apex of the cone can be parameterized by the pairs of

vectors (� sin!; cos !; 0; 0) and (cos!; sin!; �1; 1), for 0 � ! < 2�, and the

tangent planes at ! = 0 and ! = 2� are identical. Thus the system of equations we

need to solve is
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x cos! + y sin! � z = 1

�x sin! + y cos! = 0

x
2 + y

2 + z
2 = 1

Solving this system we obtain n1(!) = (0; 0;�1) and n2(!) = (cos!; sin!; 0).

These are the direction vectors related to the MAT point (0; 0; 1; 1), hence one of the

sets of boundary points related to the MAT point is the singleton set f(0; 0; 0)g and

the other is the circle f(cos!; sin!; 1)g, 0 � ! < 2�. These points are highlighted

in the �gure on the right in Figure 3.9. Further boundary points related to p are

the upper portion of the sphere of radius 1 centered at (0; 0; 1) As can be seen in the

�gure, the complete boundary related to this MAT is a silo. The curve around the

base of the silo has been highlighted simply as a visual aid.

3.5.3.4 Curves Bounding Surface MAT Patches

Having determined the related boundary for points on the interior of a surface

patch and for curve segmentMATs, we can now consider the boundary related to MAT

curves which bound MAT surfaces. By assumption these curves have a continuous

tangent vector at all but a �nite number of points. Furthermore, they are adjacent to

a �nite number of MAT surfaces. The boundary related to these points can be found

by combining the results of smooth surface patches and MAT curves.

First consider the case of a single surface patch S and its boundary curve c. For a

point p on c, the related boundary has to be a subset of the related boundary when c

is considered as an MAT alone. This is the case because the proofs of Lemmas 3.5.1,

3.5.2, and 3.5.3 show that each vector in the tangent space to S at p restricts the

possible boundary points related to p. Since the tangent vector(s) to c at p are also

tangent to S at p, c's tangent vector(s) determine a subset of the maximal sphere at

p which can be related to p. These points can be found by applying Theorems 3.5.1

and 3.5.3. This set of points is further reduced by the directional tangent planes to
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S along c. These tangent planes determine two boundary curves related to c, where

points of c which have a single directional tangent plane contribute one point to each

curve, and points which have in�nitely many directional tangent planes contribute

either a point or a curve to each boundary curve. Because the tangent vectors to c

must also be contained in some directional tangent plane to S at p, these boundary

curves lie on the boundary surface related to c considered as an MAT alone. The

boundary related to c as a bounding curve of S is simply the region of c's related

boundary surface lying between the two related boundary curves generated from S,

and exterior to the boundary surfaces related to the interior of S. Note that this

means that each point p has a single connected boundary region related to it.

Now if c lies between two or more surface patches of M , then the Union Property

implies that for an interior point p of c, there are as many boundary regions related to p

as there are surface patches adjacent to p. Each region can be found by determining

the boundary related to p in its role as an MAT point on c, and then subdiving

that boundary element using the directional tangent planes for each surface patch

adjacent to p. For a point p which is on an exterior boundary of one or more MAT

surfaces, there is a single related boundary region, which again is a subset of the single

boundary region related to p when it is considered to lie only the MAT bounding

curves containing it. This subset is determined as before from the directional tangent

planes to p from the MAT faces containing p. Thus the tangency conditions of the

MAT once again yield complete boundary information. We state this formally below.

Theorem 3.5.6 Let p = (x; y; z; r) be an MAT point of type SIII on M , which lies

on the MAT surfaces S1, S2, : : : Sn, n � 1. Then if p is on a curve bounding the

exterior of one or more of the Si, there is a single boundary region related to p, which

is either a single point, a circular arc, or a spherical patch. If p is not on a curve

bounding the exterior of any MAT surface patch, then there are n isolated related

boundary regions related to p. Each region can be either a single point, a circular arc,

or a spherical patch. In either case, the related boundary regions can be completely
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determined by the directional tangent planes to every surface adjacent to p at p and

by the tangent vectors to the bounding curves on which p lies.

3.5.4 Curve MAT and Surface Patch MAT Joins

The �nal points of the MAT to be considered are those of type P II, that is, points

at which a space curveMAT and a surface patch MATmeet. By our assumption about

such points on the MAT, if p is a joining point, it must be an endpoint of a curve

segment c, and therefore there must be at least a circle related to c on the boundary.

Now the only type of MAT surface point which could possibly have a entire circle

on the boundary related to it is one at which the boundary surface has a spherical

patch related to the MAT point. The surface MAT points which can have spherical

patches related to them are points of tangent discontinuity, either isolated singular

points in the interior of a surface patch, or points of tangent vector discontinuity on

a bounding curve. Thus if p is of type P II, it must be tangent discontinuous as a

component of the surface patch MAT.

Theorem 3.5.7 Let p = (x; y; z; r) be an MAT point of type P II on M . Then the

boundary related to p can be determined from the tangent planes and tangent vectors

to M at p from all the MAT components containing p.

Proof: LetBS be the boundary related to p when only the surface components ofM are

considered, and let BC be the boundary related to p when only the curve components

of M are considered. By the Union Property, the boundary points related to p are

exactly

BS

\
BC

Since both BS and BC can be determined solely from the tangent planes and tangent

vectors to M at p, the boundary related to p depends only on the tangent planes and

vectors to M at p.

In practice, to reconstruct the boundary points related to p, one need only �nd the

boundary points related to p as a surface MAT point and �nd the circle C bounding
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Figure 3.10 The apex of the cone MAT is related to a circle in one case and to a

spherical patch in the other.

the spherical patch related to p as a curve MAT point. Then the region on the

spherical patch related to p as a surface MAT point which contains C is truncated by

C. If the circle from the c at p matches exactly the boundary of the spherical patch

from the surface MAT, then only the circle remains as the related boundary in the

region. All other boundary regions related to p remain unchanged.

Consider the earlier example for points of type SII where the MAT had a singu-

larity at p = (0; 0; 1; 1). If the line segment (0; 0; 1 + t; 1), 0 � t � 1 is added to

this MAT, the boundary circles related to the surface and the curve segments would

match exactly, and the boundary related to p would be the circle between the top

and bottom silo sections shown in the middle of Figure 3.10. The spherical region

on top is related to the MAT point (0; 0; 2; 1), and the middle section of the silo is

related to the line segment of the MAT between z = 1 and z = 2. The new MA is

shown on the left in Figure 3.10.

If instead a line segment along the z-axis of length
p
2 is added, and the radius

function made to decrease linearly along that line from a value of 1 at (0; 0; 1) to

0 at (0; 0; 1 +
p
2), then the two boundary circles from the cone and from the line

segment are no longer identical, hence the boundary related to p in this region of the
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MAT is the intersection of the spherical patches between the two bounding circles.

This is shown in the rightmost �gure of Figure 3.10. The cone on the top of the silo is

the boundary related to the region of the line segment between z = 1 and z = 1+
p
2.

In neither case is the single boundary point related to (0; 0; 1; 1) on the opposite side

of the MAT from where the line segment adjoins the MAT a�ected.

This concludes the case-by-case analysis of boundary reconstruction from MAT

points. In each situation, the boundary related to a particular point could be deter-

mined from the point and complete tangency information. We considered here the

theoretical issues for a rich subset of MATs, but there are many other MATs not

speci�cally covered by the theorems in this chapter. However, it seems clear that a

similar approach applies to them, that is, that no matter what the tangency condi-

tions on the MAT at a point, complete tangent information at a point is su�cient to

recover the boundary related to the point.
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4. LOCAL VALIDITY OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAT

In this chapter, we discuss the issues of local validity for three-dimensional MATs.

As we did in the two-dimensional case, we restrict our attention to the MATs for

which we have implemented the conversion process. For three-dimensional MATs,

the input is piecewise planar surfaces and piecewise linear curves in <4. That is, the

curves and surfaces in four-space are lines, planes, or isolated points. In what follows,

we call such an MAT a linear MAT.

To generate boundaries from a linear MAT, it is essential that the MAT represent

a valid object. As in the two-dimensional case, the problem of global validity would

require computing the boundary and checking it for self-intersections. However, once

again we can do local checks to make sure that in the interior of the MAT segments

and at delimiters in the MAT, the related boundary is valid. We use the same

technique to de�ne local validity for the MAT of three-dimensional objects as we did

for two-dimensional ones in Section 2.4, by �rst de�ning local validity in a sector for

the MA and then de�ning local validity for the MAT as a whole. However, in the

two-dimensional case, MA segments were planar curves and thus naturally cut a disc

into separate sectors. In the three-dimensional case, the MAT can contain curves and

surfaces. For a surface component of an MAT, a ball again will locally cut space into

sectors. However, a curve cannot divide the ball into separate sectors. Therefore,

after taking care of some preliminary issues, we �rst concentrate on local validity of

MATs comprised solely of surface segments, and then handle the validity question for

MATs with curve segments. We conclude the chapter by considering the implications

of local validity of an MAT on the boundary related to that MAT.
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Figure 4.1 p0 is an interior delimiter while both p1 and p2 are exterior delimiters.

4.1 Preliminaries

As mentioned in the introduction, the MATs we discuss in this section are re-

stricted to being piecewise planar and piecewise linear in <4, and are called linear

MATs. Each component of the linear MAT, whether a planar patch or a line segment,

is referred to as a segment of the MAT. The MA of such an MAT is also comprised of

planar patches and line segments, since it is simply an orthogonal projection of the

MAT to three-space. However, two adjacent segments which have a juncture in the

MAT might project to a single plane or line in the MA. Thus segments are always

determined from the MAT, not from the MA.

Each MAT segment has an interior and a boundary. For line segments, the bound-

ary is just the two vertices delimiting the segment. For planar segments, the boundary

is a closed curve, comprised of line segments. In the interior of a planar segment, the

tangent plane is well-de�ned, and in the interior of a line segment, the tangent vector

is well-de�ned. The bounding curves and vertices of the MAT are called delimiters,

and in <4 are points where the MAT tangent is not well-de�ned. Thus delimiters

are points of type SIII, CII, and P II, as de�ned in Chapter 3. All other points are

referred to as internal points, that is points of type SI and CI. Note that the points

on the interior of the planar segments and on the interior of the linear segments are
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points of type SI and CI, respectively, and that points of type SII, that is, isolated

singular point on the surface, are not possible in a linear MAT.

Points of type SIII can be further separated into those which are interior delimiters

and those which are exterior delimiters. The interior delimiters always have more than

one tangent plane and are always adjacent to more than one MAT segment, while, in

general, the exterior delimiters have only one tangent plane associated with them and

are adjacent to only one MAT segment. However there are exceptions to this general

rule, thus the distinction is made based on the de�nition of exterior and interior

delimiters rather than on the number of tangent planes de�ned at the point. For a

point to be an interior point of a surface MAT, there must be some " such that if a ball

of radius " about such a point is taken, the intersection of the boundary of the ball

and the MAT is a closed curve and there are no holes in the MAT inside the ball. For

exterior points, there is no " such that the intersection of the MAT and the boundary

of the ball of radius " about such a point is a closed curve. For example, in Figure 4.1,

the MA M of an MAT which is two polygons is shown using thin lines. Point p0 is an

interior delimiter of M , while both p1 and p2 are exterior delimiters of M . Note that

p1 has a single tangent plane associated with it, while p2 has two, since it is adjacent

to both planes of the MAT. For points of type CII, those with exactly one one-sided

tangent vector are analogous to the end points of the two-dimensional problem, while

those with two or more one-sided tangent vectors correspond to normal points of

�nite contact and branch points in the two-dimensional case.

Another basic term is boundary direction vector, or direction vector for short.

This is a vector in <3 rooted at an MA point p and proceeding in the direction of

the boundary normal for a boundary point related to p. The vector has length r,

where r is the radius of the maximal inscribed sphere at p. Thus one end point of the

direction vector is the MA point and the other is a related boundary point. Recall

that for an internal point p with a well-de�ned tangent plane on an MAT M , there

are exactly two direction vectors related to p, and that the tangent plane to the MA

M ofM at p, the projection of p to M , bisects the angle between these two vectors. If
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we choose a consistent orientation for the normals to an MA surface segment and call

that direction \up", we then can speak of direction vectors from two di�erent MAT

points on the segment being on the \same side" of the MA if the vectors are both

on the \up" side of their respective tangent planes, or are both on the \down" side.

Intuitively, the notion of being on the same side of the MA extends to adjacent surface

segments by imagining that the MA segments have a thickness, and considering which

sides of the MA segments are adjacent along the delimiting curve between the two

segments without passing through the imaginary MA thickness. Only two situations

are possible: either the \up" sides of both segments match along the delimiting curve

or the \up" side of one matches the \down" side of the other. In the �rst case,

direction vectors from the two di�erent segments are on the same side of the MA

if both are on the \up" side of their respective tangent planes, or are both on the

\down" side. In the second, they are on the same side if one is on the \up" side

and the other on the \down" side of their respective tangent planes. Transitivity

allows same-sidedness to be determined throughout the entire MA. Note, however,

that sidedness only applies to interior points, as exterior points provide the transition

from one side of the boundary to the other.

For linear MATs, we have the following relationships between direction vectors at

points in a segment:

Lemma 4.1.1 Let P be a planar segment of an MAT, and let p1 and p2 be any two

points on P . Let P be the MA of P , and p1 and p2 the projections of p1 and p2 to

P , respectively. Then if d1 and d2 are the direction vectors on the same side of P at

p1 and p2, respectively, then d1 is parallel to d2.

Proof:

Since the direction vectors at a point depend solely on the tangent plane at a

point and the tangent plane to a plane is the plane itself, this result is obvious.

Lemma 4.1.2 Let l be a linear segment of an MAT which is not adjacent to any MAT

polygon and let l be the MA of l. Pick any plane P in <3 containing l. Then at
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Figure 4.2 In a �xed plane containing the MA line segment l, the direction vectors

from points in l form parallel pairs.

any point p on the interior of l, there are exactly two direction vectors related to p

contained in P . Furthermore, if d11 and d12 are the direction vectors in the plane P

at a point p1 of l, and d21 and d22 are the direction vectors in P at a point p2 of l,

then d11 is parallel in P to either d21 or d22, and the remaining two direction vectors

are also parallel.

Proof:

Recall from Theorem 3.5.1 that for any smooth point on a curve segment, the

related boundary is a circle, and the direction vectors from an MAT point p to the

related boundary points make a �xed angle �p with the MA tangent vector at p. Thus

the collection of direction vectors emanating from p forms half of a right circular cone.

Any plane containing the axis of such a cone intersects the cone in exactly two lines,

thus exactly two direction vectors related to p lie in the plane.

The angle �p depends solely on the tangent vector at p, and in the case of a line

segment, every point will have the same tangent vector. Thus the angle between the

direction vectors and l is the same at every point along l. So in a plane containing l,

the pairs of direction vectors at any two points on the interior of l must be parallel

to each other. See Figure 4.2.
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4.2 Local Validity for Interior Points of Surface MATs

Let M be a connected MA comprised of a �nite number of piecewise curvature

continuous surface and curve segments none of which is space-�lling, and such that

at the delimiting points of the segments, a tangent plane or line exists from every

approach to the point along M . To precisely de�ne locally valid, we again rely on the

concept of sectors at an MA point p, this time using three-dimensional balls to divide

the space about p into sectors. It is important to note that in the three-dimensional

case, the concept of sectors will only make sense at internal surface points and at

interior surface delimiters. At exterior surface delimiters and any curve points, a ball

in <3 will not intersect the MAT in a closed curve, thus no space division will occur.

In this section, unless otherwise stated, we consider only internal surface points and

interior surface delimiters in the MAT.

In the two-dimensional situation, because delimiting points (end points, branch

points, and normal points of �nite contact) are isolated, it is possible to �nd a sector-

creating ball about an MAT point p which contained only smooth normal points

other than p itself. However, in the three-dimensional case, because delimiters are

no longer isolated but often occur along a curve in the MAT, a distinction must be

made between balls which create sectors for internal points versus those which create

sectors for delimiting points. If p is an internal surface point, take any ball of radius

" about p, B(p; "), such that B is divided into two separate components by M , and

such that B contains only internal surface points of M . If p is an interior delimiter,

then B again must be divided into the same number of separate components as the

order of p. Further, in this case B might contain other delimiting points, but only

those which lie on the same delimiting curve(s) as p. Because of the constraints on

M and because the delimiting points of an MA are either isolated points or curve

segments, such a ball can always be found. Any " for which B(p; ") satis�es this

criterion is said to be sector-creating for p, and for any "i with "i < ", "i is also

sector-creating for p. If " is sector-creating for p, a sector at p is the closure of a
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connected region in B(p; "), where the regions are delimited by the boundary of B

and the intersection of M with B. Note that sectors include the MA segments which

bound the sectors. Using this notion of sectors and the direction vectors as discussed

above, we now de�ne local validity for the MA of three-dimensional objects.

De�nition 4.2.1 LetM be an MAT comprised only of surfaces and let p be an internal

or interior delimiting point on M . Let M be the MA of M , and p be the projection

of p to M . If " is sector-creating for p, then M is locally valid in a sector S at p if in

B(p; ") the following hold:

� At every internal point q 2M

T
S such that q has a well-de�ned tangent plane,

the direction vector for exactly one boundary point related to q has a non-empty

intersection with S.

� At every pair of points q1; q2 2M

T
S, q1 6= q2 such that q1 and q2 each have a

well-de�ned tangent plane, if d1 is the direction vector from q1 which intersects

S, and d2 the direction vector from q2 which intersects S, then d1 and d2 have

their intersection outside of B(p; r)
T
R, where r is the radius of the maximal

inscribed sphere at p and R is the segment of B(p; r) containing S.

As in the two-dimensional case, the de�nition reduces the ball to having two

regions at p: the sector of interest, and everything else. The two criteria also have

the same function as they had in the two-dimensional case, namely, the �rst criterion

ensures that for an MA point in a neighborhood of p, the boundary touchings do

not both lie in the sector of interest, while the second criterion ensures that locally,

no self-intersections occur in the boundary. This de�nition forms the basis for the

de�nition of a locally valid MAT:

De�nition 4.2.2 Let M be an MAT and let p be an internal surface point or interior

delimiting point on M and p the projection of p to the MA M of M . M is locally

valid at p if for every sector S i of p, M is locally valid in S i at p. M is locally valid

if it is locally valid at every point p 2M .
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Note that this de�nition of a locally valid MAT will be completed only when we have

de�ned what it means for exterior surface delimiters and curve MATs to be locally

valid. We do this subsequently, in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, after we present computational

methods for determining local validity in a sector here.

A built-in criterion for local validity at an MAT point p is the existence of direction

vectors at p. The requirement for the three-dimensional case is an extension of that

for the two-dimensional case. If ~T is any vector in the tangent plane at an MAT point

p, the angle  ~T between ~
T and xyz-space must be less than �=4. This restriction is

necessary because

tan  ~T = cos�T

where �T is the angle between the projection of ~
T to the MA tangent plane in <3

and the direction vector. The restriction follows because cos�T is always positive.

When we constrain the surfaces to be planes, we have again for interior points of

the plane that existence of the direction vectors guarantees local validity, as shown

in Theorem 4.2.1:

Theorem 4.2.1 Let M be a piecewise planar MAT in <4, and let P be a planar

segment in M . M is locally valid at any point p in the interior of P if and only if

direction vectors exist at p.

Proof:

()) If M is locally valid at p, then by de�nition, direction vectors must exist at

p.

(() Suppose that direction vectors exist at p. Let M be the MA of M , p be the

projection of p to M , and P the projection of P to xyz-space. Let " be such that

B(p; ") is sector-creating for p in M and such that all MA points of M in B also lie

in P . This is possible because p is an interior point of P . We claim that in B(p; "),

the two criteria for local validity in a sector are satis�ed.

First, note that all the points in B(p; ") are internal points with a well-de�ned

tangent plane, hence have exactly two direction vectors. Furthermore, the tangent
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Figure 4.3 The plane Pij spanned by the direction vectors di and dj cuts out a

two-dimensional MAT from Pi and Pj .

plane bisects the two direction vectors, and becauseM is piecewise planar, the tangent

plane is also the plane dividingB into sectors. Hence at any givenMA point inB(p; "),

each direction vector lies in exactly one of the two sectors at p. Thus the �rst criterion

is satis�ed.

Second, within a given sector in B(p; "), the direction vectors are all parallel, by

Lemma 4.1.1. Hence no two direction vectors in the sector intersect in B(p; r), so the

second criterion is also satis�ed.

At interior delimiters of the MAT, we can reduce the question of local validity in

a sector at p to a discrete number of two-dimensional local validity problems. The

number of cases to be examined depends on the number n of distinct MAT segments

adjacent to p. For each pair of plane segments Pi and Pj which are adjacent to

p, if lij is the intersection line Pi
T
Pj , Pi and Pj can be extended along lij to the

planar segments P ext
i and P ext

j . Figure 4.3 shows the original planar segments in solid

line, and the extensions with dashed lines. Now the intersection of the plane Pij

containing p and spanned by di and dj , the direction vectors on the same side of Pi

and Pj as the sector of interest, respectively, with P
ext
i and P

ext
j generates a planar

MA of a two-dimensional object, denoted in the �gure as m and shown by the two

heavy dashed line segments. The extensions of Pi and Pj are necessary because the
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plane P need not necessarily intersect Pi and Pj , but must intersect the extensions.

This intersection can be considered an MAT by including the r values at the points

which are the r values of the points in the original three-dimensional MAT. Since the

MAT is linear, if there are points on the two-dimensional MAT which are not on the

three-dimensional MAT, the r values can be obtained by simple linear interpolation.

We will show that the three-dimensional MA is locally valid at p if all such generated

two-dimensional MAs are locally valid at p. The basis for this reduction lies in the

correlation between the fundamental relationship between the MAT tangent vector

for two-dimensional MAs and the derivative of the radius function, and the similar

relationship for direction vectors in the tangent space for three-dimensional MAs.

The details are stated in the following lemma. Note that this lemma does not depend

on the MAT segments being planar.

Lemma 4.2.1 Let p be an internal point with a well-de�ned tangent plane on a surface

segment S of the MA M of an MAT. Take any plane P containing p and containing

one of the direction vectors d from p. Then if the curve c given by P
T
S is considered

as a segment of the MAT of a two-dimensional object, one of the direction vectors of

p on c is the direction vector d of p on S.

Proof:

Nackman shows in [Nac82a] that if X is a unit vector in the tangent plane to M

at p, then the directional derivative rX of r in the X direction is � < nb;X >, where

nb is the unit direction vector from p. Since both vectors are unit vectors, this inner

product is just the cosine of the angle between the vectors in the plane spanned by

the vectors. Now if we take the plane P through p containing X and d, X is tangent

to the curve c, the intersection of P and M , at p. Thus when c is considered as a

planar MAT, by Lemma 2.3.1 the angle between the direction vector related to p and

X is given by

� = arccos
dr

ds
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where r is the radius function of an arclength parameterization of c. But the direc-

tional derivative of r in the X direction is exactly the derivative of any arclength

parameterized curve in a plane containing X. Thus the angle between X and the

planar direction vector and the angle between X and the surface direction vector are

the same. Since by construction the direction vectors lie in the same plane, they must

be identical.

Using limit arguments, this lemma can easily be extended to include points of the

MA which do not have a well-de�ned tangent plane. In that case, by choosing a plane

containing one of the direction vectors at p, a two-dimensional MA is obtained which

has the chosen direction vector as one of its direction vectors. This lemma forms the

foundation for the reduction theorem.

Theorem 4.2.2 Let p be an interior delimiter on the MA M of a planar MAT M .

Given a sector-creating " for p, let S be a sector of p delimited by planes P0; : : : ; Pn�1.

Let di be the direction vector for Pi which is on the same side of Pi as S. Let Pij be

the plane containing p and spanned by di and dj for i = 0; ::; n� 2 and j > i. Let

mij be the intersection of Pij with P
ext
i and P

ext
j , as described above, and let M ij be

the MAT from M corresponding to mij. Then for any sector-creating " for p on mij,

there exists exactly one sector Sij which is contained in the region bounded by P
ext
i

and P
ext
j containing S. Furthermore, if in every sector S about p, for each pair i; j,

i = 0; ::; n� 2, j > i, M ij is locally valid at p, then M is locally valid at p.

Proof:

First, for a given mij, there are exactly two sectors at p since there are only two

planes in the construction of mij. Since these sectors are delimited by lines lying in

P
ext
i and P

ext
j , exactly one of them lies in the region bounded by P

ext
i and P

ext
j in

which S lies. This sector is denoted Sij .

Second, ifM is not locally valid at p, then there is some sector S in which it is not

locally valid. That is, for every sector-creating ", there either exists an MAT point q

in B(p; ") such that the direction vectors from q both intersect one of the sectors, or
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Figure 4.4 Local invalidity in the three-dimensional situation results in local

invalidity in one of the two-dimensional reductions.

there exist two points in B(p; ") on the boundary of a single sector whose direction

vectors in the sector intersect.

SupposeM is not locally valid in S at p because the �rst condition for local validity

is not satis�ed in S. Then there is an internal point qi in B(p; ") on some plane Pi

such that both direction vectors di and ~
di from qi intersect S. Since the direction

vectors lie on opposite sides of Pi, and since by construction di is the direction vector

on the same side of Pi as S, it must be the case that ~
di starts in a sector other than

S and crosses into S through some plane Pj , another delimiting plane of S. Since

qi is an internal point, exactly two of the sectors of B(p; ") contain it. Let ~S be the

other sector about p containing qi. Then ~
di is the direction vector related to qi on

the same side of Pi as ~S, and there must be another plane Pk delimiting ~S which ~
di

intersects. For either Pj delimits ~S, or if it doesn't, some other plane Pk must lie

between Pi and Pj which delimits ~S instead of Pj. But since ~
di intersects Pj , it must

also intersect P ext
k . This situation is shown on the left in Figure 4.4. We claim that

the two-dimensional MAT M ik from ~S is not valid at p.

First, consider the two-dimensional MAT M q formed by the intersection of the

plane Qik spanned by the direction vectors ~
di and ~

dk and containing qi with P
ext
i

and P
ext
k . Let q be the juncture point of the two line segments comprising mq. By

Lemma 4.2.1, ~di is the direction vector of mq at qi in ~
S, the two-dimensional sector

about q which is contained in ~S. But since ~
di intersects P

ext
k and lies in Qik, it must
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Figure 4.5 If a pair of direction vectors in mq intersect, so will some pair in mik.

intersect the component of mq generated from the intersection of Qik and P
ext
k , as

shown on the right in Figure 4.4. Let l be the distance from qi to the intersection

point along ~
di.

Now, Qik is parallel to Pik, hence the MA mq is isomorphic to mik. Consider

the point pi which is the same distance from p as qi is from q along their respective

MAs. By Lemma 4.1.1, the direction vector to mik at pi is parallel to ~
di, however it

might have a di�erent length. If rpi is the r-coordinate of pi, then if rpi � l, then

the direction vector at pi intersects the segment of mik lying in P
ext
k . If rpi < l, then

there exists a point ~pi closer to p whose direction vector is long enough to intersect

the other segment of mik. For if not, then the length of the direction vector must be

zero at p, which is impossible since p is an interior MAT point. Thus in this case,

M ik is locally invalid at p.

Now suppose that M is not locally valid in S at p because the second condition

for local validity is not satis�ed in S. In this case there are two points qi and qk on

planes Pi and Pk, respectively, such that the direction vectors from qi and qk in S

intersect inside B(p; r). Because the direction vectors in a sector from a single plane

are parallel, it must be the case that Pi and Pj are di�erent planes. Without loss of

generality, assume that i < k. We claim that for this i and k, M ik is locally invalid.

Let Qik, mq, and q be as before. Then Lemma 4.2.1 implies that the direction

vectors to mq at qi and qk must intersect in S, as shown on the left in Figure 4.5.

As before, Qik is parallel to Pik, thus mq is isomorphic to mik. Let pi and pk be the

points on mik analogous to qi and qk on mq. By Lemma 4.1.1, the direction vectors
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for pi and pk as points on mij are parallel to those for qi and qk as points on mq. But

since the lengths need not be the same, the direction vectors at pi and pk might not

intersect, see the �gure on the right in Figure 4.5. However, just as before, if these

two direction vectors do not intersect, then there must be two points nearer to p on

mik whose direction vectors do intersect, for otherwise r = 0 at p, an impossibility.

Thus in this case as well, M ik is locally invalid at p.

Thus if M is not locally valid at p, one of the two-dimensional MATs M ik is not

locally valid at p, which proves the statement of the theorem.

This theorem provides a means to computationally check for validity in the three-

dimensional planar MAT. For each planar segment in <4 the existence of the direction

vectors must be checked. This entails checking that the system of equations given in

the proof Theorem 3.5.4 has a pair of real solutions. If the slope of the tangent plane

in the r direction is too great, the two linear equations can still be solved, say for x

and y in terms of z. However, when these are substituted into the third equation, the

roots of that equation will be complex, indicating that direction vectors do not exist,

and that therefore the plane is not locally valid.

Then, for each interior vertex in the MAT, each pair of relevant two-dimensional

MAT cases must be checked for local validity. For a particular vertex, if there are n

planar segments adjacent to p, there are at most

n(n� 1)

2

cases to be considered. Suppose the planes are given by P1, ..., Pn. Then P1 must be

checked against at most the remaining n�1 planes, P2 against at most the remaining

n� 2 planes, and so forth. From Theorem 4.2.2, it is only necessary to check a given

plane against all other planes with which it delimits a sector, thus this is an upper

bound on the cases.

In fact the bound can be reduced even further, since it is actually necessary only to

check cyclically adjacent planes within a sector. For recall that the direction vectors

at a point are the outward normal for the boundary planes related to the MAT planes.

Consider two planar boundary polygons for two direction vectors which are locally
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Figure 4.6 Locally valid boundary planes have a convex intersection, while locally

invalid one have a concave intersection.

valid. The polygons terminate at the line in which they intersect, and because the

direction vectors are locally valid, this edge forms a convex angle, as shown on the left

in Figure 4.6. Now if two polygons meet in a convex angle, and a third polygon meets

the �rst polygon in a convex angle, then the third polygon also meets the second

polygon in a convex angle, where each polygon is extended only so far as necessary

to cause an intersection between the two polygons of interest. On the other hand,

if the third polygon meets one of the two original ones in a concave angle, then it

meets the other one in a concave angle as well. Now, suppose two planar segments

Pi and Pj of the MAT which share the vertex p but are otherwise not adjacent have

locally invalid direction vectors. Then the angle along the edge between the planes

will be concave, as shown in the right in Figure 4.6. Now, if all the direction vectors

cyclically adjacent around p were pairwise locally valid, then all the angles between

adjacent boundary patches would be convex. Clearly because of the transitivity of

the convex angle, these two situations cannot both hold. Thus if two planes in the

MAT which are not adjacent cause the MAT to be locally invalid at p, there must be

some adjacent pair of MAT planes which also make it invalid.

We have not yet discussed what to do in the case of exterior surface delimiters.

Because these points lie both on a surface segment and on a curve segment of the
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MAT, we defer their consideration to Section 4.4, after we determine local validity

for MATs comprised solely of curves.

4.3 Local Validity for Curve MATs

In the two-dimensional case of MAT curves, and in the three-dimensional case

of MAT surfaces, local validity was de�ned in terms of the regions of the two or

three-dimensional space cut out by the MA in a ball of the appropriate dimension.

For a point p on a curve segment of an MAT, a ball of dimension three is needed

to de�ne a neighborhood of M about p. However, since the components of M are

only curves, there is no concept here of dividing the ball into sectors. Recall that in

the earlier de�nitions of local validity, the purpose of the sectors was to ensure that

the boundary elements related to a point p did not cross the MA in a neighborhood

around p. Because we do not have sectors for the three-dimensional curve case, we

simply eliminate this criteria from the requirements for local validity.

De�nition 4.3.1 Let p be a point on a curve segment MAT M , and suppose there are

n branches of the MAT adjacent to p. Let " be such that S = (B(p; ")
T
M)nfpg has

n segments. Such an " is called a segment-creating ". Then M is locally valid at p if

for every pair of points q1, q2 2 S, q1 6= q2, if d1 is any direction vector from q1 and

d2 is any direction vector from q2, then d1 and d2 do not intersect in B(p; r), where r

is the radius of the maximal inscribed sphere at p, the projection of p to xyz-space.

M is locally valid if it is locally valid at p for every point p 2M .

Thus the criterion for a curve segment MAT to be locally valid is that it has no local

self-intersections.

Once again a necessary condition for any MAT point to be locally valid is that

direction vectors exist at the point. The existence criterion is completely analogous

to that for the two-dimensional case, namely, that the angle , the angle between the

MAT tangent T and xyz-space, is less than �=4. This is again necessary because, as
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before, the relationship

tan  = cos� =
r

l

must be satis�ed, where � is the angle between any direction vector and the MA

tangent T , measured so that 0 < � < �=2, and l is the length of the line segment

between the projection of p to xyz-space and the point at which T intersects the xyz-

space. With respect to the tangent (x0(s); y0(s); z0(s); r0(s)), satisfying this requires

that
jr0(s)jq

(x0(s))2 + (y0(s))2 + (z0(s))2
< 1

Also analogously to the previous two cases, when we restrict our attention to MATs

containing only line segments in <4, for points in the interior of the line segments,

existence of direction vectors is necessary and su�cient for local validity.

Theorem 4.3.1 Let M be an MAT comprised of line segments in <4, and let l be a

line segment in M . M is locally valid at any point p in the interior of l if and only if

direction vectors exist at p.

Proof:

()) If M is locally valid at p, then by de�nition, direction vectors must exist at

p.

(() Suppose that direction vectors exist at p. Let M be the MA of M , p be

the projection of p to M , and l the projection of l to xyz-space. Let " be such that

B(p; ") is segment-creating for p in M and such that all MA points of M in B also

lie in l. This is possible because p is an interior point of l. We claim that in B(p; "),

the criterion for local validity is satis�ed. For consider any two points q1 and q2 in

S = (B(p; ")
T
M) n fpg. Because they both lie on l, by Lemma 4.1.2, in any plane

containing l, the direction vectors from q1 and q2 are pairwise parallel. Thus the cones

of direction vectors at q1 and q2 are parallel, and therefore do not intersect at all.

For delimiters of line segment MATs, local validity can once again be reduced to

a �nite number of two-dimensional MAT local validity questions. The reduction is

based on the following two lemmas.
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Figure 4.7 The cones of direction vectors have been projected to the plane spanned

by their axes.

Lemma 4.3.1 Suppose p is a point of a line segment MAT which has two or more one-

sided tangents. For each pair of tangent vectors Ti and Tj to the MA M at p, let Pij

be the plane spanned by Ti and Tj and containing p. Let M ij be the MAT consisting

of the line segments li and lj , corresponding to Ti and Tj. Then the direction vectors

related to a point q 6= p in M ij considered as a point on the two-dimensional MAT

with MA in the plane Pij are exactly the same as the direction vectors obtained by

intersecting Pij with the set of all direction vectors at q considered as a point on the

three-dimensional MAT M .

Proof:

From Theorem 3.5.1, the apical angle � of the cone of direction vectors at any

point q of tangent continuity for a curved MAT of a three-dimensional object is given

by

� = arccos r0(s)

This is exactly the same as the angle computation for a two-dimensional MAT in a

plane, thus the direction vectors in any plane P containing the line segment on which

q lies are exactly the same as the direction vectors related to q when it is considered

as part of the two-dimensional planar MAT in P .

Lemma 4.3.2 Let q1 and q2 be any two points on the interior of the MAT line segments

l1 and l2, q1 6= q2, with l1 and l2 intersecting at the MAT point p. Let l1 and l2 be the
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projections of l1 and l2 to xyz-space, and let q1 and q2 be the projections of q1 and

q2. Let P12 be the plane containing l1 and l2, and let d1 and d2 be the two direction

vectors related to q1 and q2 lying in the region of smaller angle between l1 and l2,

respectively. See Figure 4.7. Then if d1 and d2 do not intersect, neither do any other

direction vectors from q1 and q2.

Proof:

Let C1 and C2 be the cones of direction vectors related to q1 and q2, respectively.

Note that C1 is a truncated half-cone, containing only that portion of the cone on one

side of the vertex q1 which is distance r1 or less from q1, and similarly for C2. The two

end circles of C1 and C2 must be perpendicular to l1 and l2, respectively, and so their

projection into P12 are line segments perpendicular to the axes, with the endpoints

of the line segments being the endpoints of the direction vectors in the plane. The

projected image of the cones is shown in Figure 4.7, with direction vectors related to

q1 shown in dashed lines and those related to q2 shown in dotted lines. Clearly when

the direction vectors in the plane do not intersect, the projections of all the direction

vectors related to q1 do not intersect the projections of any of the direction vectors

related to q2, thus the assertion holds.

Theorem 4.3.2 Let p be a point of a line segment MAT which has n > 2 one-sided

tangents. For each pair of tangent vectors Ti and Tj to the MA M at p, let Pij be

the plane spanned by Ti and Tj and containing p. Let M ij be the MAT consisting of

the line segments li and lj, corresponding to Ti and Tj. Then M is locally valid at p

if and only if M ij is locally valid as a two-dimensional MAT for all i = 1::n, j > i.

Proof:

()) Suppose that M ij is locally valid at p for all i = 1::n, j > i. Then for any

particular i and j, by Lemma 4.3.1 and the de�nition of two-dimensional local validity,

there exists "ij such that in B
2(p; "ij), the two-dimensional ball in Pij , no direction

vectors forM ij intersect. By Lemma 4.3.2, there can therefore be no direction vectors

for the three-dimensional MAT from li and lj which intersect each other in B
3(p; "ij),
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the three-dimensional ball about p. Take " = minf"ijg, i = 1; : : : ; n, j > i. Then

in B
3(p; ") no two direction vectors from any pair of line segments adjacent to p can

intersect, hence M is locally valid at p.

(() If M is locally valid at p, then there exists " such that in B
3(p; ") no two

direction vectors from any pair of line segments adjacent to p intersect. Speci�cally,

for any plane spanned by a pair of line segments adjacent to p, no two direction vectors

in the the neighborhood B
2(p; ") in that plane intersect. Thus this " is su�cient to

satisfy the second criteria of two-dimensional local validity for each M ij.

Because the �rst condition for two-dimensional local validity is not inherent in

the de�nition of local validity for M , the �rst criterion for the M ij to be locally valid

does not come immediately from the local validity of M . However, we can establish

this criterion independently using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 2.4.2.

Without loss of generality, assume theM 01 is locally invalid because the �rst condition

for local validity is violated, that is, if S and ~
S are the sectors about p generated by

B
2(p; "), then both direction vectors from one of the line segments l0 or l1 lie in either

S and ~
S. Speci�cally, assume that p = (0; 0; r0), that l0 is coincident with the negative

x-axis, and that the smaller angle between l0 and l1 is . Note that  < � since each

line segment bisects the angle between the direction vectors related it, thus if  = �

the direction vectors for either line segment would have to lie on opposite sides of the

MAT. If S is the sector about p with angle 2� �  then at least one direction vector

from each of l0 and l1 must lie in S. Suppose that both direction vectors from l0 both

lie in S, and let d0 be the direction vector below the x-axis. Let d1 be the direction

vector in S from l1 which lies radially closest to d0. Let �0 be the angle between d0

and the horizontal and let �1 be the angle between d1 and the horizontal, measured

from the positive horizontal direction, and assume for the moment that �1 > �0. Let

�1 = � � �1 and let � = �1 � �0. The con�guration so described is shown on the

left in Figure 4.8, with direction vectors related to l0 shown in dashed lines and those

related to l1 shown in dotted lines.
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Figure 4.8 Both direction vectors from one edge lying in the same sector causes an

illegal intersection of direction vectors.

Now, choose a point p� = (��; 0; r�) along l0 such that

� <

sin �

sin�0
"

and let s� be the radial line emanating from p�. If v is the intersection point of s�

and d1, then 4p p� v has interior angles �0, �1, and �, so the distance between p and

v is

d(p; v) =
sin�0

sin �
� < "

Thus the intersection of the two direction vectors lies in B(p; r0), so M is not locally

valid at p. Since this contradicts the assumption, the direction vectors for l0 cannot

both lie in S when �1 > �0.

Furthermore, if �1 � �0, then let d0 and d1 be the other direction vectors related

to l0 and l1, respectively, and reverse the direction of measurement for �0 and �1,

as shown on the right in Figure 4.8. Then the same argument shows that again an

intersection of direction vectors occurs, violating the assumption that M is locally

valid. Thus if M is locally valid, so are all of the two-dimensional MATs M ij, i =

1; : : : ; n, j > i.

For the purposes of computationally deciding local validity at an MAT delimiter

point which is a curve point, the number of two-dimensional validity checks which
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must be done is
n(n� 1)

2

where n is the number of edges meeting at the point. Recall that for interior delim-

iters, this was an upper bound, but in general fewer checks were required. When the

MAT point is on a free curve, however, the compartmentalization of sectors which

reduced the number of cases for the interior delimiters does not occur, hence each

edge must be checked against every other edge.

4.4 Local Validity for Exterior Delimiters and Curve/Surface Joins

Having established the meaning of local validity for interior surface MAT points

and for curve MAT points, there are yet two remaining cases to consider, both of

which are hybrids of the �rst two situations. The �rst case is that of surface MAT

points which are exterior delimiters, while the second is that of the points at which

a surface MAT component and a free curve MAT component are joined. Just as

in the case for free curves, these two cases do not allow a notion of sectors, and

so the de�nition of locally valid at such an MAT point p is simply that in some "

neighborhood about the MA point p, no direction vectors intersect one another within

B(p; r).

First consider the situation of an exterior surface delimiting point p. In general

such points occur along one or more delimiting curves in the MAT, as shown in

Figure 4.1, where p1 lies on just one delimiting curve while p2 lies on three delimiting

curves, two of which are exterior. If p lies on exactly one delimiting curve, then

an argument combining those of the proofs of Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.3.1 show that

existence of direction vectors is su�cient to verify local validity. If p lies on two or

more delimiting curves, a su�ciently small " can be selected so that only internal

surface points on MA faces adjacent to p and points on the delimiter curves of the

MA adjacent to p are contained in B(p; "). Using this ", pseudo-sectors can be

generated by considering exterior delimiters inside of B as sector boundaries, as well
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as the points where M intersects B. It follows immediately that if in these sectors

the internal surface points satisfy the criteria of Theorem 4.2.2, and if the boundary

cone segments related to the exterior delimiting curves adjacent to p do not intersect

one another, then no direction vectors in B intersect each other within B(p; r).

Second, consider the situation of a surface/curve join point in the MAT. From

Theorem 3.5.7, this must occur at a delimiting point in the MAT which has more

than one delimiting curve adjacent to it. To determine local validity here, the point

must �rst be determined to be locally valid as a surface point alone. Then it must be

veri�ed that direction vectors from the incoming curve segment do not intersect any of

the direction vectors from the surface component. This can be done by following the

same procedure as for free curve delimiters in Theorem 4.3.2, using the edges which

bound the adjacent MAT face polygons as the tangent vectors from that theorem.

Once again, for the faces inside the pseudo-sectors, only adjacent faces need be

checked, but the exterior delimiting edges must all be checked against one another,

as must the free edge against all other edges in the case of a curve meeting a surface

MAT. Therefore the best we can do for an absolute upper bound on checking local

validity at either of these types of delimiting points is again

n(n� 1)

2

There is no simple formula for the reduced number of cases which must be checked.

4.5 Implications of Local Validity on Linear MATs

Recall that our interest in this chapter is in using a linear MAT to represent a

three-dimensional object. If we assume that the MAT is an exact representation of

an object, the conditions for local validity will be met at all points of the MAT.

This forces strict limitations on the types of objects which can be so represented.

Speci�cally, one requirement is that the objects must be comprised of planar, conical,

and spherical patches. Conceptually, the linear MAT can be subdivided into interior

planar points, edges bounding the planar regions, edges on space curves, and vertices
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where two or more edges and/or planes come together. For an interior planar point,

there are exactly two direction vectors related to the MAT point, and each direction

vector is the boundary normal for the boundary point related to the MAT point along

the direction vector. But from Lemma 4.1.1, the direction vectors on either side of

the MAT for all points in a planar patch of the MAT are parallel, so the interior of a

planar patch on the MAT must be related to two planes on the boundary, since the

only surface with all its normal vectors parallel is a plane.

If e is an edge bounding two planes in the MAT, and the MAT is locally valid,

then by Theorem 3.5.6 e must be related to a tube segment in the boundary, or

to a straight line if the direction vectors match up exactly along the entire edge.

Furthermore, because e is linear in <4, the direction vectors make a �xed angle with

e, and r is either always decreasing linearly along e, always increasing linearly along

e (depending on direction of traversal), or constant along e. Thus the tube segment

is actually a cone segment. The cone segment is truncated along the axis by the

delimiting vertices of the edge, and it is truncated in its circular circumference by the

direction vectors from the adjacent planes.

If e bounds only one plane in the MAT, then either r = 0 along the edge and

the edge is related to a single line, or r 6= 0 along the edge and again there is a cone

segment related to e. This time the two direction vectors which delimit the circular

circumference of the cone segment are parallel to the two direction vectors generated

by the interior planar points, and they have length given by the r-function along the

edge. Similarly, if e is an edge of a space curve, e must be related to a cone segment.

In this case the cone is truncated along its axis by the vertices delimiting e, but the

entire circular circumference of the cone between the truncation planes is related to

e.

Finally, if v is a vertex of the MAT where two or more edges and/or planes are

joined, and the MAT is locally valid, then one possible situation is that the direction

vectors match up from the various components at v, and there are exactly two points

related to v. This can only happen when v is an interior surface vertex on the MAT,
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or when r = 0. For at an exterior point of the MAT when r 6= 0, we already know

that some of the adjacent edges must be related to cone segments, hence not all the

direction vectors at the vertex match up. Also, it is not su�cient that v be an interior

surface vertex for this condition to hold, for some of the adjacent edges in the MAT

might still be related to cone segments.

The other possible situation, alluded to above, is that some of the direction vectors

match up, while other direction vectors are related to cone segment edges. However,

since the MAT is locally valid, pairwise, none of the direction vectors in a neighbor-

hood of v intersect, thus the boundary elements do not intersect. Thus either a single

circular curve is related to v, if there are exactly two cone segment edges related to v

which degenerate to a single cone, or there are one or more spherical patches related

to v which �ll in the gaps left by the non-overlapping cones which meet at v. These

patches all lie on the sphere centered at v and having radius de�ned by the MAT

r-value there. Notice that for vertices delimiting curve MAT edges, this is always the

case, that is, either a circle is related to v if the two edges coming together at v have

cones which degenerate to a single cone, or there are spherical patches related to v.

The restriction to planar, conical, and spherical patches is not overly tight, since

the collection of all objects which can be represented by boundaries comprised of

such patches is very large. However, local validity enforces tangent continuity along

all joins of boundary elements related to adjacent components of the MAT, except

where r = 0. For consider one side of the MAT where two planes come together

along an edge. Either their direction vectors match exactly, or their direction vectors

are di�erent and the edge has a cone segment related to it. In the �rst case the

two boundary planes on that side of the MAT have identical normals and points in

common along the edge and therefore are the same plane. In the second case, the

boundary normals along one plane and one side of the cone are the same, and the

boundary normals along the other side of the cone and the other plane are also the

same. Thus each boundary plane is tangent to the cone along the line delimiting the

plane and the cone. Similarly, at vertices which are �lled in with spherical patches,
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Figure 4.9 An exact MAT with faces and curves must be connected at a vertex

related to a spherical patch. Here a = 1=
p
2.

the normals match along the curves where the spheres and the cones join, hence there

is tangent continuity at these boundary points as well. Clearly these same tangent

conditions hold along edges which bound only one side of a boundary plane, and

along curve edges and their vertices.

The tangency requirement also means that at vertices where a curve segment of

the MAT meets a surface segment of the MAT, the vertex when considered as part

of the surface MAT must be related to a spherical patch large enough to completely

contain the circle related to the vertex when it is considered as part of the curve. For

example, consider the MAT consisting of the triangular patch

f(1;�1; 0; 1=
p
2); (�1;�1; 0; 1=

p
2); (0; 0; 0; 1=

p
2)g

and the line segment

f(0; 0; 0; 1=
p
2); (0; 1; 0; 0)g

Then the direction vectors on the plane are (0; 0; 1) and (0; 0;�1), and the cones along

the edges of the triangle are cylinders of radius 1=
p
2. The cone along the curve edge

has apical angle 45�, and terminates in the circle centered at (0; 1=2; 0) with radius

1=2 and normal axis (0;�1; 0). This cone makes a tangent continuous connection

with the sphere of radius 1=
p
2 centered at (0; 0; 0), which is the connecting vertex

between the curve edge and the triangular patch. See Figure 4.9, where the MAT is
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shown on the left and the corresponding boundary on the right. The boundary has

been generated using a di�erent color for each element. The joining sphere patch can

be seen near the top of the boundary.

The problem this tangency condition causes is that exact linear MATs cannot

be used to represent polyhedral objects with concave edges. Convex edges can be

incorporated by letting r = 0 along an edge of the MAT, but concave edges imply a

tangent discontinuity in the boundary which cannot be accomodated by exact linear

MATs. Generally speaking the MAT related to a concave corner in a boundary is

a smooth parabolic surface or curve, which can only be approximated by piecewise

linear segments. Since we wish to be able to represent a larger class of objects than

ones with tangent continuous boundaries with the MAT representation, and since

we wish for the time being to restrict the domain of the MAT to being piecewise

planar and linear, we need to consider the linear MAT as an approximation to a

piecewise smooth MAT, and carry out the boundary generation techniques in some

consistent way so that a locally valid MAT will in fact generate the exact boundary

corresponding to it.
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5. AN IMPLEMENTATION OF MAT TO BOUNDARY CONVERSION

In this chapter we detail our implementation of the boundary conversion process

for piecewise planar and linear MATs. We begin by giving an overview of the im-

plementation process, after which we introduce the underlying modeler used in the

implementation to maintain the MAT and the boundary data structures. We then

discuss the input MAT, including restrictions imposed on it and the data structures

associated with it in the modeler. We next present the actual conversion algorithm,

explaining what criteria of local validity from Chapter 4 are required and what devi-

ations from local validity are allowed in order to have the linear MAT approximate

a piecewise tangent continuous MAT. We then describe the program output, and �-

nally, we show examples of the implementation, including MATs comprised only of

surfaces, ones comprised only of curves, and ones which contain both surfaces and

curves.

5.1 Basic Plan for the Conversion

In the conversion process for two-dimensional MATs, it was su�cient to generate

single points or circular arcs for each branch of the MAT at a particular vertex, and to

connect the boundary elements from adjacent vertices with line segments to produce

a linear and circular arc approximation to the boundary. For the three-dimensional

problem, however, the goal is to produce a topologically and geometrically valid

manifold object, maintained such that the boundary of the object as a whole is

represented by the output. To achieve this goal, every face, edge, and vertex of

the MAT has associated with it boundary elements which might be faces, edges, or

vertices, and these elements when joined together yield the desired output.
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The faces, being planar, each have two boundary planes related to them, as dis-

cussed in Chapter 4. An MAT edge which lies on one or more faces has as many

boundary elements related to it as it has adjacent faces, with each boundary element

being associated with a pair of MAT faces adjacent across the edge. If the edge lies

on only one MAT face, then the two associated MAT faces are the single face, with

each side of the face considered as a separate face. The boundary elements related

to an edge can be either a conical face or an edge of the boundary. When an edge

is not adjacent to any face, it has a single boundary element related to it which is

a cone segment. A vertex can have vertices, circular arcs, and/or spherical patches

for boundary elements, depending on the types of boundary elements of the edges

adjacent to the vertex.

Each boundary element is stored with the MAT component to which it is related,

and when the boundary elements for all the MAT components have been constructed,

they are merged together to make a single cohesive object. This di�ers from the

approach taken in the two-dimensional problem. There, the essential component of

the algorithm was the order of computing the related boundary elements. Here, the

components are handled in arbitrary order, and the essential component is the data

structures used to store the boundary information in an easily accessible manner.

5.2 The Underlying Modeler

The modeler we have chosen to maintain both the MAT data and the bound-

ary data is ACIS1. ACIS allows non-manifold object representation, which is clearly

necessary for our problem since the MAT itself is non-manifold. ACIS provides the

underlying routines necessary to construct and maintain a boundary representation

of an object, as described in Section 1.1.2, and also provides modeling operations for

1ACIS was developed in cooperation with Three-Space, Ltd., Cambridge, England, and Applied

Geometry Corporation, Seattle, Washington.
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both surface representations and solid model representations. This has the advan-

tage of freeing the user to develop applications using the representations, instead of

spending much time and e�ort in data structure maintenance.

ACIS is written in C++ and thus is class-based. Its fundamental class for geomet-

ric objects is the ENTITY class. Geometric information about the model is contained

in the SURFACE, CURVE, and POINT classes. For our current implementation, the

only surfaces we use explicity are CONEs, SPHEREs, and PLANEs, and the curves

we use explicitly are STRAIGHTs (lines) and ELLIPSEs (circles). The basic topo-

logical unit is the BODY, and for our application, the BODYs contain collections of

FACEs and/or WIREs. An ACIS FACE is described by a SURFACE and one or more

LOOPs which bound the FACE on the SURFACE. A LOOP consists of a circular,

doubly-linked list of COEDGEs, each of which is de�ned by an EDGE and a direc-

tion. The EDGE is the entity which ties together the geometry of the FACE, and the

topology of the FACE, since it contains a pointer to the geometry of the CURVE on

which it lies, and it is delimited by two vertices of the FACE. The CURVE must lie

on the same SURFACE as any FACE using the EDGE does. The two vertices give

a direction to the EDGE, with one VERTEX being the START and the other the

END VERTEX of the EDGE. When a COEDGE is created on top of an EDGE for

use in a LOOP, the direction it is traversed in the LOOP is either FORWARD, that

is the same direction as the underlying EDGE, or REVERSED. For an object which

is closed in three-space, the ACIS convention is that the SURFACE normals point

outward, and that a traversal of the bounding LOOP for a FACE keeps the interior

of the FACE to the left. In a manifold object, each EDGE will be used as a CO-

EDGE exactly twice, once in the FORWARD direction on one FACE and once in the

REVERSED direction on the other FACE adjacent to the EDGE. These COEDGE

pairs are called partners. An ACIS WIRE is a connected list of COEDGEs, which

need not be circular. These are used to represent the free curve MATs.

Besides the basic boundary representation, ACIS also allows any ENTITY to

have user-de�ned attributes associated with it. It is this feature which makes ACIS
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attractive for our project. With each vertex of the MAT there is an attribute to store

the MAT r-value at the vertex, another to keep track of the MAT edges adjacent to the

vertex, and another to maintain the boundary elements related to the vertex. With

each MAT edge there is an attribute to store the angle that a direction vector from a

point on the edge makes with the edge and to store the boundary elements related to

the edge. And with each face of the MAT there is an associated attribute containing

one data structure which holds the direction vectors for the face and another data

structure holding the boundary elements related to that particular face.

ACIS has two further features which we exploit in the implementation. First,

ACIS is able to handle the union of solid objects. We use this operation to combine

the boundary elements of the MAT components into a single boundary. One problem

this causes is that our program can be only as robust as the ACIS operation, and the

limitations of the ACIS implementation are not well-documented. From our experi-

ence it is clear that robustness problems can arise which cannot be detected before

the call to the ACIS union operation is made. We anticipate that these problems will

be alleviated in future releases of the ACIS software.

Finally, ACIS has built-in routines for checking the validity of a three-dimensional

object. This check veri�es that the object is manifold, therefore connected, and that

all the components are correctly constructed with proper adjacencies and closures.

Thus when we create a boundary object, we can easily verify that it is in fact geo-

metrically and topologically valid. ACIS is actually much more exible than we have

described here. We have merely indicated the aspects of it and restrictions from it

which hold based on our application.

5.3 Linear MAT Input

One method of program input is to give a �le containing lists of four-tuples which

are the vertices de�ning faces and line-segment curves of the MAT. The other method

is to use the graphical user interface we have developed to input MAT faces and curves.

Details about the interface are given in the subsequent section. Input from either
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method is dealt with in a similar fashion. The ACIS entity which stores the geometric

data for a vertex is the POINT. This data type allows only three-dimensional points,

so an attribute is attached to each MAT point to store the r-value of the vertex.

Although in the input �le vertices and edges are repeated, they are only entered once

in the MAT data structure, but all of the components in the MAT to which they

are adjacent are also maintained with the entity, either inherently by ACIS, or in the

case of edges adjacent to MAT vertices, in a user-de�ned attribute. In the input for

a face, the vertices as given are assumed to de�ne a simple closed loop, with each

vertex listed exactly once. The vertices can be given in either direction around the

face, but when the face is translated into the data structure, the ACIS convention

that the bounded region of the face should be to the left when traversing the coedges

is adhered to.

There are certain restrictions on the input. First, the faces are required to be

planar in <4 as well as in their projection to <3. If the face has exactly three vertices

and two non-collinear edges, it is clearly planar. If the face has more than three

vertices, a di�erent technique must be used to check planarity. First, three vertices

of the face are found which are not collinear in <3. These three vertices are then also

not collinear in <4, yet must be coplanar. Thus they satisfy the pair of equations

A1x+B1y + C1z +D1r = E1

A2x+B2y + C2z +D2r = E2

If C1D2 � C2D1 6= 0, this system can be rewritten as

z = p1x+ q1y + s1

r = p2x+ q2y + s2

the canonical form for a plane in <4 [For30]. Substituting the three vertices into each

of these two equations yields six linear equations in the six unknowns p1, q1, s1, p2,

q2, and s2. Using an IMSL library routine, the solution to this system can be quickly

found. The equations are evaluated at each of the remaining vertices delimiting the
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face, and if all the vertices satisfy both equations, the face is in fact planar. If the

matrix of the system is singular, so that no solution is found, it must be the case

that C1D2 � C2D1 = 0. In this case, the canonical form is rewritten in terms of a

di�erent pair of variables and the IMSL routine is called again. This is repeated until

a succesful pair of reference variables is found.

Second, any vertex on a face may be adjacent to at most one edge from a curve

segment of the MAT. In the sequel, we sometimes will distinguish between \free

edges" as curve segment edges and \face edges" as edges delimiting some face of the

MAT. If not explicitly stated, the edge in question can be either type.

Third, the MAT can have r-values of zero only at exterior delimiters of faces or

curves. This requirement is necessary to achieve a manifold boundary output.

The �nal requirement for the MAT is that it is connected as an ACIS object.

This is more stringent than simple connectedness, for it means that any entity in the

MAT can be reached from any other by following edges and faces in the ACIS data

structures. For example, if two faces are adjacent in the MAT, they must share an

EDGE in the ACIS data structures.

With these minor conditions on the MAT, the conversion algorithmwe now present

will generate the exact boundary related to the MAT, assuming that the data is locally

valid, or an approximation to the boundary related to the MAT if it is not locally

valid everywhere. The remaining requirements for local validity are checked during

the preprocessing of the MAT, and are discussed in the description below.

5.4 The Graphical User Interface

Because the goals of the MAT conversion include the ability to design with the

MAT, we have provided a graphical user interface to facilitate user interaction with

the conversion program. From the interface, an MAT �le can be read into the program

and modi�ed by adding more edges and faces, moving vertices, changing r values of

vertices, deleting edges and faces, and re�ning the MAT by subdividing edges and
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faces. Optionally, the user can begin from scratch, create an MAT on the y, and

archive it. This MAT can be processed immediately and modi�ed as desired.

Figure 5.1 shows in progress the design of a box with a handle. The MAT is seen

in the four windows on the right side of the screen. The three views nearer the top

are projections of the MAT to the xy, xz, and yz planes. These three windows are

the regions in which the MAT can be edited. The view shown in each window is an

orthographic projection from the positive direction of the remaining three-dimensional

axis. This view can be reversed, thereby allowing access to every vertex of the MAT

in some window.

For visualization purposes, the MAT and the boundary object are both displayed

using IRIS Inventor2, an interactive 3-D graphics library. Inventor displays simple

objects, such as spheres, cubes, and cones, and also more complex objects such as sets

of faces, sets of line segments, triangular meshes, and NURBS (Non-uniform Rational

B-Splines). It also supports extensive viewing options, including full rotation of the

objects, y-through capabilities, and color editing.

The window in the lower right corner shows a three-dimensional view of the MAT.

Unlike the 2-D interface, where the MAT was three-dimensional and all three coor-

dinates were able to be modi�ed graphically, the 3-D version has a four-dimensional

MAT, and r-coordinate modi�cation is handled textually. In the �gure, the r value

of the top left vertex of the handle of the MAT is being changed. Currently, the r

value is set at 20.

Representing the four-dimensional nature of the MAT requires a more subtle tech-

nique than the three-dimensional viewing window, which was su�cient in the two-

dimensional object case. We have chosen to use color to indicate the four-dimensional

quality of the MAT. The base color for the MAT is �xed, and the intensity of it at

any particular point is a function of the r-value at the point. We use the convention

that smaller r-values, which must be nearer the boundary, are brighter, and the color

becomes darker as r increases at MA points further into the interior of the object.

2Silicon Graphics and IRIS are registered trademarks and Inventor is a trademark of Silicon

Graphics, Inc.
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Figure 5.1 The program's graphical user interface allows exible input and

modi�cation of the MAT.
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Inventor handles the necessary interpolation so that points anywhere in the MAT

have the appropriate brightness.

The boundary of this MAT is shown in the window in the center left of the �gure.

In this example, a single color has been chosen for the boundary, with color modi�ca-

tion enabled. The boundary can also be displayed with a variety of colors so that the

separate entities in the boundary are obvious. Furthermore, the background colors

in both the MAT and the boundary window can be modi�ed. The structure of the

boundary representation in the window is discussed below, following the presentation

of the conversion algorithm.

5.5 The Conversion Algorithm

The key to the conversion algorithm is using the data structures in the attributes

associated with the MAT components to maintain the boundary elements related to

the MAT components. The data structures are created and initialized in a prepro-

cessing phase. They are subsequently �lled in during the conversion stage of the

algorithm. We �rst discuss the preprocessing, and then describe the algorithm for

generating the boundary from the MAT and the auxiliary information which was

determined during the preprocessing.

5.5.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing is necessary for every face, edge, and vertex of the MAT. The in-

formation generated and maintained in the attributes associated with each of these

three types of components of the MAT is detailed below.

For each face, the direction vectors are computed and stored in an array of size

two in the associated attribute. Orientation for the faces is determined by the face

normals, with UP being on the side of the normal and DOWN being the other side.

The direction vector on the UP side of the face is stored in the �rst position of the

array, while the direction vector for the DOWN side is stored in the second position.

This simpli�es later access of the direction vectors. Also, a pointer to the boundary
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element related to the face is initialized to NULL. Although there are actually two

boundary faces associated with a single MAT face, a single boundary element will be

created which contains both boundary faces in the conversion stage of the program.

This will be explained further when we discuss the conversion aspect of the program.

The direction vectors are computed by �rst computing two linearly independent

tangent vectors using the edges of the face, call them (x1; y1; z1; r1) and (x2; y2; z2; r2).

These vectors are computed so that the length of the �rst three components is 1, and

the r-value is appropriately scaled. Then, as per Theorem 3.5.4, the direction vectors

are found as the solution of the system

(x1; y1; z1) � (x; y; z) = r1

(x2; y2; z2) � (x; y; z) = r2

x
2 + y

2 + z
2 = 1

If this system does not have a real solution, then the MAT is locally invalid, because

the direction vectors do not exist. If it has only one solution, then the second direction

must be the negative of the direction found. Otherwise it has two solutions, one vector

on the same side of the face as the normal, and the other on the opposite side of the

face. An important point is that these direction vectors are given in world coordinates,

not local coordinates related to the face. This means that no translation or rotation

will be necessary when these vectors are used to generate boundary points.

After the faces have been preprocessed, the edges of the MAT are preprocessed.

The attribute for an edge contains a ag which tells if any one of the related boundary

elements for the edge is a cone face. This ag is initially FALSE and is set to TRUE

as necessary when local validity is checked at the edge's delimiting vertices. The

angle � between a direction vector from a point on the edge and the edge itself is

computed and stored in the attribute as well. For an edge delimited by the vertices

(x1; y1; z1; r1) and (x2; y2; z2; r2), the computation is

� = arccos
jr2 � r1jq

(x2 � x1)2 + (y2 � y1)2 + (z2 � z1)2
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based on Lemma 3.5.1 and Theorem 3.5.1. If the quantity inside the arccos on the

right is not less than 1, then the edge is locally invalid. And, just as in the face

attribute, a pointer for a single boundary element related to the edge is initialized to

NULL.

Finally, the vertices of the MAT are preprocessed. It is during this stage that the

MAT is checked for local validity. The attribute attached to the vertex holds a ag

telling whether a sphere related to the vertex should be made or not, and a pointer

to the boundary element for the sphere, which is initialized to NULL. The sphere ag

is set in this preprocessing step, after the MAT is checked for local validity. The cone

face ag is also set for each edge adjacent to the vertex during this phase.

The validity check is edge-based, and entails �rst dividing the edges of the MAT

adjacent to the vertex into three separate categories: edges which are adjacent to two

or more faces, called interior edges; edges adjacent to exactly one face, called exterior

edges; and edges adjacent to no faces at all, that is, free edges. The edges adjacent

to a vertex are all immediately available, since during the input phase an attribute is

associated with each vertex which contains the edges adjacent to the vertex.

The criteria which ought to be required if the linear MAT is to be locally valid

are detailed in Chapter 4. Recall that basically there are two conditions on the

direction vectors in the neighborhood of a point p of the MAT for local validity: a

direction vector in a neighborhood of p can not intersect another direction vector in

the neighborhood within distance r of p, where r is the r-coordinate of p; and the

direction vectors can not intersect other MAT components in the neighborhood of

p. These two conditions were required explicity for interior vertices, and implicitly

as a result of Theorem 4.3.2 for vertices adjacent only to free edges. However, since

we wish to have the linear MAT approximate a piecewise tangent continuous MAT,

we must be more lenient than this in our implementation. In order to be able to

achieve a convex edge in the boundary using a piecewise linear approximation to the

MAT, for example, the direction vectors from the adjacent MAT faces which yield

the convex edge must be allowed to be out of order, as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.2 Faces about an interior edge must be paired according to which sides

delimit a region of space.

Thus for our implementation, the only local validity requirement that is checked

is that the direction vectors from an MAT component do not intersect other nearby

MAT components. This check is done for all internal points of the MAT, and for all

interior delimiters, on both face and curve components of the MAT. Since there is no

notion of sectors for exterior delimiters, it is not necessary to check exterior delimiters

for this reduced sense of local validity. Furthermore, by Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.3.1,

internal points of the MAT are locally valid if the direction vectors exist, thus only

interior delimiters need to be checked. This involves checking the direction vectors

from pairs of faces which are adjacent across an edge in the MAT, and checking all

the pairs of direction vectors at free edge delimiters. Finally, at interior vertices at

which a curve meets a face MAT, the direction vectors from the free edge must be

checked against the MAT faces.

For an interior edge, local validity must be checked for each pair of faces which

are adjacent across the edge and are not separated by another face. For example,

consider Figure 5.2, where e is adjacent to four MAT faces. To check local validity,

we need to know which sides of which faces are cyclically adjacent about e. Here the

pairs of adjacent faces and their sides are:
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f(f0;UP); (f2;DOWN)g

f(f2;UP); (f1;UP)g

f(f1;DOWN); (f3;UP)g

f(f3;DOWN); (f0;DOWN)g

These adjacent pairs are found by �rst sorting the faces cyclically about e. This is

accomplished by computing for each face a vector lying in the half-plane of the face

and delimited by e. A single vector is found by further requiring that the vector be

perpendicular to e. After these vectors are found for all adjacent faces, they are sorted

radially about e, and then the adjacent side determination is made by considering in

which direction e is used as a COEDGE on each set of adjacent faces.

Once the adjacencies have been determined, the pairs of faces are each checked for

local validity and, simultaneously, for the type of boundary element related to that

use of the edge. There are three possible valid situations, each yielding a di�erent

type of boundary element related to the edge in the region delimited by the given sides

of the two faces. Suppose e is an edge which lies between the UP side of face fi and

the DOWN side of fj, where the sides have been chosen arbitrarily, and that di and

dj are the direction vectors on these sides of fi and fj, respectively. If di and dj are

identical, then since the direction vectors are the same as the normal for the related

boundary planes, the boundary faces related to these sides of fi and fj are identical

and the boundary element related to this use of e is the line segment where the two

boundary faces meet. We call this type of boundary element an EDGE-EDGE, and

it is shown as the heavy line in the related boundary faces in Figure 5.3.

If the direction vectors are not identical, but the �rst criterion of local validity

holds along the edge, then the direction vectors and the boundary faces generated

from the MAT faces are con�gured with respect to the MAT faces as shown in Fig-

ure 5.4. The gap between the boundary faces is �lled in with a conical face, as

per Theorem 3.5.6, and is the boundary element in the region related to the edge,
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Figure 5.5 An MAT edge with direction vectors which overlap along the edge have

the intersection of the related boundary faces as its related boundary.
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shown here as the segment on the boundary between the heavy lines. We call such a

boundary element a CONE-EDGE.

Finally, if the direction vectors are not identical and the �rst criterion of local

validity does not hold, then the boundary faces overlap as shown in Figure 5.5. It is

this situation which requires an approximation to be made in the related boundary,

since a self-intersection of the boundary elements has occurred. The rule used in such

a case is an extension of the rule for boundary reconstruction for approximate MATs

which we followed in the two-dimensional case.

The boundary faces related to a face in the approximate MAT must be

a subset of the boundary faces which would be related to the MAT face

were the MAT face an exact face, and the boundary elements related to

an exterior edge or a free edge in the approximate MAT must be a subset

of the boundary elements which would be related to the MAT edge were

the MAT edge an exact edge.

In Figure 5.5, the two boundary faces related to the underlying MAT faces which

are locally invalid along e are shown. Adhering to the rule requires trimming each

of the exact boundary faces along the line of intersection of the two boundary faces.

This intersection line is the boundary element related to e, and is referred to as a

REV-EDGE, since the cone related to e, which in a normal situation would be outside

of the two boundary faces, is actually inscribed in the intersection region of the two

related boundary faces.

When an interior edge adjacent to v is checked for local validity, a determination

is also made as to whether it has any CONE-EDGE boundary elements related to it.

If it does, the ag for each adjacent MAT edge which is a CONE-EDGE is changed to

TRUE. This is necessary because ACIS does not handle well the union of two objects

when one is tangentially inscribed inside the other.

The check for local validity involves the direction vectors on the given sides of the

adjacent faces, and the two tangent vectors previously computed for sorting the faces

about e. The tangent vectors are projected into the plane spanned by di and dj, as
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Figure 5.6 The angles �i, �j, and � are used to determine the type of boundary

element and the local validity for the edge.

per Theorem 4.2.2, and these four vectors are sorted about the normal to the plane.

This immediately gives the necessary information as to whether the direction vectors

both lie in the region and if so, what type of boundary element is related to this use

of the MAT edge. In the example shown in Figure 5.6, the boundary element would

be a valid CONE-EDGE.

The edges adjacent to a vertex v delimiting only free edges must be checked for lo-

cal validity against every other edge adjacent to v. A method based on Theorem 4.3.2

is used to make the validity determination. If ei and ej are the two edges currently

under consideration, let R be the region of smaller angle between ei and ej, and let di

and dj be the direction vectors making angles �i and �j with ei and ej, respectively,

and lying in R. Note that �i and �j were computed during the preprocessing of

the edges. Let � be the angle between ei and ej in R. In Figure 5.7, one possible

relationship between these four vectors is shown. If �i + �j < �, the cone segments

will not intersect at all. If the two direction vectors are identical, with �i + �j = �,

the cone segments related to ei and ej will meet in exactly one point. If �i+ �j > �,

but both �i < � and �j < �, the two cone segments related to ei and ej intersect in

a curve. Finally, if �i > � or �j > �, the direction vector from ei overlaps the MAT

component ej, hence the MAT is locally invalid at v.

Finally, a vertex which is adjacent to all interior edges except one free edge is

checked for local validity by �rst checking each interior edge as described above. Then
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Figure 5.7 The angles �i, �j, and � determine the local validity for adjacent

exterior and free edges.

the direction vector for the free edge adjacent to the vertex is checked to ascertain

that it does not cross over any of the adjacent MAT faces as the vertex. An important

point for e�ciency is that ags are kept with each interior edge noting whether it has

been checked yet or not, so that each edge is checked exactly once.

Once the vertex has been checked for local validity, the types of all edges adjacent

to v are known. If none of these is a CONE-EDGE, the sphere related to v is totally

inscribed in the adjacent boundary elements, and so should not be created. If there

is a CONE-EDGE adjacent to v, then it is possible that a patch of the sphere will be

used as a face in the �nal boundary, so a ag is set to notify the conversion routine

to create a sphere at this vertex.

5.5.2 Conversion Technique

If the input and preprocessing phases of the program �nish without detecting an

error, the conversion process itself can take place. Conceptually, as described above

in Section 5.1, the related boundary elements for each MAT component consist of

faces, edges, and points. However, we wish to make use of the ACIS union operation,

which needs solids as input in order to obtain a decent standard of robustness. Thus

instead of associating multiple boundary elements of dimension zero, one, and two

with each MAT component, a single three-dimensional boundary element, that is, a

solid, will be created for each MAT component which contributes any faces to the
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�nal boundary. This solid will have the property that its boundary contains all of

the boundary faces related to the MAT component, and that all other points on its

boundary lie in the interior of adjacent boundary element solids. Thus the points on

the solid which are not on boundary faces related to the MAT component will vanish

in the union operation.

The basic structure of the algorithm is given below, after which we will detail the

steps.

1. For each face, compute the two related boundary planes. From these two planes

and the MAT face, construct a solid block related to the face.

2. For each edge which has been determined to have at least one related cone face,

compute the related cone. From this cone, construct a solid frustum related to

the edge.

3. For each vertex which has at least one CONE-EDGE adjacent to it, construct

the related sphere.

4. Combine all the boundary elements into a single body.

The �rst step is to create a solid which contains the two related boundary planes

for each face in the MAT. Let f be an MAT face with direction vector d1 on the UP

side of the face and direction vector d2 on the down side. To construct the boundary

plane related to the UP side of the face, traverse the loop of coedges of f in the

forward direction, generating a vertex on the boundary plane for each vertex of f . If

a vertex on f is given by vi = (xi; yi; zi) with associated r-value ri, then the related

boundary vertex is

vb = vi + rd1

Because the MAT input is planar, we are assured that the vertices so generated are

coplanar in <3. The outward normal vector for the plane on which they lie is given

by d1. Also, because the traversal around f was in the FORWARD direction, the

boundary vertices are generated in the correct order so that their connection together
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Figure 5.8 The two boundary faces related an MAT face must be made into a block.

by edges results in a face whose interior is to the left when d1 is used as the face

normal. The boundary plane related to the side of the face is constructed in exactly

the same fashion, except that the traversal of f must be in the REVERSED direction,

so that d2 will be the outward normal for the face and the boundary vertices will be

generated in the order required by ACIS for object consistency.

The two planar faces must be made into a block to be able to apply the ACIS

union operator. This is done by constructing two additional planar faces for each

edge of f . For a particular edge ej with delimiting vertices vj1 and vj2, there are two

related boundary face edges, call them ej1 and ej2. If ej1 and ej2 do not intersect,

then one side face of the solid related to the edge ej is constructed from the edges

ej and ej1, along with the two additional edges constructed from joining vj1 with the

boundary vertex of ej1 related to vj1, and from joining vj2 with the boundary vertex

of ej1 related to vj2. This is illustrated on the left in Figure 5.8. The second side face

related to ej is constructed similarly using ej and ej2. If ej1 and ej2 share one end

vertex, then that vertex is also on ej, so each of the two side faces will have only three

edges. This is shown on the right in Figure 5.8. Finally, if ej1 and ej2 are equivalent,

then it must be the case that r = 0 along the edge, and no side faces are necessary

since the two original boundary faces meet along the common edge.
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Figure 5.9 The centers and radii of the endcap circles of the frustum related to an

edge depend on � and the MAT radii at the vertices delimiting the edge.

Suppose that ej lies between the UP side of fi and the DOWN side of fk, where

the sides were chosen arbitrarily. If the direction vectors di and dk on the appropriate

sides fi and fj, respectively, match up exactly, forming an EDGE-EDGE for the

boundary related to ej in that region, then the side faces of the blocks related to fi

and fk in that region will match up exactly, since both the boundary edges and the

MAT edge are the same. Thus those two side faces will be in the interior of the region

formed by the union of the two face blocks. If di and dk form a CONE-EDGE for the

boundary related to ej in the region, then the cone related to ej will encompass all

four side faces related to ej for the two blocks. Finally, if the two direction vectors

overlap, causing the boundary related to ej to be a REV-EDGE in the region, then

the side face in the region for fi is completely contained in the block for fk, and

conversely. Furthermore, in this case the union operation also removes the part of

the boundary faces where overlap occurs. In all three situations, then, the side panels

are in the interior of some adjacent MAT component's boundary solid, and so will

vanish during the union operation as required.

For the second step, any edge which has been determined in the preprocessing

phase to have a cone face as one of its related boundary elements must have a frustum

constructed for it. The cone part of the frustum has the edge itself as its axis and has

apical angle given by �, which was computed during preprocessing and stored in the

edge's attribute. The top and bottom circles of the frustum are centered on the axis,
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but are displaced along it by ri cos� and rj cos�, respectively, where ri is the radius

associated with vertex vi delimiting the edge, and rj is the radius associated with the

other vertex vj delimiting the edge. The radii of these circles are given by ~ri = ri sin�

and ~rj = rj sin�, respectively. These relationships can be seen in Figure 5.9, where

the centers of the top and bottom circles are labeled ci and cj , respectively. The top

and bottom endcap circles which are added to make the cone a solid are interior to

the spheres related to the vertices which delimit the edge. Furthermore, any points on

the cone itself which are not part of the edge's related boundary faces will be interior

to boundary elements related the components of the MAT adjacent to the edge.

Thirdly, for each MAT vertex which has a CONE-EDGE adjacent to it, the sphere

related to it is constructed. If the vertex is given by vi = (xi; yi; zi) with associated

r-value ri, then the related sphere is simply the sphere centered at vi with radius ri.

Despite the vertex having at least one CONE-EDGE adjacent to it, the sphere still

might not contribute any faces to the �nal boundary. However, this will only happen

when the boundary elements related to MAT components adjacent to vi completely

overlap the sphere. This cannot be detected in advance without considerable e�ort,

therefore these extraneous spheres are still created and are subsumed by the other

elements in the �nal merging step. Once again, the parts of the sphere which are

not on the boundary of the object related to the MAT will be interior to boundary

elements related to the components of the MAT adjacent to the vertex.

The �nal step is to combine all of the related boundary elements into a single

ACIS body. This is merely a matter of walking through the entire MAT merging

together all of the related boundary elements which were previously generated, using

the ACIS union operation. Based on our construction of the solid boundary elements

above, this process will eliminate from the boundary all of the extraneous components

which were constructed simply to make the boundary elements solids, since all these

extraneous faces are internal to the �nal boundary. Thus the resulting object will

consist of exactly those faces, edges, and vertices which comprise the boundary related

to the input MAT.
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5.6 The Output Module

When the conversion process is completed, a topologically and geometrically valid

three-dimensional manifold has been produced. This object is displayed in the In-

ventor boundary window of the graphical user interface. Optionally, it can also be

output as an ACIS text �le.

The boundary computed by the conversion algorithm consists of planar faces,

cone face segments, and spherical patches. To display these elements, we convert

from the ACIS internal representation to the Inventor internal representation. The

planar faces of the boundary are combined into a single Inventor face set, and the

spherical patches are displayed simply by displaying the entire sphere. Since the

sphere is inscribed in the remaining object, this does not detract from the visual

impact. A cone face segment is also displayed by drawing the entire cone underlying

the face between the top and bottom endcaps of the cone. Because the circles which

delimited the original cones might have been discarded during the merging process, an

attribute is associated with each boundary cone during the frustum generation phase,

which stores the original centers and radii of the top and bottom endcaps. These are

modi�ed as necessary during the merging phase, and this information, along with the

geometry of the underlying cone stored with the ACIS boundary face, is su�cient to

allow the translation of the cone face into an Inventor B-spline.

5.7 Examples

We divide the examples of the conversion process into three components. In

the �rst section we show a collection of simple examples of surface MATs which

demonstrate some of the local validity issues which were discussed in Chapter 4. In

the second section we show some examples of space curve MATs. Finally, in the last

section we discuss and demonstrate two examples of more complexity, where the MAT

might be used as a design tool to model a gear mechanism and an airplane wing.
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5.7.1 Local Validity Examples

The �rst two examples show MATs which are locally valid and their related bound-

aries. Notice that the boundary elements related to edges in a locally valid MAT will

all be EDGE � EDGEs and CONE� EDGEs. The subsequent three examples show

locally invalid MATs which do, however, satisfy the less restrictive validity require-

ments of the implementation.

Example 5.7.1 The MAT shown on the left in Figure 5.10 is a locally valid MAT

with only EDGE � EDGEs, thus it must be the MAT of a convex polyhedral three-

dimensional object. In fact, the related boundary is the rectangular box shown on

the right of the �gure. Recall that the value of the r-coordinate of the MAT is shown

by decreasing brightness in the MA as the r value increases.

Example 5.7.2 The MAT in Figure 5.11 is again locally valid, but now some of the

edges are CONE� EDGEs. Notice that there is an exterior edge along which r = 0,

so that the boundary meets the MAT along that edge. Another interesting edge in

the MAT is the one between the bend in the MA planes. This edge has two related

boundary elements, one of which is an EDGE � EDGE, and the other which is a

CONE� EDGE. In the narrow region of the bend the direction vectors match exactly

producing the EDGE � EDGE, while in the wide region the direction vectors generate

a CONE� EDGE. This example was generated using the variable color mode, so all

the components have di�erent colors. Notice how the two related boundary planes

which meet in the EDGE � EDGE at the bend have been merged into a single plane.

Example 5.7.3 The boomerang shaped example in Figure 5.12 is of an MAT with

only EDGE � EDGEs and CONE� EDGEs, yet the MAT is locally invalid. As

discussed in Chapter 4, an interior MAT vertex whose adjacent MAT edges have only

EDGE � EDGEs and CONE� EDGEs as related boundary elements must be locally

valid, thus the locally invalid vertex must be an exterior vertex. In fact, it is the
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Figure 5.10 The MAT of a rectangular box and its related boundary

Figure 5.11 A locally valid MAT with both EDGE � EDGEs and CONE� EDGEs
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vertex where the exterior MAT edges form a concave corner which is locally invalid.

The join between the two cones related to the exterior edges at that vertex is not

tangent continuous, as can be seen in the boundary �gure.

Example 5.7.4 The MAT in Figure 5.13 is our �rst example with REV� EDGEs.

The MAT is a pyramid with one face removed, so the interior forms a concave region

in the MAT and the exterior a convex region. The three MAT edges between the faces

all have REV � EDGEs as their related boundary elements in the interior of the MAT

and have CONE� EDGEs as their related boundary elements in the exterior of the

MAT. The implication of this is that the boundary is smooth in the exterior region

of the MAT, and has edges which form concave corners in the interior region of the

MAT. The view shown is looking directly into the interior region of the MAT.

Example 5.7.5 To get a saddle point in the boundary requires a minimum of four

MAT faces, as seen in Figure 5.14. Here each interior edge of the MAT has one

CONE� EDGE and one REV� EDGE as related boundary elements, but the type

switches from one to the other around the central vertex on each side of the MAT.

This di�ers from the previous example, where on one side of the MAT the edges had

only REV � EDGEs and on the other they had only CONE� EDGEs.

5.7.2 Curve MAT Examples

In this section we show several examples of space curve MATs. The �rst three

examples are planar MATs, while the last two examples are nonplanar.

Example 5.7.6 Recall from Chapter 3 that the torus is an example of a tubular bound-

ary with MA a circle and constant r value. In Figure 5.15 such a circle has been

approximated by 50 line segments. This produces a boundary which appears fairly

smooth, and consists of 100 boundary surfaces: one cylinder for each linear segment,

and one sphere patch between each adjacent pair of cylinders.
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Figure 5.12 A locally invalid MAT with only EDGE � EDGEs and

CONE� EDGEs

Figure 5.13 A locally invalid MAT with CONE� EDGEs and REV� EDGEs

Figure 5.14 Approximating a saddle point requires four MAT surfaces.
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Figure 5.15 The MAT of a torus is a circle with constant r.

Figure 5.16 The MAT of a ring cyclide is a circle with variable r function.
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Example 5.7.7 The ring cyclide is another example of a tubular boundary with a

circle for its MA. Now, however, the r function increases around half the circle and

then decreases again to its original value. This MAT is shown in Figure 5.16, along

with the boundary. Again the circle has been approximated with 50 line segments. In

this case, though, the boundary has 99 patches: one cone for each linear segment, and

one sphere patch between each adjacent pair of cones except the pair at the minimal

value of r. The sphere at this point is contained entirely inside the boundary.

Example 5.7.8 The � curve in Figure 5.17 shows an example of a curve with a junction

of four edges. Because we have chosen to use a constant radius function along the

curve, the direction vectors related to each MAT line segment are perpendicular to

the line segment itself. Because of this, at the vertex where the four edges come

together, the MA edges must make right angles with each other in order to satisfy

our minimal requirements for local validity. For if the angle between any adjacent

pair was less than 90�, the direction vectors for those pairs would both lie in the same

sector.

Example 5.7.9 Our �rst example of a space curve is the helix shown in Figure 5.18.

The helix has a constant r function associated with it, and is approximated by 80

line segments, thus it has 161 related boundary patches.

Example 5.7.10 A second space curve example is shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. This

is the Lemniscate of Gerono, with the z-coordinate given by cos x. In this example r

is constant. The lemniscate is approximated by 80 line segments and has 160 related

boundary patches. In Figure 5.19 the projections of the MAT to the xy and to the

xz planes are shown. Note how the spacing of the points is not uniform in the xy

plane. This is the reason for the variation in smoothness of the generated boundary

tube.
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Figure 5.17 A juncture of four edges occurs in the � curve MAT.

Figure 5.18 The helix is a true space curve MAT.
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Figure 5.19 Projections of the Lemniscate of Gerono MAT

Figure 5.20 Three-dimensional view of the MAT of the Lemniscate of Gerono, and

the related boundary
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5.7.3 Design Examples

We have used our program to design a gear with a handle and an airplane wing.

These examples provide evidence that the MAT may be a convenient way to design

objects with inherent symmetry.

Example 5.7.11 Our �rst example of how the MAT might be used to design an object

is the gear with a crank and handle attached, which is shown in Figures 5.21 and

5.22. We have chosen to display two of the projected views of the MAT rather than

the three-dimensional view shown in the other examples. We began by designing the

gear itself, and decided that the gear would have constant thickness and that it would

have six teeth. Thus the MA we started with was a planar disc with twelve sides,

to which we then added the teeth of the gears. After assigning a constant thickness

and generating the boundary, we were able to easily modify the length of the teeth

and the angle the teeth made with the disc in order to obtain a boundary with the

desired spacing between the teeth.

After the gear met our speci�cations, we added the axle to connect the gear to the

crank. This axle is the lower vertical line in the bottom �gure in Figures 5.21. We

chose to make the axle have constant radius throughout, and not to blend the axle

into the gear or the crank. Note, however, that a conical blend is easy to generate

with the MAT. See for example, Figure 5.1, where the handle of the box is blended

into the box with a cone.

We next formulated the MAT for the crank. We chose to have the crank have

uniform thickness, and we also began with it having uniform width. Later we decided

to taper the crank at the end, and modi�ed the MAT accordingly. Finally, we added

the curve MAT component necessary for the handle on the crank. Initially we assigned

a constant thickness to the handle, but then decided a knob would be more desirable

and modi�ed the radius function of that segment of the MAT so that it increased

from the crank to the end of the handle. The �nal result of this is shown in two views

in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.21 Projections of the MAT of a gear with crank and handle to the xy and

yz planes
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Figure 5.22 Two views of a gear with crank and handle
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Example 5.7.12 A second example showing how the MAT might provide a natural

way to design objects is the airplane wing shown in Figure 5.27. A cross-sectional slice

of any wing is an airfoil or section, shaped in a manner which attempts to optimize

the balance of maximal lift, the force which causes the wing, and hence the plane, to

rise, and minimal drag, the force against the rising motion. Airfoil theory has been

studied extensively, with hundreds of di�erent airfoils whose lift and drag coe�cients

are known being availiable to the designer. We have chosen to reconstruct one of

these predetermined airfoils using the two-dimensional MAT, and then to extend the

airfoil into three-space in an appropriate manner to generate an MAT representation

of the airplane wing.

Before going into the details of that construction, however, certain terms con-

nected with airfoils need to be de�ned, to provide a common vocabulary and notation.

This discussion is neither technically detailed, nor exhaustive, but merely gives an

overview of some of the issues involved in the design of an airfoil. Our references for

this material are [War36, Fau42], and these can be looked to for further information.

In Figure 5.23 is shown a generic airfoil from [Fau42], with certain key de�ning

elements labeled. The chord is the line connecting the two extreme points of the

section, shown as a solid line in the �gure. Traditionally, all other measurements

of the section are made relative to the chord and are quanti�ed as a percentage of

the chord length. The chord itself is generally divided into a number of stations at

which the other measurements are given, and the stations are given as percentages of

the chord length, so that the speci�cation of the airfoil is independent of its length.

The other measurements needed to specify the section are the thickness through

the section and the camber in either direction through the section. Both of these

measurements are made perpendicularly to the chord, with the camber being a one-

to-two relationship giving the distance to the top and the bottom surfaces of the

airfoil. The thickness is the sum of these distances. Two locations in the airfoil which

are often used to di�erentiate between aerodynamic properties of di�erent airfoils are

the point of maximum thickness, and the point of maximum mean camber. The latter
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Figure 5.23 Basic airfoil terms

Figure 5.24 Data for the N.A.C.A. 23012 airfoil
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is the distance from the chord line to the medial curve of the section, shown here

in dashed line. The maximum thickness and maximum mean camber are indicated

in the �gure by t and m, respectively. The leading edge and the trailing edge of the

airfoil are also shown.

Typically, the airfoil is speci�ed by giving the upper and lower cambers along the

chord either as a discrete set of distances, or as a continuous equation. The latter is

referred to as the thickness form of the section. At the leading and trailing edge, the

airfoil is usually modi�ed so that the section has a rounded tip at both ends.

For our airplane wing example, we have chosen to derive an airfoil from the data

for the N.A.C.A. (National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics) 23012 section. This

airfoil was developed in 1935, and has the geometric characteristic that its maximum

mean camber is located at 15% of the chord length, measured from the leading edge.

This is much further forward than the airfoils previously considered, which generally

had their maximum mean cambers in the 30{40% range. Its location of maximum

thickness is at 30% of the chord length, which is fairly typical, and the thickness

is 12% of the chord length, a medium thickness for an airfoil. The data is given

in tabulated form for 18 stations of the section. A reproduction of the airfoil data

from [Pub82] is shown in Figure 5.24.

To use the MAT to represent the airfoil, the median curve and the distance from

the median line to the boundary are required. In Figure 5.25, we show the various

steps of this construction. The top �gure shows a reproduction of the actual airfoil

we are approximating. To �nd the median line of the airfoil, we computed the mean

camber for each station. For the N.A.C.A. 23012, the curve so computed is shown

below the actual airfoil in Figure 5.25. Notice that its maximum occurs at 15% of the

chord length, as desired. Also, we began at the second station, or 1.25% of the chord

length in order to obtain the desired rounded leading edge. We then approximated

the distance to the boundary by one-half the thickness at each station. A view of the

xr-plane is the third �gure from the top in Figure 5.25. Its maximal point occurs

30% of the way from the leading edge of the airfoil, and is 15% of the length of the
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airfoil. Finally, the bottom �gure shows the reconstructed airfoil, which is strikingly

similar to the original airfoil.

Having developed an airfoil, we are now in the position to be able to construct

the wing itself. The wing can be de�ned as a series of airfoil sections starting with

the root section which is the middle section of the wing, and ending with the tip

section at the furthest extremes of the wing. The span of the wing is the length of

the wing from tip section to tip section, and is denoted by b. The area of the wing

is given by S, and the aspect ratio R is computed as b2=S. The wing span and the

aspect ratio play an important role in the aerodynamic properties of the wing, with

a higher aspect ratio drastically improving the lift to drag ratio. However, structural

considerations do not allow for excessively large aspect ratios.

The wing we develop here is actually half of a wing, starting at the root section

and going to one of the tip sections. The symmetry of the wing about the root section

makes this a complete speci�cation of the wing. We began with the root section and

the tip section both being of length 100, and the distance between them being 300

units. This gives a strictly rectangular wing, as shown in Figure 5.26. The aspect

ratio of the wing in this form is 6. We then tapered the wing along both the leading

and trailing edge so that the tip section has length 50 units, thus increasing the aspect

ratio to 8. Since we used the same airfoil for both sections, this tapering of the chord

length of the airfoils also has the e�ect of tapering the thickness of the wing. The

tapered wing is shown in Figure 5.27.

Obviously there is much room for variation in this design. A few such changes

are the airfoil sections at the root and the tip could be di�erent; the tapering e�ect

could be larger or smaller, and could be o�set more or less from the leading edge; the

tip of the wing could be modi�ed so it is rounded; more sections could be introduced

throughout the chord to give a non-linear progression from the root section to the

tip section. Any of these modi�cations would be simple to e�ect with the MAT

representation.
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Figure 5.25 Original N.A.C.A. 23012 airfoil, the xy and xr projection of the MAT

of the airfoil, and the generated airfoil
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Figure 5.26 The MAT of a straight airplane wing and its related boundary

Figure 5.27 The MAT of a tapered airplane wing and its related boundary
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis we have addressed the problem of converting the medial axis trans-

form representation of a certain set of two- and three-dimensional objects to a bound-

ary representation. The key to the theoretical aspect of the problem was to discern

the tangency conditions of the MAT, and to understand the interplay between these

conditions and the related boundary. One of the major issues in the conversion prob-

lem was ascertaining that the MAT was locally a valid representation of a two- or

three-dimensional object in the class of objects we considered. We solved this problem

for the class of objects which have a piecewise linear and planar MAT. We presented

an implementation for the piecewise linear two-dimensional problem and for the piece-

wise planar and piecewise linear problem in three-dimensions These implementations

included a graphical user interface, allowing an easy way to explore how the boundary

varies as the MAT is varied.

In using our implementation to model objects with MATs of large geometric com-

plexity, we have encountered some robustness problems which appear to be related

to robustness problems in ACIS, the underlying solid modeler. A reasonable solution

to these problems must be found which will allow the application to be used in more

general situations than those already demonstrated in Chapter 5. There are also three

further directions of research which have arisen as natural o�shoots of the work we

have done so far, and which we plan to pursue in the future. First, we plan to extend

the types of curves and surfaces allowed in our implementation from piecewise linear

and planar to B-splines. Second, we mean to explore a variety of so-called pseudo-

MATs, axial representations which are perhaps more intuitive in a design setting

but which lack some of the nice geometric properties of the true MAT. Finally, we

wish to explore how to develop an intuitive and simple method for graphical input of
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three-dimensional geometric data. In the next sections we look at some of the issues

involved in each of these problems.

6.1 Robustness Issues

In Chapter 5 we demonstrated an MAT model of an airplane wing whose cross

sections were airfoils. The MAT of the entire wing was a linear sweep of a speci�c

airfoil with a linear reduction in airfoil length from the root of the wing to the tip. In

order to generate an example with more complex geometry, we explored the possibility

of modeling a marine propeller blade with an MAT. We were able to generate an

approximation to an actual propeller blade using data from [Com68], and were able

to construct the related boundary elements for each face, edge, and vertex of the

MAT, but found that the ACIS unioning routine was not su�ciently robust to handle

the types of intersections between boundary elements which arose in this situation.

We present here a brief overview of the components on which the design of a

propeller blade depends, using as reference Figure 6.1 from [Com68], as well as in-

formation from [Muc75, Bro76]. The coordinate system used as a frame of reference

for the discussion has the axis of the hub of the propeller blade as the x-axis, with

positive x away from the ship, an arbitrary z-axis perpendicular to the x-axis, and a

y-axis chosen to form a right-handed system. Thus in the �gure on the far right of

Figure 6.1, the z-axis is the vertical line running through the center of the hub with

positive values upwards, the positive x-axis points out of page from point A, and the

positive y-axis runs from A towards B.

The leftmost �gure in Figure 6.1 shows a side view of the propeller blade. The

blade does not rise straight out of the hub along the z-axis but instead is pushed

back from the yz-plane in the positive x direction, that is, away from the ship. This

is called the rake of the blade, and although it is changing linearly in this example,

it can change in an arbitrary fashion between root and tip. The maximum width of

the propeller blade at each section is also shown in this view, while the position of

that maximum thickness for each section is shown in the second view. Because the
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Figure 6.1 Basic propeller blade terms

sections are usually airfoils, the point of maximum thickness generally lies nearer the

leading edge of the blade for each section.

In the airplane wing, the sections were planar. However, for propeller blades, the

sections lie on cylinders, and the curve from which thickness measurements are made

is a helix instead of a line. The pitch of a helix is the distance the helix climbs in

one complete revolution. If the pitch is constant for all the sections, the reference

surface for the blade is a true helicoidal surface. In general, however, the pitch varies

along the blade, with larger pitch nearer the tip of the blade. The third diagram in

the �gure shows how the pitch varies from root to tip. Finally, the amount that the

midpoint of the chord of each section is pushed back from the reference line for the

blade, in this case the z-axis, is called the skew. Again, this varies from root to tip.

The propeller blade we chose to model is from data in [Com68], which gives the

details necessary to design a Netherlands Ship Model Basin Series B propeller blade.

We have reproduced that data in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The schematic diagram gives

the information about the rake and pitch distribution of the blade, while the charts
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Figure 6.2 Schematic drawing of NSMB Series B propeller blade

give the speci�cations for each of nine blade sections, in increments along the blade of

tenths of the total radius. Incorporated in this data is also the skew of each section.

Notice that no two sections of the blade are exactly the same.

We used this data to generate the MAT of a Series B blade for a propeller with

four blades. The blade has diameter 21 feet, maximum pitch of 23.562 at the tip and

minimumpitch 18.858 at the root. It has a blade-area ratio of 0.620, so the maximum

width of the blade will be about half-way between those shown in Figure 6.2 for blade-

area ratios of 0:55 and 0:70. Two views of this MAT are shown in Figure 6.4. The

top �gure shows a side view, while the bottom shows a view from the back of the

ship. This MAT has 216 triangular faces, and 544 related boundary elements were

generated.

The data generated is shown in Figure 6.5, with views analogous to the views

of the MAT. Although visually it appears that the boundary has been generated, in

fact these are simply a hidden-line rendering of the 544 related boundary elements.

ACIS was completely unable to handle the complexity of the intersections between

the boundary elements, despite the fact that the elements consist solely of spheres,

frustums, and planar blocks as described in Chapter 5. Because of this limitation
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Figure 6.3 Section data for NSMB Series B propeller blade
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Figure 6.4 Side view and back view of MAT of propeller blade
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Figure 6.5 Side view and back view of propeller blade
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in the underlying modeler, we were unable to generate a single, cohesive, manifold

boundary related to the input MAT. Clearly, although the base objects are simple,

the intersection problem is extremely complex, so that implementing an intersection

scheme ourselves does not seem like a reasonable solution to this problem. We have

also explored alternatives to the ACIS modeler, but have not found any other modeler

which seems to be more robust or o�er the versatility that ACIS provides. As seen

from this example, the robustness issue certainly is a problem that requires more

attention in order to make our implementation able to handle large data sets of

complex geometry.

6.2 Extension to B-Splines

In Chapter 3, the theory of the conversion from MAT representation to boundary

representation was detailed for a large class of MATs which satis�ed certain tangency

conditions. These tangency conditions were certainly satis�ed by the piecewise planar

and linear MATs for which we explored local validity and for which we implemented

the conversion process. However, the class of MATs to which the theory applies

is much vaster than just piecewise planar and linear. One obvious class of MATs

to which it can be applied is to su�ciently smooth piecewise B-spline surfaces and

curves. However, in this case the problems of local validity and implementation

become signi�cantly more challenging.

In the case of piecewise planar and linear MATs, the local validity arguments fol-

lowed because the direction vectors in a region were generally parallel to one another.

The interesting situations arose when several component of the MAT interacted, so

that nonparallel direction vectors had to be considered. For B-spline data, local valid-

ity can be de�ned in exactly the same way as it was in Chapter 4, but computationally

checking for it will most likely becomemore extensive than the radial sorts which were

su�cient for the linear MATs. A potential way to discretize the continuous problem

of checking local validity between nodes of the B-spline is to put constraints on the

nodes themselves which ensure that local validity at the nodes will give local validity
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between the nodes. Determining constraints which yield this result is one topic we

are planning to pursue.

The implementation aspect of B-spline MAT conversion also raises some interest-

ing issues. If the input is a set of nodes in <4 which represent a B-spline surface

or curve MAT in <4, a decision must be about what points to use to generate the

related boundary. Is it su�cient to �nd the boundary node related to each node and

use those nodes to compute a boundary B-spline, or must a �ner partition of the

MAT surface be used to get an accurate boundary? Answering this question requires

that some notion of accuracy of the related boundary be de�ned, and that a method

for measuring it be determined. A further issue to be considered is what reasonable

restrictions must be made on the input data to allow a rich set of input MATs and

output boundaries, yet make the conversion computationally feasible. Before the ac-

tual implementation begins, these and other questions like them need to be carefully

considered.

6.3 Pseudo-MATs

Another idea we wish to explore is that of modifying the interpretation of the

MAT representation in a variety of ways. We call such modi�ed representations

pseudo-MATs. Here we discuss briey two ideas for such modi�cations.

One drawback in using the MAT as a design paradigm is that the vectors which

connect an MAT point to its related boundary points are the normals to the boundary,

not to the MAT. Unless one has a very keen sense of how the change in the radius

function a�ects the angle between the MAT tangent and the direction vectors, it

is di�cult to assign radius functions which give the desired result. A more intuitive

approach might be to use a di�erent axial representation of objects, such as the Brady

ribbon [Ros86]. The boundary of an object related to a Brady ribbon is found by

moving along the normal to the axis in both directions by the given length. This is

both more intuitive than the MAT approach and simpler to implement, but there are

certain drawbacks to it as well. For one, the geometric interpretation of the MAT as
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the set of points which are equal distance to two or more boundary points is lost in

the Brady ribbon. The geometric and topological relationships between the Brady

ribbon and its related boundary have not been explored extensively, and there is no

concept of what should be done at axis points with no normal. Furthermore, it is

not at all obvious what sort of Brady ribbon would yield a polygonal object such as

a rectangular box.

Another interesting modi�cation to the MAT which we wish to explore is an MAT

comprised only of surfaces, where di�erent r-values may be assigned on each side of

each face of the MAT.We call such an MAT a bisided MAT. Such an MATmightmake

it easier to design objects with airfoil cross-sections, for example, since conceptually

airfoils are designed using a midsection line which is not actually equal distance from

the two outer edges of the cross section. As long as the r values at exterior edges

are identical on both sides of the MAT, the theory of reconstruction presented here

can be applied separately to each side of the bisided MAT to generate the boundary

related to it.

6.4 Graphical User Interfaces for Geometric Data

The �nal area we wish to explore further, that of graphical user interfaces (GUI)

for geometric data, is related to the implementation component of this work. In

our attempt to provide a GUI to facilitate the use of the MAT as a design tool,

we looked into various modeling and graphics systems, including ProEngineer, ACIS,

Inventor, and AutoCAD. None of these was able to provide what we needed: a general

yet intuitive way to construct planar faces and line segment curves graphically in a

general space. Either they were textually and not graphically based, or they did not

allow input in <4, or they did not handle one and two-dimensional objects such as

surfaces and curves well, or a combination of the above. Since we could not �nd any

package which seemed to meet our needs, we built our own basic geometric data input

package for one and two-dimensional objects in <3 or <4. This aspect of the project

consumed considerable time and other resources.
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We believe that the users of geometric data should not have to work so hard to

be able to graphically input their data. Since there are many ways to handle ge-

ometric data, both as input and as output, the solution to this problem is not to

build a particular GUI for geometric data, but rather to develop a tool which al-

lows easy development of a an application-speci�c GUI. Such a tool would require

a general geometric object representation, which can tie together currently available

object representations with new approaches which are developed for particular appli-

cations. A potentially powerful representation for this task is the Erep, or editable

representation, currently being developed by Ho�mann [HJ93, Hof93b, Hof93a]. Erep

is independent of any particular solid modeler, yet archives geometric designs in a

way that allows translation into any solid modeling system. This independence and

translatability are precisely the properties needed for a generic approach to graphical

input of geometric data.
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